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Bell breakup
barely visible
right away
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The phone won't ring any differently on New Year's Day for
customers of South Central Bell
Telephone Co.
And the much talked about
breakup of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Co. at
the stroke of midnight Saturday
may go unnoticed by most
customers until the Public Service Commission rules on a company request for a $163.2 million
rate increase.
What does the breakup of the
world's largest company mean
to the 750,000 customers of South
Central Bell?
"Despite all the talk and all
the questions and all the handwringing ... they're not going it

SHINE ON — It's not exactly a
at wave but warmer temperatures
and welcome rays of sunshine both are expected this weekend to usher
in another new year. Highs today may reach low 30s and Sunday the

upper 30s. Despite warmer temperatures, local officials are still urging
motorists to exercise caution when driving during the holiday weekend.
Staff photo by Greg Travis

Multitude of offices unlikely to change
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Many officials believe there are
too many elective offices in Kentucky. That probably won't
change soon.
State Sen. Gus Sheehan, DCovington, chairman of the
Senate Elections and Constitutional Amendments Committee,
predicts there will not be a successful move in the 1984 General
Assembly to eliminate any elective office.
"These things are pretty hard
to take out of the Constitution,"
he said.
The list of offices whose duties
have been absorbed by others is
lengthy.
Constables, for example, used
to serve the magisterial courts,
which were abolished with the
1975 constitutional amendment
creating the new court system.
Thus, the only remaining

duties of the constable are to
serve county papers, which
sheriffs also do. They also serve
as peace officers, but the
General Assembly severely
restricted that role in 1970.
According to a report compiled by the Legislative Research
Commission, constables were
not elected in 138 of the state's
607 magisterial districts in 1981.
Six counties currently have no
constables. Only 72 counties
have constables in each district.
Of the constables elected in
1981,fewer than 25 write-in votes
placed 18 people in office. And
there were five elected on a
single vote.
As noted in the LRC report,
many offices that have had their
duties severely restricted by
statute or the passage of time
still exist in county government.
Likewise, many state officials

believe some statewide elective
offices should be removed from
the ballot.
A county surveyor is provided
for in the Constitution, even
though no one runs for the post
in most counties.
The Constitution provides for
10 county offices, all of them
elective. And the number
doesn't include the circuit court
clerk, commonwealth's attorney
or any circuit or district judges.
Nine separate statewide offices are mentioned, not counting the three railroad commissioners, justices on the Supreme
Court or judges with the Court of
Appeals.
Including the General
Assembly's 100 representatives
and 38 state senators, Kentucky
elects thousands of public
officials.
There have been attempts to

reduce the number, but Kentuckians are relucant to change
their Constitution. They have
done so just 24 times since it was
adopted in 1891.
There have been four unsuccessful attempts to amend the
Constitution to make the
superintendent of public instruction an appointive job.

No paper Monday;
office to be closed
The Murray Ledger & Times office will be close Monday, Jan. 2,
and will not publish an edition,
in observance of the New Year's
holiday.
The office will reopen at 8 a.m.
Tuesday.

Phone officials look
for smooth transition
As its Jan. 1 separation from
AT&T nears, South Central Bell
continues its efforts to make the
transition as smooth for
customers as possible, said Marvin Orgill, district manager for
Bell.
"South Central Bell will still
be in business Jan. 1," Orgill
said."We're still your source fo?
local telecommunications
services."
Orgill gave details on what
customers need to know to be
ready for Jan. 1:
fro Customers do not have to
change anything about their present service arrangements.
fro "Top quality phone service is our top priority," he said,
"whether it's preminum service
with unlimited local usage, or
one of our money-saving
measured service options."
fro On Jan. 1, leased phones
will be leased from AT&T rather
than South Central Bell, but
customers do not need to take
any action. However, monthly
lease rates will decrease 10
cents on standard style rotary
phones, and increase five cents
on Princess and Trimline style
ohones.
.•-• South Central Bell will

Jackson still hopeful
of obtaining release
of captured airman
By TERRY A. ANDERSON
Associated Press Writer
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) —
The Rev. Jesse Jackson, a
Democratic presidential candidate, said his meeting today
with the Syrian foreign minister
was "fruitful" and that he was
more hopeful than before of obtaining the release of captured
U.S. Navy airman Lt Robert 0.
Good man Jr
Jackson told reporters after
his two-hour meeting with
Foreign Minister Abdul-Halim
Khaddam that the Syrians indicated they felt releasing the
pilot might be "an inducement
and encouragement" to more
U.S. reconnaissance flights over
Syrian -held territory in
Lebanon
Jackson said he told Khaddam
that "the best effort" by Syria
would be to relesee Goodman to
what,••-i.c call.A the
"political-military deadlock"
between the United States and
Syria.
He said Khaddam told him
that "his mind is open" but add.
ed "there is a strong body of opinion in this country that he

(Goodman) should not go until
the flights stop because Syria
feels threatened and in some
sense insulted" by them.
The United States sends
almost daily reconnaissance
flights over Syrian-held territory in Lebanon's central
mountains.
Goodman, a bombardiernavigator, was wounded and
captured Dec. 4 when his attack
jet was downed during a raid on
Syrian positions in Lebanon. The
pilot of his plane was killed. The
raid was in response to earlier
anti-aircraft attacks on U.S.
reconnaissance flights.
A spokeswoman for Jackson,
Florence Tate, said he would
meet with President Hates
Assad and Goodman later today.
The Syrian government confirmed the meetings were on the
day's agenda.
have high hopes this visit
will be able to bring forth our
message of peace," Jackson told
reporters upon his arrival at
Damascus airport Friday.
"We hope that somewhere in
the course of these meetings,
(Continued on Page 2)

see any real change," said Roy
McAllister, operations manager
for the telephone company in
Louisville.
"People don't have to call us
and tell us they still want phone
service. People don't have to do
anything."
Beyond the rate increase request, which could double some
individual phone bills, the
divestiture doesn't mean much
except to a regulatory agency
such as the PSC, which must
sort through mountains of
paperwork stemming from the
change in ownership
The seven regional telephone
companies spawned by the
breakup are hardly midgets
(Continued on Page 2)

provide some in-state long
distance service, but longer
calls within Kentucky and calls
to other states will be handled by
companies such as Sprint, MCI,
or AT&T. Again, no action is required by customers who don't
want to change their long
distance service
.-- Telephone bills have more
pages now, to separate South
Central Bell charges from AT&T
long distance and equipment
charges
Entering this new era of
telecommunications. Orgill said
that South Central Bell has been
privileged to serve Kentucky for
over 100 years.
"We're not looking back," he
said. "We're eager to begin a
new tradition on Jan. 1, offering
the service options and advanced technology to enable you to
tailor you seryrice to your needs
and your budget. We'll build our
new traditions on our 100-year
commitment to the Kentucky
communities where we work,
live and raise our families."
Anyone with questions about
the changes at South Central
Bell should call, toll-free,
1-800-555-5000, Orgill Said.

today's index
Today will be sunny with
highs in the upper 20s to low
30s. Southwest winds at 5 to 15
miles per hour Tonight will
be clear and not as cold. Low
in the upper teens. Southwest
winds at 5 to 10 miles an hour.
New Year's Day will be partly sunny. High in the upper
30s. Southwest winds around
10 miles an hour.

sunny today
Two Sections — 50 Pages
Classifieds
15
Comics
14
Crosswords
14
Dear Abby
6
Farm
12
Fins & Feathers
13
Horoscopes
4, 5, 7
Murray Todaf
4, 5, 6
Perspective
3
Shop Talk
Sports.
10, 11
Year End Review...4 Pages

MISS
YOUR PAPER!

CAR FIRE — Sherri Beshears, 1609 Hamilton Ave., got more than she bargained for when she turned on her
car heater a block from her home The engine caught fire from an undetermined source causing extensive
damage to the auto. Steve Ladd, Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad chief, responded to the call at around 4
p.m. Friday and Murray Fire Department Captain Morris Prescott (left) and Terrell Tidwell 16100 arrived to put
out the blaze shortly thereafter. No injuries were reported
Staff photo by Jim Rector

Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of Tas away Ledger IL Times
by 5.30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 753-113 between 5:36

p.m. mid 6 p.m., klaaday i6reepli Friday, at 3:311 p.m. GM 4 p.m. Satyrdays.
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Vocational center course
trains health care students
Have you ever invisioned
yourself as an X-ray aide,
nurse's aide, or pharmacy aide,
but felt you did not have the
training or were not sure, if you
could become one?
Adults and high school
students interested in the health
care field or those interested in
obtaining certification in such
careers as a nurse's aide, EKG
technician, or respiratory
therapist can take a class at the
Murray Vocational Center to
make those dreams come true.
Gail Dunn, teacher of the
health services class at the
vocational center, said that the
class is ideal for students wanting to find a career or adults
seeking training in a healthrelated field.
"The course is a survey class
for high school students as well
as for adults," she said. "There
are so many adults seeking retraining; housewives who are
now looking for a career. We feel
as though we are doing them a
service." She said the course is
also ideal for people who are not
sure of their interest in health
care, but want to look into it as a
possible career choice.
The class, which is in its
fourth year, combines
classroom lecture material,
laboratory and on-the-job experience. Dunn said the
classroom lecture material
covers areas as professional
ethics, nutrition, math,
anatomy, and the psychological
aspects of health care. The

course also covers such skill
areas as taking blood pressure,
making a hospital bed, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, and
first aid.
Dunn said the class does work
in the lab housed in the vocational center and also takes field
trips to various medical and
dental offices, veterinary offices
and the public health
department.
Dunn said that the primary
objectives of the- class are to
allow participants to make purposeful career decisions based
In knowlege and experience in
health care areas, to give participants skills for entry-level
work in the health care profession and to enrich the participants' lives with the principles of health.
The health care program is
state-wide and educators in
Frankfort develop learning
modules for the class, Dunn
said. These modules focus on the
various systems in the body, the
functions of and structures in
each system, and the disorders
of the systems.
Dunn said that she welcomes
adults in the class. "We're
always happy to have adults,"
she said. "They add a great deal
to the class." she added that
some of the students in the class
have gone on to become nursing
students at Murray State
University.
The class meets for three
hours a day Monday through
Friday for two semesters. The

Bell...
(Continued from Page 1)
when it comes to the size of their
business operations. Bellsouth,
a holding company that will own
South Central Bell, is expected
to have assets of $21.7 billion.
Bell customers will still go to
South Central Bell for local service — measured or flat rate —
and some long distance services, though that may change
too. Getting a telephone involves
another decision. A telephone
can now be leased from AT&T or
purchased from almost anyone
— including South Central Bell.
Then it must be decided where
to get long distance service.
Right now, according to the
PSC, South Central Bell is the
only company in its service area
authorized to offer intrastate
long distance service. Two other
companies have applied to be
able to provide the service.
Interstate long distance service can be obtained from AT&T
or from the growing number of
companies which offer the

service.
There is one basic difference
between telephone service
before divestiture and after
divestiture, McAllister said.
"People now are going to have
to make choices about phone
service they never had to make
before," he said. —The big difference is the development of
choice."
The bill for all of this — unless
long distance service is obtained
through an independent company — will still come from
South Central Bell and include
separate notes from AT&T: One
check—Will - still make the
payment.
South Central Bell is the
largest phone company in Kentucky, but it is not the only one.
General Telephone Co. of Kentucky and about 20 much
smaller independent companies
serve parts of the state and their
customers will not be affected
by divestiture.

Jackson...
(Continued from Page 1)
something can be done or said to
allow us to break the deadlock
and take a giant step toward
peace, and that on high
humanitarian grounds, Lt.
Goodman can be freed."
Syria says it considers Goodman a prisoner of war and will
release him only "after the war
is over." There has been no
declaration of war and U.S. officials have said repeatedly the
United States does not consider
itself at war with Syria.
Jackson has said he hoped to
give Goodman a letter from his
mother, Marilyn Goodman of
the New York City borough of
Queens, and would try to arrange a telephone call between
the mother and son.
When he arrived, Jackson was
greeted at the airport by Deputy
Foreign Minister Issam An-

nayeb and U.S. Ambassador
Robert Paganeth.
Paganelli said he welcomed
Jackson's visit and "assistance
In our job of gaining Lt. Goodman's release."
Jackson denied his visit meant
he was critical of Paganelli's efforts to convince Syria to free
Goodman.
"There is a deadlock along
political and military lines," he
said. "It's as if neither can move
across their own concerns, their
own definition of security. This
(visit) is a moral appeal above
the government-to-government
relations.
President Reagan did not
return four telephone calls from
Jackson. An aide, declining to be
identified, said Reagan did not
want to lend official approval to
Jackson's mission.

morning class meets from 8:30
a.m. to 11.15 and the afternoon
class meets from noon to 2:50.
These hours give working people
a chance to fit the class into
their schedules, Dunn said.
Jim Lawson, principal of the
vocational center, said that the
class begins Jan. 3. Lawson said
that there is a nominal coat for
the course, a $10 registration
fee, and $3 a month tuition,
payable on a semester basis.
Lawson said that although
there is room for only 30
students, there are still openings
available. He said that anyone
interested in taking the class
this semester should contact
him at the vocational center at
753-1870, or should aLs0 contact
either himself or Gail Dunn at
home.

Collins asked to
delay reforms
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Martha Layne Collins is being urged to postpone any major
educational reforms until a 1985
special legislative session, according to published reports.
Initiatives that would cost
much money would be deferred
until then, although "selected
items" on education that Mrs.
Collins proposed during her
campaign are suggested for
study by the General Assembly
that convenes Tuesday.
A self-appointed group of 10
prominent Kentuckians submitted a report to Mrs. Collins
before her November election.
The report recommends that
between now and 1985, a Governor's Commission on Education
for Kentucky's Future would be
appointed to work on major
reforms for public schools, The
(Louisville) Courier-Journal
reported in a copyright story in
its Saturday editions.
The newspaper reported the
commission's suggestions will
be turned over to the governor
next December, before a special
session might begin.
Mrs. Collins could not be
reached for comment, but
Cabinet Secretary Larry Hayes
said she has "it and other
(educational)recommendations
under study."
The Courier-Journal said
news of the report came from
several people familiar with its
contents but who asked not to be
identified.
The group's report asks Mrs.
Collins to appoint members to
the new commission, which
would be divided into 10 task
forces to study specific educational areas. The panels would
review other proposals of educational reform and would conduct
public hearings across
Kentucky.
The panels would put together
a series of reports by next
December for Mrs. Collins to
use in proposing a special session to deal with education
issues.
Glasgow Mayor Luska
Twyman,a member of the panel
advising Mrs. Collins, said the
state's financial problems are
the reasoq for the proposal to
delay major educational
reforms.
"Money is going to be short (in
1984)," he said.
Jefferson County School
Superintendent Donald Ingwerson was also involved in organizing the group that put together
the report for Mrs. Collins.
"What we were trying to do is
just give her and her staff ideas
on ways they might approach
the educational challenge here
In Kentucky," he said.

Default rate on loans at university
lower than state, national average
The default rate for loans
made to students at Murray
State University through the National Direct Student Loan Program is signiticanUy lower than
both the state and national
averages
That was the conclusion of a
recent in-depth story in the Murray State News campus
newspaper. The report, by staff
writer John White, said the
default rate at the university is
7.49 percent, while the statewide rate is 10 percent and the
national figure is 10.5.
The lowest default average for
Murray State was during the
1979-80 school year when the
rate dropped to 5.62, according
to Margaret Yuill, fiscal officer
In the Student Financial Aid Office. The average default rate
for the last nine years is 6.92 percent, she added.
Mrs. Yuill said the percentages are important because the
program operates based on a
revolving account. She explained that new loans are made from
funds collected. "Unlike past
years, no new federal dollars

are being added. Student loan
collections are the lifeblood of
the program."
She said that keeping the rate
low is also important because
the program can be cancelled by
the federal government if the
average default rate exceeds 25
percent. She said some schools
have been cut in recent years.
Johnny McDougal, director of
student finacial aid at the
university, says the low default
rate is an indication of the
character of Murray State
students. "The record of repayment is an indication of our
[students' value systems and of
Il their taking seriously a loan
'obligation."
McDougal added that the
university stresses personal involvement between financial aid
office personnel and students.
He believes this is a factor in the
favorable record of repayments.
The university's Student
Financial Aid Office, which is
housed in Sparks Hall, expects
to distribute $455,000 for the
83-84 school year to about 600
students. More than $10 million

has been channeled to more than
8,000 Murray State students
since the first loan was made on
campus through the federal program in 1959.
Students can receive $1,250
per year through the program
for educational purposes.
Repayment and interest
charges do not begin until after
graduation. Then the loans are
currently financed at five percent simple interest.
McDougal noted that the loans
are made available based upon
finacial need as determined by a
federal formula. He said there is
no security requirement or any
kind of credit check.
Mrs. Yuill said the university
has several means of copping
with delinquent repayments ineluding court action. But she added that steps such as stretching
the payments out over a longer
period usually keep a loan from
going into default.
"We stress the personal approach when a former student is
having a legitimate difficulty in
meeting the repayments. We
work individually with each borrower," she said.

'Campus Lights' to have musical
flavor; productions are scheduled
Music has always been the heart
of the long-running "Campus
Lights" productions,sponsored by
the local chapters of men's and
women's music fraternities at
Murray State University.
When the curtain opens on the
46th annual production in Lovett
Auditorium Feb. 16-19, the cast
will perform more than 30 tunes —
about double the usual musical
output.
Mike McClure, a Bardstown
senior and chairppan of the show's
board of director's, explained that
the performance this year will be
in the format of a musical-comedy
revue.
"We are returning to a format
that was very successful for early
productions. It will be a fast-paced
show with some dynamic music
and talent."
Plots for "Campus Lights" tn
recent years have ranged from
students working in a jeans factory to a murder mystery. The
46th storyline will be to review
music from each decade the show
has been in existence, beginning
with the 1930s.

"We want to show how dress
and dance styles have changed
over the years. We've also studied
some of the old 'Lights' scripts to
see what songs were used," says
McClure.
The production also marks the
return of the "serious soloist."
McClure said early directors frequently selected the most talented
campus musicians for solo vocal
or instrumental performances.
Pianist Greg Varner, a
sophomore for Norris City, Ill.,
was selected for the 1984 solo. He
will play "Rhapsody in Blue" as
part of the '30s arrangements.
McClure said comedy will not be
lost as the students give increased
attention to the music. If the look
back in time is not sufficient for a
laugh, t,he show has a long-winded
narrator who is dealth with accordingly. His penalties range
from getting pulled out of the
spotlight with the traditional hooked cane to pursuit by an old
woman wielding a rubber chicken.
The 1984 cast and crew totals
more than 80 people. The cast includes a 20-piece band, 30-

member chorus and 10 dancers.
The show, as always, is totally
written and produced by students
and sponsored by the two music
fraternities — Sigma Alpha Iota
for women and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia for men.
The crew of "Campus Lights,"
which began in 1938, has to cut
sort holiday vacations. McClure
noted that rehearsals begin Ja.8.
Among others involved in the
show are Dr. Roger Fteichmuth,
faculty sponsor, Ronnie Oliver Jr.
of Owensboro, director; Kristy
Calman of Sturgis, assistant
director; Jay Fern of Calvert City, band director; and Todd Hill of
Paris, Tenn., chorus director.
Proceeds from the show, widely
known as one of the best college
productions in the country, go into
a music scholarsip fund, rickets
will go on sale after the start of the
spring semester. Additional ticket
information may be obtained after
Jan. 18, the first day of spring
classes, by calling the Department of Music office at (502) 7629288.

Judge delays release of documents
from Richard Nixon administration
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
public will be forced to wait at
least a while longer to see some
of the most sensitive political
documents from the administration of former President
Richard M. Nixon.
Government archivists were
scheduled to begin Tuesday
releasing 1.5 million White
House documents that Nixon left
behind when he resigned in 1974.
But U.S. District Judge
Thomas Hogan has barred the
General Services Administration and the National Archives
from making the papers
available for now. He ruled Friday that part of the law granting
public access to the documents
is unconstitutional.
The government's next move
is unclear. Justice Department

spokesman Brad Marman refused to comment on the possibility
that Hogan's ruling will be
appealed.
The judge's ruling also left
open the possibility that the GSA
could draw new regulations,
without the need for Congress to
pass a new law, that would permit release of the papers.
But Hogan's decision was at
least a temporary victory for 29
former Nixon administration officials who filed suit to block
public access to the papers.
In a brief order, Hogan said
GSA and National Archives officials may not take "any further actions pursuant to the existing public access regulations
until such time as newly promulgated regulations become
effective."
Hogs is expected to issue a

lengthy opinion next week to accompany the order and Justice
Department laywers are
withholding comment until they
study the opinion.
Nixon's former aides filed
their suit last October, challenging the public access provisions
of the Presidential Recordings
and Materials Preservation Act.
The act empowers either
house of Congress to "veto" administrative regulations governing release of the documents,
and it is that so-called
legislative veto power that the
Supreme Court declared unconstitutional in a sweeping
decision last June.
Hogan relied upon the
Supreme Court ruling to invalidate a portion of the
presidential documents
disclosure law.

CORN-AUSTINS
FAMOUS CLEARANCE SALE STARTS TUES. JAN. 3rd AT 9:00 A.M.
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Ineffective OSHA
During the 1980 presidential campaign, Ronald
Reagan promised to abolish the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration, deriding the
nation's worker-safety agency as a needless
nuisance to business. As president, Mr. Reagan
has found a less visible and less controversial
way to achieve the same objective: OSHA survives, but without the clout needed to be effective. The federal cop no longer patrols the industrial beat.
Mr. Reagan's choice of Thorne Auchter to
head OSHA signaled his determination to gut the
agency, for Auchter — head of a Florida company that was cited by OSHA for 48 violations
during the 1970s — had no evident qualifications
for the job other than his active involvement in
the 1980 campaign. Auchter's first initiative —
ordering the destruction of 100,000 copies of a
booklet on black lung disease which he hadn't
read — has set the standard for OSHA's subsequent activities.
The number of OSHA inspectors has been cut
by 30 percent since 1980 to 1,077 and the inspectors' jobs have been redefined, making them at
most advisors, not monitors. In many locales, inspectors are now instructed to examine company
logbooks, not the actual worksite where health
and safety violations are likely to surface. Those
firms that break the rules are often asked to
report on their own compliance, rather than facing follow-up inspections.
The number of "serious" violations cited has
been halved and fines dramatically reduced
under this administration. In 1980, there were 98
fines of $10,000 or more; two years later, there
were just 18. One incident suggests how this has
come about. A Wisconsin construction firm that
had its laborers working in the trenches that
could easily cave in was fined $4,999 and cited by
the OSHA inspector for a "willful" violation of
the law; following an informal conference with
an OSHA supervisor, the penalty was dropped to
$100 and the citation changed to "non-serious."
OSHA administrators have also tried to throttle the process of setting standards to govern the
myriad hazards that workers confront. One attempt to weaken rules aimed at protecting
workers from brown lung disease by insisting
upon cost-benefit analysis was struck down by
the Supreme Court as inconsistent with the law's
intent. And earlier this year, a federal appeals
court ordered OSHA to issue an emergency standard for ethylene oxide, a hospital Sterilant and
known carcinogen to which 100,000 workers are
exposed; the agency has yet to comply.
"Cooperative regulation," Auchter calls the
present direction of OSHA, and while cooperation among industry, labor and government is
far better than needlessly adversarial relations,
the prevailing approach is more aptly described
as self-regulation. But self-regulation is neither
an adequate response to work-place dangers nor
consistent with Congress' mandate. Congress
needs promptly to subject OSHA to the detailed
scrutiny needed to embarrass it to change, for
under Thorne Auchter, OSHA has degenerated
into as much of a national embarrassment as the
Environmental Protection Agency when Ann
Burford ran the show.

A cruel intrusion
If you do a little knitting at home to sell to a
manufacturer, you'd be helping yourself and the
economy and doing what the federal government
encourages, wouldn't you?
No, you wouldn't — because the federal courts
won't let you. Rebuffing the Reagan administration's deregulation effort, a three-judge federal
appeals court has reinstated a long-standing
federal ban on commercial knitting of outer-wear
by people working at home.
Never mind that "a man's home is his castle,"
that cottage industries flourish in other countries
or that the sale of home-produced material to a
manufacturer is classic free enterprise between
a willing buyer and a willing seller.
All that doesn't matter because the court, in a
64-page opinion, said the Labor Department's
decision to rescind the ban on such home work was
"arbitrary and capricious." We are tempted to
say that being arbitrary and capricious in the
cause of individual liberty is no crime.
The court held that "industrial home work"
severely undermines enforcement of the Fair
Labor Standards Act's minimum wage provisions
and its restrictions on hours worked because of the
difficulty of policing harne workers. So there you
have it. You can't work at home and sell to a
manufacturer because it's difficult to police you
at home.
The court reinstated the regulation that makes
it illegal for knitted outer-wear manufacturers to
use materials made by home workers, even if they
call themselves independent contractors. The ruling eliminates the jobs of women in Vermont who
knit ski clothes for commercial sale.
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the white house

by lames gerstenzang

Santa's gifts to White House staff
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Once
again, Santa Claus found President
and Mrs. Reagan, and their staff
members, on Christmas morning
before they all scattered for a few
days off.
Thanks to a muse and a source,
we can report on what Santa left.
For James A. Baker III, the chief
of the White House staff, a catcher's mitt and baseball bat were
left under the handsomely
decorated Christmas tree. Santa, it
seems, hasn't realized that Baker
is no longer toying with the idea of
becoming the next commissioner
of major league baseball. Or is he?
Michael K. Deaver, the deputy
chief of staff, is the man who
precedes the president on foreir

trips, checking out the accommodations and meeting arrangements. With the president
just back from a visit to Japan and
South Korea, and a trip to China
planned for April, a credit card
good in all the shops of Hong Kong
might come in handy. And that's
what he got.
Edwin Meese III is the president's counselor, who suggested
that some visitors to soup lines are
just trying to get out of paying for
meals they could afford, and then,
offering a joke aimed at himself,
said that Charles Dickens' Scrooge
was the victim of a "bad press."
Santa thought Meese might like to
read "A Christmas Carol" again,
so his gift was a leather-bound,

first edition of the classic story.
When John F.W. Rogers, the
presidential aide who has
developed into the White House
computer-meister, reached into his
Christmas stocking, he found, of
course, a package of new computer
programs. Plugging them into a
central computer hidden away in
the White House, he was able to
display the latest video games on
each screen in the building.
Larry Speakes, the chief White
House spokesman, was given a
well-deserved shield against
middle-of-the-night telephone calls
from White House reporters: an
unlisted telephone number.
Connie Romero, Speakes'
secretary and a 20-year veteran of

the White House press office, got
an annual dose of infinite patience,
an item that is always needed when
dealing with the above-mentioned
reporters.
The president and Mrs. Reagan's
son and daughter-in-law, Ron and
Dorea Reagan, are still awaiting
their present — it could not be
made up until after Christmas.
They are getting a plaque honoring
them for having developed the
"most imaginative gifts of the
year." They gave the president and
first lady: his and her jogging
outfits.
And to the president and his wife
went a copy of the Jane Fonda exercise video cassette to use with
their new exercise suits.

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
There has been much talk in
political circles over the last seventyfive years or so warning us about
those "evil geniuses" who "mastermind" revolutions throughout the
world.
While there have been many
revolutions (political and otherwise)
during the past several generations,
hardly any of them have been
"masterminded" by outside agents
— as much as we would like to
believe such simplistic conspiracy
theories.
In a commencement at Harvard,
reprinted in the September, 1983
issue of Vaniety Fair, Carlos Fuentes
put the matter simply:
The daybreak of a movement of
social and political renewal
cannot be set by calendars
other than those of the people
involved. Revolutions cannot
be exported.
Perhaps this is something that both
communist and capitalists,
democratic and dictatorial leaders
ought to remember.

'I believe you're going MY way. .

01983 Copley News Service

looking back
Ten years ago
John Mack Carter of Murray as
head of a new company puchased
American Home and American
Home Crafts magazines from
Downe Publishing, Inc., for an undisclosed amount.
Dr. L.J. Hortin will be speaker at
a meeting of the Paducah Market
House Museum on Jan. 9.
A film, "Worlds Apart," will be
shown tonight at 10 p.m. at the
Memorial Baptist Church.
Tilghman beat St. Mary's to
become champions of the Paducah
Tilghman Invitational High School
Basketball Tournament.
Showing at the Cheri Theatre is
John Wayne in "Cahill" and at the
Capri Theatre is the Walt Disney
film, "That Darn Cat"
Twenty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. S.V.
Foy on Sycamore Street at
Woodlawn was gutted by fire this
morning.
Dr. Hal E. Houston is now with
Mayo Clinic at Rochester, Minn.,
where he is a 'fellow in general
surgery. He will be at Mayo's for
four years. Dr. Houston is the
nephew of Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
Houston of Murray.
Kenlalce Hotel will be closed
from Jan 2 until in the spring, according to an announcement by
Robert Bell, commissioner of
parks for the state of Kentucky.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Lynn
McHahan, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. L.
Edward Sturm and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe C,00mer.
Mayfield beat Ballard Memorial
for the championship of the
Calloway County High School Invitational Basketball Tournament.
High team scorers were F,ields for
Mayfield and Canada for Ballard.
Thirty years ago
Oliver C. McLemore, Jr., soli of
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. McLemore,
South Sixth Street, Murray, was
promoted to Radarman Third
Class, United States Nanvy, while
serving aboard the anti-aircraft
cruiser USS Juneau.
Recent births reported at the
Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Futrell, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hughes, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. George Turner, a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hampsher and a girl to Mr. and Mrs
Guthrie Osborn.
Miss Mary Ann Grant. daughter
of Mr. rd Mrs. J.D. Grant, and

t'st

Max Horace Churchill, Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. Max H. Churchill,
Sr., were married Dec. 27 at First
Baptist Church.
Bob Major, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Major of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
and grandson of Mrs. Wallace
McElrath of Murray, is a member
of the Mt. Lebanon High School
Band, Pittsburgh, which will
march in the Tournament of Roses
Parade on New Year's Day in
Pasadena, Calif.
Howie Crittenden of Murray
State College Basketball Squad
was one of 13 players named to the
Kentucky Invitational Basketball
Tournament All-Star Team by a
committee of coaches and sports
writers at the Louisville
tournament.
Forty years ago
The Mason Memorial Hospital is
on the list of provisionally approved hospitals in the United States
and Canada, according to an announcement made by Board of
Regents of American College of
Surgeons.
Miss Virginia Frances Crawford,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Crawford of Murray, is in North
Africa assigned to the Recreation
Corps of American Red Cross.
R.H. Falwell was awarded a gold
diamond trimmed service pin for
25 years service with the Commonwealth Life Insurance Co.
Harold Watson is minister of the
Murray Church of Christ.
Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Boyd
celebrated their 50th anniversary
at their home on the Wiswell Road
on Dec. 26. They were married
Dec. 24, 1893.
Marriages announced include
Phyllis Gels to Lt. Charles Luther
Robertson on Dec. 11 and Nell
Alexander to Austin Adkinson on
Dec. 18.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Brona Vick on Dec.
18, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Hutchens on Dec. 22, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Waldrop on Dec. 23,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Clovis
Bazzell on Dec. 26.
The Palestine Homemakers Club
met in the home of Mrs. Clarence
McDaniel on Dec. 6.
-,-Murray
Ross, president, presided.
Mrs. Mavis McCamisic and
daughter. Jo, of Chattanooga.
Tenn.. are the guests of her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Wrather. and other relatives.
Fifty years ago
Elected as officers of Murray

•

Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons were Urban G. Starks,
Tullios Hutchins, Glenn C.
Ashcraft, Jr., Leonis Wyatt, W.
Zelna Carter, R.H. Robbins, Sr.,
Dan Hart, Herman Doran, Jake
Dunn, E.B. Motley and W.E. Clark.
Frances Wilson, 12, of 1100
Poplar St., was the winner of the
new Chevolet car given away by a
number of Murray firms in a preChristmas promotion on Dec. 23.
Dr. Cody H. Jones of Lynn
Grove, a member of the Calloway
County School Board, was the
featured speaker at the Father-Son
Banquet on Dec. 21 by the Hazel
High School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America.
The Rev. W.M. Vaughan is the
pastor of the Kirksey Circuit of the
Methodist Church.

Marriages announced include
Treva Cobb to Roy Burkeen and
Avis Williams to Earl Childress.
E.J. Beale, Lloyd Allbritten and
Raymond Hamlin entertained with
a dinner at the Collegiate Inn in
honor of the Murray State College
Thoroughbred Football Team,
Coaches and Staff. Mr. Beale was
toastmaster.
Members of the cast of the play,
"Silas Smidge From Turnip
Ridge," presented Dec. 22 by the
Freshman Class of Lynn Grove
High School were Martha Bell Harris, Bedoit Youngblood, Tremon
McReynolds, °cline Swann, Reba
Mae Miller, Carlos Erwin, Fred
Furches, Ruth Pogue, Tennis
Wilson Rogers, J.R. Jones, Edwin
Warren, Udell Erwin and Rebecca
Armstrong.

letters to the editor
Cancer Fund support appreciated
To The Editor:
The board of directors would like
to take this opportunity to thank
those who contributed to the
Cancer Fund through our
"Season's Greetings" in the Murray Ledger & Times.
We would also want to thank you
and your staff for your kind interest shown the Cancer Fund
Christmas Greetings.
Your support was much appreciated, and as usual very
generous for a worthwhile cause. It
is persons like yourself and the people of Calloway County who know
the real meaning of Christmas by
helping someone else.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should I* on topics of general in.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to
Editor, The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.

Sincerely,
Martha Broach, Chapter Chairman
American Cancer Society

Likes coverage
To The Editor:
We wish to express our deepest
thanks to the Murray Ledger &
Times for the excellent coverage of
our "Christmas Tour of Homes."
The publicity played a great part
in making our tour a huge success.
Thanks again for your interest
and for the treat contribution you
make in our community.
Sincerely,
Gale Vinson, Secretary
Kappa Deparment,
Murray Woman's Club
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by margaret trevathan

New books at library featured
New books at the
Calloway Public
Library include the
following:
DOMINA, by Barbara
Wood. Doubleday.
A novel rich in the
history of medicine and
in romance, about
Samantha Hargrave, a
woman who dares to
dream of becoming one
of the first women doctors in America.
THE RESCUE OF MISS
YASKELL AND OTHER
PIPE DREAMS, by Russell
Baker. Congdon Weed.
Here a more than a
hundred delightful portions of the author's
writing drawn from his
New York Times
"Observer" column.
BEHIND THE
HEADLINES, by Webb
Garrison. Stackpole
Press.
These are the real

Bargain Matinees
Sat & Sun. Cheri & Cine
All Seats S2.00 Except
Sdcien Impact $2.S0
S.,e Ad For Times

stories behind over forty
history-making events
and the people and
places involved to bring
history to life.
HOW TO USE AND
DISPLAY YOUR PICTURES, by David
Kirkman. HP Books.
Kirkman tells you
how to achieve a professional look when matting, mounting and
framing your prints to
show a variety of
methods to display your
photography.
BACK TO SCHOOL, by
William Haponski. Peterson's Guides.
Althought the book is
Intended as a manual, it
is a humorous guide for
adults returning to
school and the various
experiences likely
encountered.
THE LAST LION,

WINSTON SPENCER
CHURCHILL, by William
R. Manchester. Little,
Brown.
In this first volume of
the author's two-volume
biography, the Churchill
story is one of high
adventure, bitter
defeats and the inner
strengths of the towering Englishman whose
watchword was "Never
give in."
SO MANY PARTINGS,
by Cathy Cash Spellman.
Delacorte Press.
From the poverty of
the Irish immigrant to
the wealth of the selfmade man, deserted by
fortune and family, to
the triumph of a
patriarch capable of
outwitting fate itself -this is the story of
Thomas Dalton and the
women who touch his

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake
FOR SUNDAY, JANUARY 1, 1964

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARM
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) TA
The New Year begins on a
cheerful note. You're busy
making resolutions, which you
will keep! Accent positive
thinking.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 6441Z0
1.
You'll spend some time to
day on a work project that excites you. Luck is with you in
financial matters. Curb fantasies.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 201 noi9
fr
A loved one makes a fuss
centre' center 753-3314 over you. Romance is exciting, but don't let flirtatiousness get out of hand.
Accent loyalty.
CANCER
(C)
(June 21 to July 22) 0
Luck comes through an aunt
or uncle. Make plans for new
job beginnings. Evening finds
you somewhat impressionable.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You're the lucky recipient of
more than one party invitation. Enjoy leisure activities.
Romance is likely after dark.
VIRGO
( Aug. 23to Sept. 22) FC‘
ii.
You'll pick up a bargain for
the home. Welcome news
comes from family, though
you're concerned about an
older relative.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
You're right to be optimistic, but curb wishful
thinking. A phone call brings
good news. Take the initiative
chestnut et. 753-3314
in expressing views.

J2,kgt
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SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
Though luck is with you
financially, stay clear of
gambling. It's OK to go ahead
with a major purchase.
Capitalize on the opportunity.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Friends want your company. You're popular now and
able to spread cheer wherever
you go. Listen to your intui-boor
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan.19)
A religious service uplifts
you. The day favors quiet pursuits such as reading, meditation and planning.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Opportunity comes through
friends. At a social gathering,
you're well received, though
there may be one bad apple in
the crowd.
PISCES
Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Be sure to participate in
community events. You're in
the limelight now and gain
both recognition and respect.
YOU BORN TODAY are
self-reliant and independent.
You work well in business for
yourself and have executive
talents, although you must
learn to complete what you
start. You have original ideas,
but can be impatient. The
cultivation of diplomacy will
enable you to successfully get
your ideas acres to others. Do
your own thing and you'll
become known for your uniqueness. Writing, teaching,
acting and politics may appeal
to you. Birth date of: Barry
Goldwater, U.S. politician;
J.D. Salinger, writer; and Betsy Row,American patriot.

We.
THE PREGNANCY
BOOK FOR TODArS
WOMAN, by Howard A.
Shapiro. Harper.
An obstetrician
answers all your questions about pregnancy
and childbirth.. and
some you may have not
considered, but should.
CAT OWNER'S HOME
VETERINARY HANDBOOK, by Delbert G.
Carlson, Howell Book
House.
Here you will find the
basics of health care
and disease prevention
for the young and old. A
well-cared-for cat suffers fewer illnesses and
infirmities as he grows
older.
THE INDIVIDUAL'S
GUIDE TO GRANTS, by
Judith B. Margolin.
Plenum Press.
An idea book that
guides you through the
necessary steps to build
a propossal, make it
marketable, and present it with enthusiasm
to likely targets.
CONSTRUCTING OUTDOOR FURNITURE WITH
99 PROJECTS, by Percy
W. Blandford. Tab Books.

8C1

ME

THE WHOLE BIRTH
CATALOG, by Janet
Isaacs Ashford. The Crossing Press.
A sourcebook for
choices in childbirth.
ROMPER ROOM'S
MISS SALLY PRESENTS
200 FUN THINGS TO DO
WITH LITTLE KIDS, by
Sally Claster Bell.
Doubleday.
A book of projects, activities and ideas.
THE BETTER MOUSE
TRAP, by Aaron E. Klein.
Beaufort Books.
A miscellany of
gadgets, labor-saving
devices and inventions
from 1790-1840.

School cancels game
etkcii; with Dallas school

XCP

IRVING, Texas (AP)
— A Baptist school has
canceled its basketball
games with Cistercian
Preparatory School in
Irving after learning the
suburban Dallas school
is Catholic.
We thought they
were merely a private
school," said Stan
Kiefer, basketball coach
at the eastern Texas
Longview Christian
Academy.
We didn't know they
were Catholic," he said
Thursday. "We played
them when we had a
broader philosophy.
Now we are just going to
play Baptist schools."
Father Bernard Marton, headmaster of the
Catholic school, told the
Dallas Morning News he
was shocked by the
cancellation.
"They contacted our
coach and said they had
not researched our
school properly and
learned we are
Catholic," Marton said.
"Ten days before the
game, they said they
were canceling our
schedule because we

WI

You can have it all, at
an amazingly low cost,
when you build your
own!
THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
TO NONPRESCRIPTION
DRUGS, by David R. Zimmerman. Harper.
More than 1000 ingredients are evaluated
and more than 1000
brand-name drugs are
rated. Based on the ongoing FDA-sponsored
review of ingredients included in nonprescription drugs.

had philosophical
.
differences.
"When I heard it, I
thought, what kind of a
world are we living in?"
Officials at the
Longview academy, an
independent Baptist
school, already had told
Cistercian Coach
Robert Haaser this year
of strict rules for
cheerleaders performing at the academy.
"They said
cheerleaders must wear
skirts no shorter than
two inches above
ground from a kneeling
upright position," said
Marton. "They said
they may not wear long
pants and could not perform mounts, cartwheels, splits or perform cheers with a rock
beat."
Marton said that when
he heard of the rules he
told Haaser not to take
the school's
cheerleaders to
Longview.
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FRIENDSHIP HOUSE-- The Rev. Earl Warlord, left, director of Friendship International House 1983, talks with Fereidoun Davachi of Iran, now advancing his
education in school administration at Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn. Davachi
and his family were among the international students here for the holidays for the
Friendship House, sponsored by Baptist Student Union at Murray State University
and Baptists of thejllood River Baptist Association.

Foreign students here
The snow, ice and
freezing weather have
made Friendship International House 1983
quite different from the
annual event of other
years.
Friendship International House is an effort
of the Baptist Student
Union of Murray State
University and Baptists
of Blood River Baptist
Association each year.
"The purpose is to
minister to international students from
other college campuses
during the Christmas
holidays when many
dormitories are closed
meaning many International students do not
have any place open to
them," said the Rev.
Earl Warford, house
director.
Stiaents are invited to
visit in the area homes
and enjoy the hositality
of family living experiences during the
holidays.
This year several
stuents who had enrolled to attend found it too
difficult to find public
transportation.
Those who arrived
found a warm welcome,
a planned program and
cold weather which interferred with implementation of the total
program.

"I wasn't going to get
Those attending were
a tape measure and the following:
begin measuring
Mr. and Mrs. Fereiskirts," he said.
doun Davachi from Iran

Carolyn Oliver
Of Mayfield
Lost 30 Lbs. &
32% Inches
Come to the New Year's Eve

BRUNCH
Sat. Dec. 31 from Midnight to 3 A.M.
Muffins
Pancakes .
French Toast
Fruit
Casseroles
Much More!

All you can eat $rs

Five Points

Murray

759-4455

Well, here is another success story
for you as a result of a committment
to lose weight and a lot of encouragement along the way.
:arolyn's story is one a lot of us can relate to: Just a few
weeks ago I hated the idea of getting dressed to go anywhere. 1
wore a 13/14 but needed a 15/16.
How depressing! Dressing up was a chore because I felt that
no matter what I wore I didn't look nice and that makes you
feel awful.
Several of my friends at church had been going to Diet
Center and they had so many nice things to say about it. But
can I afford it, I kept asking myself. It dawned on me suddenly.
Here I am, feeling awful about myself and I need to buy larger
clothes, can I afford not to go to Diet Center?
You can see what my decision was. I'm so very glad I chose tc
lose weight at Diet Center. I've learned a lot about nutrition and
I truly believe I'll never gain weight again.
Thanks. Diet Ceave _
40,4 AT T ouvc
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-1:00
and 2:00-5:30
Sat. 10-12

40#

641 N.
\The Village
53-0020
'I

and sons, Farhad, a student at David Lipscomb
College, Nashville, Farshad and Faramara,
and daughters,
Farangiss and Faranak.
Mrs. Zahara Davanchi,
the mother and grandmother, also is'here for
the local event. Mr.
Davachi is advancing
his,education in school
administraton at
Peabody College,
Nashville, Tenn.
Dinyar A. Master
from India, a student at
Pratt Institute, New
York, N.Y.
All Aydeniz from
Turkey, a student at
Northeast Missouri
State University,
Kirksville, Mo.
Anard Davendra
Persaud from Guyana,
South America, who attends the University of
Kansas, Lawrence,
Kan.
Yi-Jong from
Taiwan, Republic of
China, a student at the
University of Iowa at
Iowa City, Iowa.
Several international
students at Murray
State University have
participated in various
events during the
holidays.
They include Dave
Small of Barbados,
West Indies; Simon and
Elizabeth Okoth and
daughter, Amy, of
Kenya, Africa;
Catherine Etuokwu of
Nigeria; Kamal A. and
Iklas Abdelrahman and
daughter, Hind, of
Sudan.
Other students
representing the coun;
tries of Costa Rica,
Padistan, Egypt,
Kenya, England and
Ethiopia were unable to
come after having
enrolled.
Host families who had
registered their homes
included the following:
Hall and Margarette
McCuiston, Earl and
Thelma Warlord, Jerrell and Connie White,
Lynn and Pat Phillips,
Shirley Werts, W.A. and
Gracie Erwin,
The Rev. and Mrs.
Charles Simmons, Mrs.
Maudine George, Jerry
and. Patsy Green, Mr.

and Mrs. Kerry Darnall,
J.D. and Pauline Elkins,
Mrs. Jean Bird,
Ralph and Freda
Lovett, Mrs. Chris Loftis, Mrs. Peggy Nolcox,
Mrs. Yetive Brown,
Richard and Sherry
Vance, Don and Jane
Rogers, Robert and
Violet Johnson, and
Mrs. Billie Ray.
Committee chairmen
were as follows:
Mrs. Gracie Erwin,
hospitality; Mrs. Billie
Ray, housing; Dr. Jerrell White and the Rev.
David Fambrough, program; Miss Ola Mae
Roberts, communication; Mrs. Pauline
Elkins, meals; Cassell
Garrison and Seibert
Sulliv an,
transportation.
Various tours were
planned and were able
to be carried out
through the first week,
but this week with the
ice and snow most of
them had to be
canceled.
Many of the Baptist
churches in Calloway
and Marshall Counties
were hosts for meals at
their churches or provided food and
refreshments at the
Baptist Student Center.
The "Nations of Our
World Banquet" was
Friday at 6:30 p.m. in
the Fellowship Hall of
the First Baptist
Church.
Tonight a meal with
host families at the BSU
Center is planned at 6
p.m. to be followed by a
Sharing Time, final
group meeting and
Watch Night New
Year's Service.
Sunday the International students will have
a day with host families
before, their departure
to 'their respective
schools.
"The host families
have enjoyed their,
guests. We feel we learn
more from the.
fellowship than the
students. It is a new experience at':
Christmastime to'.
welcome these grateful
guests into our homes," the Rev. Warford said.

Mississippi man has
hope as faucet cover
sales are increased
JACKSON, Miss.
(AP) — A record breaking cold spell in
Mississippi has given
hope to a local inventor
who until now wasn't
sure of the future of his
Insulated faucet cover.
But Mike Carroll of
Madison has found that
his investment in
manufacturing and
marketing the plastic
and foam device, the
Thermo Faucet Cover,
may be worth it after
all.
He is seeking a patent

for the cover which he
says is "like antifreeze;
people don't get interested until the
weather is cold."
Last week, as
temperatures dipped
below 10 degrees
homeowners suddenly
began buying the $4.95
device, reports Carroll.
Initially, about 10,000
covers were assembled
in a small Madison
workshop, he said
"Within the last two
weeks, we've sold
6,000."
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Ghost of Christmas past haunts

Hospital lists newborns, dismissals

Americans as bills follow holiday
By LOUISE COOK
AP Writer
The ghost of
Christmas past will
haunt many American
households for months
to come in the shape of
holiday bills, but the
spirit doesn't have to be
scary if you know how to
manage money.
Many of those bills
will reflect credit
puchases, and the start
of the new year is a good
time to review spending
to make sure you're not
overdoing it when you
buy now and pay later.
Statistics show the use
of revolving credit
traditionally is higher
during December than
any other month and
1083 is expected to be no
exception.
The figures aren't in
yet, of course, but pre.
holiday crowds led
retailers to predict
record sales, and the
economic recovery has

prompted consumers to
start spending again for
big-ticket items that frequently are financed on
credit.
Government figures
also show a credit
comeback.
During October, for
example, the latest
month for which all the
numbers are available,
the Federal Reserve
Board says the amount
of outstanding revolving
credit increased at an
annual rate of 20 percent. That compared
with an annual growth
rate of 8.5 percent in
September and 5.6 percent in August.
It's not hard to tell if
you're heading for trouble in your use of credit.
Here's how:
• Add up the
minimum payments due
each month on all
outstanding bills. Do not
count your mortgage
payment. Compare the

total to your monthly month. Another sign of
take-home pay, after trouble: Paying the abtaxes. If your debts are solute minimum every
more than 15 pepcent to month.
20 percent of your in• Keep a tally of the
come, consider cutting number of cards you
back.
use. The payments on
• Look at how you're each card may not seem
spending as well as how like much, but they can
much. Are you making add up. And many
small purchases of $10 lenders have recently
or $15, putting them on a raised minimum credit card for conve- payment requirements.
nience and paying the
• Before you use any
price by adding them to type of credit, you
a revolving account on should shop for the best
which you pay interestL deal. The Federal
Are you charging Reserve Board says the
necessities like average annual interest
groceries? Are you us- rate for a bank-issued
ing credit to buy things, credit card during
on impulse, you really November was 18.75
can't afford? If you percent, but rates vary
answered "yes," you depending on where you
may be in danger.
live and how much com• Make sure your petition there is in your
payment habits are area.
healthy. Credit
If the ghost of
counselors say people Christmas debt DOES
who are in debt over turn into more than you
their heads tend to pay can handle, consider
bills later and later each seeking help from a
counselor. There are
non-profit counseling
centers in most parts of
the country, often backed by local merchants.
the doctor said.
Check your telephone
In in vitro fertilization book under "credit" for
— literally in glass — the counselor nearest
ova from the mother are you, or contact the Nafertilized in a laboratory tional Foundation for
dish with sperm from Consumer Credit, 8701
the father. The fertilized Georgia Ave., Silver
ova are then allowed to Spring, Md., 20910.
grow for several days
before being implanted
In the mother's womb.
Doctors often implant
more than one embryo
to increase the chance
of a successful
pregnancy.

'Test-tube' triplets born
KIEL, West Germany
(AP) — A West German
woman has given birth
to Europe's first "testtube" triplets, doctors
announced Friday.
The three boys were
delivered by Caesarean
section Thursday at the
University Clinic in
Kiel, said Dr. Liselotte
Mettler.
The babies were born
to 26-year-old Marlies
Clausen, from the West
German island of Foehr
in the North Sea, the
doctor said. The mother
and babies were doing
fine, she said.
It was the first time
triplets have been born
to a European woman
following in vitro fertilization, the doctor
said. The only other
such triplets were born

to an Australian
woman, she said.
The babies, named
Arne, Dennis and Joerg,
were born in the 33rd
week of pregnancy.
They weighed 2 pounds,
6 ounces; 3 pounds, 12
ounces; and 3 pounds, 15
ounces. All three were
placed in incubators,
the doctor said.
Mrs. Clausen and her
30-year-old husband,
Bernd, had been unable
to have children before,

Census at Murray Calloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Dec. 24, was 60 adults
and three in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Baby Boy Wood,
parents, Deborah and
Larry, 330 North Fifth
St.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Deborah K. Castle, Miss Laura E. Castle, David W. Odell and
Daniel C. Odell, all of
103 Lark, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Lula Nell McCuiston, 227 Spruce St.;
Albert F. Heiss, Rt. 4;
Mrs. Joan Eldridge, Rt.
6; Mrs. Melissa A.
Green, Rt. 2; James H.
Herndon, 200 South
Sixth St.;
Mrs. Nettie J.
Holland, 313 E. North,
Mayfield; Mrs. Patsy A.
Vernot, Rt. 1; Mrs. Donna J. Gordon, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Delma C.
Trotter, 1507 Kirkwood;
Charles B. Martin, Rt.
7; Mrs. Etha M. Bailey,
Rt. 6; William Henry
Ratliff, New Concord;
Harry S. Gibson, 1023
South 10th St.,
Mayfield; Mrs. Lucy E.
Williams, Rt. 5.

Dismissals were as
follows:
Ricky N. Rushing, 611
S. Market St., Paris,
Tenn.; Joshua Mathis,
Rt. 3; Mrs. Shirley J.
Vaughn, Rt. 2;
Ronald Gene Tyler,
Rt. 8; Billy J. Garland,
811 North 18th St.; Mrs.
Mildred K. Lowe, 307
North Eighth St.;
Taylor A. Sutton, 1104
Ole Friedman Lane,
Paducah; Mrs. Linda F.
Canup and baby girl, Rt.
3; Mrs. Maybelle
Blakemore, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.
— — -Census at Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital for Monday,
Dec. 26, was 72 adults
and four in nursery.

OPEN IVO\DAY
the day after New Year's

Census at —MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Sunday,
Dec. 25, was 61 adults
and two in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.

9:30

HOLLYWOOD, Calif.
(AP) — "Sudden Impact," Clint Eastwood's
latest Dirty Harry
outing, and "Terms of
Endearment," a gentler
film that examines a

5.00

The Cold & Icy Weather Before
Christmas Has Left Us With Too Much Winter Stock. HELP!

Church WMU meets
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x
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Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Twin Baby Girls,
Woolfolk, parents,
Joelette and Michael,
Rt. 3, Benton;
Baby Girl Lee,
parents, Kathy and
Randy, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Baby Boy Smith,
parents, Jeanette and
Mark, Rt. 8.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Willo F. Nance
and baby girl, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tenn.; Robert L.
Wills, Hamlin; Larry R.
Lovett, 1548 Canterbury
Dr.;
Harold Speight, 402
South 16th St.; Arthur
R. Starks, 503 Olive St.;
Mrs. Hattie F.
Ragsdale, Rt. 3.

Films listed winners

mother-daughter relationship, emerged as
box office winners for
the Christmas weekend.
But some Hollywood
producers and film executives lamented the
bitter cold wave over •
much of the nation that
they say cast a pall on
Mary Belle Jones the prayer calendar their holiday receipts.
"An awful' lot of peopresented the program with prayers led by
at the meeting of the Carlene Farmer and ple who normally would
have gone to the movies
Hattie Lee Galloway Mary Kathryn Starks.
stayed home," said
WMU of the Westside
Also present were
Baptist Church on Tues- Lurline Wilkerson, Dick Cook of Walt
day, Dec. 6, at the Marie McNutt, Dorothy Disney Productions.
"That had to hurt our
church.
Brandon, Betty Gentry,
"He First Loved Us" Mildred Crawford, Hat- grosses."
Despite winter's inwas the theme of the tie Lee Galloway, Ruth
program. A film on Warren and Randa terference, Disney's
double bill of "Mickey
"Lottie Moon's Journey Cunningham.
Mouse's 'Christmas
Home" was shown.
The next meeting will
Carol"
and the reMaxine Nance gave be on Tuesday, Jan. 10.
release of "The
Rescuers" fared well.
Here are the top seven
grossing films of the
past weekend, followed
by the weekend's
receipts, the total
Frances Drake
receipts to date and
FOR MONDAY,JANUARY 2, 1983
weeks in distributioe:
1. "Sudden Impabt,"
What kind of day will tomor- something unusual for
row be? To find out what the yourself. Don't be afraid to $6 million, $30 million,
stars say, read the forecast make changes in dress habits. three weeks.
given for your birth sign.
CAPRICORN
2. "Terms of EndearARLES
iDec. 22 toJan.19)
ment," $4.3 million, $26
Mar.21 to Apr. 19) ErI4
A friendship grows million, five weeks.
1
You make important career stronger. It's a good time for
3. "Scarface," $3.5
gains now. Schedule meetings public speakers and writers.
with higher-ups. Finances You're articulate and able to million, $15.4 million,
three weeks.
show an overall improvement. convince others.
4. "Two of a Kind,"
TAURUS
AQUARIUS
$2.6 million, $7.8 million,
(Apr.20 to May 20
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Luck is with you in legal afYou're more secretive than two weeks.
fairs, publishing and educa- is your custom today, but it's
5. "Yentl," $2.6
tional matters. Creative types right to keep thoughts under million, $11.8
million,
find commercial markets for wrap until they are more
six weeks.
their output.
developed.
6. "Uncommon
GEMINI
PISCES
Valor," $2.6 million, $7.3
(May 21 to June 213)
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
You and a close tie make imA friend gives you a helping million, two weeks.
portant monetary decisions hand careerwise. You may
7. "Rescuers" and
now. It's a period of good in- change your mind about a per- "Mickey Mouse"
come, but make a point of sav- sonal matter. Enjoy club ac- (Disney), $2.5 million,
ing.
tivities.
$6.4 million, two weeks.
CANCER
YOU BORN TODAY are
(June 21 to J
sensitive and cooperative. A
You'll be ab
reach an need for security may draw
understanding
°man- you to the business world, but
tic interest. Save
or both ultimately you'll be happier in
work and play on this day that- some creative field. At times,
sensitivity can get the best of
favors both.
PASADENA, Calif.
you and lead to discourageLEO
ment. Always cultivate an op- (AP) — When the 95th
July 23 to Aug. 22)
Co-workers combine their timistic spirit and your path Annual Rose Parade
efforts successfully. Work- will be made easier. You are starts rolling along its
related talks go well. You can often insightful in religious 5%-mile route
Jan. 2, a
safely mix business and and philosophic areas. You
dislike criticism and work longtime volunteer for
pleasure now.
best with encouragement. the United Nations
VIRGO
Writing and teaching may Children's Fund,
( Aug. 23 toSept. 72) rfOI L
An impromptu get-together especially appeal to you. Birth 70-year-old entertainer
is fun. Creative types get new date of: Remits Tebaldi, Danny Kaye, will be
inspiration. Make plans to go opera star; Isaac Asimov, right out front as grand
writer; and Roger Miller,
out to dinner with a relative.
Continued on page 6A
singer.
LIBRA
1Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
It's time to get rid of clutter
around home base. You may
decide to sell a collection.
Make family the center of
your attention.
SCORPIO
1(ct. 23 to Nov. 21) in'e41
You'll find something of
value in a mail-order
catalogue. You're turned on
intellectually and will impress
others with your thinking.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 2itoDec 21)
Financial negotiations are
favored
You may buy

Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Oakley,
parents, Kimberly and
William, 218 North 13th
St.;
Baby Boy Hicks,
parents, Cheryl and
Earl, New Concord.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Wilburn L. Lee, Rt. 8;
John C. Hopkins, 311
Oakdale; Mrs. Edna K.
Cunning-ham, Rt. 2;
Mrs. Deborah L. Henson, Rt. 1, Benton; Roy
Hancock (expired) 1505
Belmont Dr.
——
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Tuesday,
Dec. 27, was 93 adults
and seven in nursery.

TUES
FTAC 2 CRISPY
DAY
TACOS
For

C

Nor tiNtS 1st —6Cb15Anle

WINTER COATS
Brighishasthe coat that will keep you warm and beautiful
all winter long Regularly 70 00 to 420 00 Values

4600T. 27900
OPEN MONDAY MORNING AT 9:30
Fall & Winter

Famous Name

SHOES & BOOTS

FOUNDATION

Your feet will smile unit) warm weather after you treat them
to several pairs of these super values Regular 3200 to 6800 Values

1/4 10 1/3 OFF

Look and feel pretty in these famous name foundations now
at spectacular prices Regular 11 50 to 25 00 Values

0,0
20%-ro 50

OFF

Entire Winter Stock

Entire Stock Winter

Entire Winter Stock

Famous Name

HANDBAGS

DRESSES

ROBES

LINGERIE

Choose from Juniors, Missys,
Petites & Half Sizes
This is your chance to really save
Regular 38 00 to 140.00 Values

It you didn I get a robe from
Bright s for Christmas now is
yOur opportunity to treat yourself
Regular 2200 to 75 00 Values

How about Vanity Fair Shadowtine.
Olga Maidenform. ValMode and more
You will love the Quality and style
Regular 4 50 to 26 00 Values

If your old purses are ari,
tired and over the hill now
is the time to get a new ones'
Regular 9 00 to 76 00 Vas

1/3 OFF
SAVE

Winter Fashi6n

HATS
Have yOUNoticed how many women are
wearing hits these days7 Yes Virginia
hats are in style again Get yOurS now
Regular 22 00 to 35 00 Values

1
/
4 OFF

3&

MORE

Fashion Ties &

SUITS
A suit can meet the needs of
so many occasions when you
need to look your sharpest
Regular 86 00 to 230 CO Values

Whatever you wear and where ever
you go you want to look your best
Accessories make a lot of difference
Regular 5 00 to 16 00 Values

30%

Junior & Missy
Just like a fire in a fireplace
sweaters make you feel warm and
cuddly on these cold winter clays
Regular 18 00 to 45 00 Values

1/3 TO1
/
2 OFF

Junior & Missy

Junior & Missy

COORDINATES ACTIVEWEAR

1
/
3101
/
2 OFF

Warm Winter

Leotards & Tights

Oh has it ever been cold this winter
Get some of this warm sleepwear and be
warm and cOmfy every night until Spring
Regular 8 00 to 48 00 Values

20%T040%0FF

Junior & Missy

Junior & Missy

One thing .you can never have enough
Ol BLOUSES They go with so many
things and help stretch your wardrobe
Regular 18 00 to 48 00 Values

1/3 TO1
/
2 OFF

SKIRTS
Tht .s your chance to find skirls
to go with the sweaters and blouses
that yOu received for Christmas gifts
Regular 24 00 to 37 00 Values

1/3 T01
/
2 OFF

Junior & Missy

Sparkling Winter

PANTS

JEWELRY

Whether you are )ogging or ioungng
around the house this comfortable
activeware will fill the fashion bill
Regular 24 00 to 48 00 Values

With all of this cold winter weather
you will be wearing pants more often
and this is a great time to save too
Regular 24 00 to 37 00 Values

1
/
3101
/
2 OFF

1/3 TO1
/
2 OFF

TACO JOHNS.
Across From ifrASU Stadium

('

Well, it you haven t noticed, you
ate too much over the Holidays and
now you need to get off those pounds
Regular 6 95 to 34 30 Values

1/4 T01/3 OFF

SWEATERS BLOUSES

1/3T01/2 OFF

Campus Casuals White Stag Persona,
Modern Juniors Haberdasher+, Russ
Devon and more for your savings
Regular 24 00 10 90 00 Values

1/4 101/3 OFF

SCARVES SLEEPWEAR DANSKIN
OFF

Entire Winter Stock

2O%TO

4

Adding that special accent to any
outfit can make the difference in
Your fashion impact We have them
Regular 3 0010 55 00 values

1/3 TO1
/
2 OFF
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Community events
Saturday, Dec. 31
Oaks Country Club
have a New Year's
e party from 8 p.m. to
.m. with cost being $5
F couple.
Murray Country Club
ill have a New Year's
Eve party from 8 p.m. to
1 a.m. with cost being
$20 per couple.
The Single Connection
will meet from 8 p.m. to
12:30 a.m. at the home
of a member's house,
1619 Kirkwood. For information call 753-3639
or 759-4045.
Murray Moose Lodge

Saturday, Dec. 31

Saturday, Dec. 31
Murray Eagles will
will have a dance from 9
p.m. to 1 a.m. at the have a dance featuring
lodge with cost being $12 Fire Mountain Band
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. for
per couple.
members and guests onSquare and round ly at club house on
dancing will start at Highway 121 North.
7:30 p.m. and continue
through the neiv year at
Sunday, Jan. 1
Lynn Grove Roller
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert
Rink. ..
Alexander will be
honored at an open
Alcoholics house in celebration of
Anonymous and .A.1 - 40th wedding anniverAnon will meet at 8 p.m. sary from 2 to 4 p.m. at
in west side of Livestock home of their daughter,
and Exposition Center. Mrs. Larry (Susan)
For information call Cunningham, Rt. 6,
75 3-006 1, 76 2-3(99, Highway 280.
753-7764, 753-5049 or
753-7663.
Alcoholics
Anonymous (closed)
will meet at 4 p.m. in
west side of Exposition
Center. For information
Tuesday — baked ham, call 753-0061, 762-3399 or
cabbage, sliced beets, 753-7764.

eekly mOnt)s listed
Menus Itr the Nutrition Program for the
Elderly and Meals on
Wheels have been
released for the week of
Jan. 2 to 6 by Tripp
Thurman, director of
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens.
Meals are served at
noon Monday through
Friday at Hazel and
Douglas Centers and on
,Tuesday and Thursday
t Ellis Center. Meals
so are taken to various
es each weekday.
enus are as follows:
Monday — sausage pizgreen beans, tossed
lad, hot roll, butter,
emon ice box dessert,
range, milk, coffee or
tea

cornbread, butter,
chocolate brownie,
prunes, milk, coffee or
tea.
Wednesday
chuckwagon steak, tossed salad, hashbrowns,
pickle, lettuce, onion,
bun, butter, fruit cup,
milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday — swiss steak,
broccoli spears, summer squash, hot roll,
butter, baked apples,
apple, milk, coffee or
tea.
Friday — beef liver
and onions, mashed
potatoes, green peas,
hot roll, butter, cheese
cake, raisins, milk, coffee or tea.

mERLE noRmAn

Single Co- nnection and
families will meet for
lunch at 12:15 p.m. in
Community room of
North Branch of
Peoples Bank. Each
family should bring own
food.
Mond-ay. Jan. 2
Executive Board of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet, weather permitting, at 11:30 a.m. at
the club house.
Coldwater United
Methodist Church
Women are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.

.1114 • I 11141• Si )r I he (4.1.14 ofil het

Seasons Greetings!
Be! Air Center

Murray

753-6926

End Of Year Sale
Now In Progress

15% Off Storewide
20% Off All Christmas Decorations
And All Boxed.Christmas Cards
,
•

Parents Anonymous
is scheduled to meet at
6:30 p.m. For information ca.41 76 2-2504,
753-6089,'
1 753-4126 or
753-8987.
--=—
Get Acquainted Night
will be at 7 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
(PQM .1.0
2 p.m.•
for 'aCtiville's :by senior

•
/
1
4
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.
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Happiness and Blessings
be Yours in the New Year.
Winter Hours
10-5 Mon.-Sat.

1600 Dodson

753-2769 .

Kathleen Jones Group
of First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:15
p.m. with Lucill
Thurman.
Offices of Circuit
Court Clerk will be closed today.

We Are Pleased
To Announce That
We're Moving!
New Address 115 S. 4th
(Next to Furches Jewelry)
Opening There Tuesday
Mon.-Sat.
9:30-5
kw IIAMBOO
753-0317
GARDEN 9:30-5 Mon.-Sat.

Monday, Jan. 2
The Murray Ledger &
Times will not publish a
newspaper today and
the office will be closed.

Tuesday, Jan. 3
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in west side of
Livestock and Exposition Center. For infor
Tuesday, Jan. 3
mation call 753-0061,
Murray TOPS (take 762-3399 or 753-7764.
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
First Baptist Church
at Health Center,
WMU will meet at 9:30

Kappa Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have an open
meeting at 7 p.m. at
club house.

Couple has
been parents
to 64 'kids'
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.
(AP) — Holidays traditionally are a time for
families to get together,
but Cora and Joe Shields
wouldn't have had room
if all their children
showed up for dinner.
Shields, 90, and his
83-year-old wife have
been parents to 64 foster
children during the past
21 years.
The children — all
girls — stayed with the
couple as little as three
days or as long as 12
years. They ranged in
age from about 2 to 17.
The couple became
foster parents after
their natural sons,
Lawrence and Marvin,
had married.
"My preacher's wife
had had some foster
kids and in 1949, ... I
wanted to stay at home
and make a little money
of my own," Mrs.
Shields said. She called
the state welfare
department.
At the time, the state
paid couples $25 a
month, but the Shieldses
found that instead of
making money, they
were spending it on
clothes and other
necessities for the
children. "If they
wanted something
welfare couldn't get for
them we tried to get it,"
Mrs. Shields said.
Patricia.Taber, 39, of
Humble, Texas, stayed
with the couple from
age 13 ito 17. "It was
precious," she said.
"They took care of me
when I needed
somebody. They took
me to church and showed me the right way to
live."
The couple also has a
33-year-old adopted
daughter, Mary, who
began living with them
at age 2%.
The time has often
come when the
Shieldses had to say
goodbye to a foster
child. "It hurt," Mrs.
Shields said. "It's hard
to say goodbye, but
you've got to put it in
your mind that you did
what you could for them
while you had them."

HITS BUILDING
A twin-engine U.S. Army bomber crashed into
the Empire State
Building, the world's
tallest structure at the
time, in 1945. The three
occupants of the plane
were killed as were 16
persons inside the
building. Another 25 persons were injured.

Tuesday, Jan. 3
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray
Seventh-Day Adventist
Church.
Senior Citizens activities will be at 9:30
a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Hazel and Douglas
Centers; from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.

a.m. in church chapel. A
potluck honoring Robert
Murray State Univerand Laurie Covington,
missionaries, will follow sity Libraries will be
at noon in the Fellowsip open from 8 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
Hall.
Dorothy Group of
First Baptist Church
WMU is scheduled to
meet at 10:30 a.m. with
Mrs. Hall MCCuiston.

Murray Moose Lodge
will meet at 8 p.m. with
officers to meet at 7
p.m. at the lodge hall.

ft

Make This New Year
Better and Brighter
DEAR ABBY: Last New Year's Eve you published some
New Year's resolutions. I cut that column out and taped it
on my bathroom mirror where I could read it every
morning. I want you to know that it has helped me to
become a better person. I am not saying that I kept every
one of those resolutions every day, but I kept most of
them, and they have now become habits that have made a
remarkable improvement in my personality and character.
I hope you will repeat that column every New Year's
Eve. I'm sure it will benefit many others as it has me.
NEVER TOO OLD

Both include- Choice of Potato & Hot Roll and
All You Can Eat From Our
Delicious Soup & Salad Bar
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Camp shower Thur4day

Don Hale now at home

•• •
DEAR ABBY:"L. in Seattle" complained about receiving
unwanted or duplicate magazine subscriptions as Christmas presents. L. wrote: "It bothers me to know that a
well-meaning friend has spent money on a gift that is
unread, then tossed out."
Surely there is a convalescent home in L.'s town—or a
veterans' hospital or a jail.
Believe me, my donations of magazines, new or used,
are greatly appreciated. And if you don't want your name
and address spread around, cut out the label.
S. IN NORWICH

Kappas plan meeting
The Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will have an open meeting on
Tuesday, Jan. 3, at 7 p.m. at the club house. ye
Severns will present the program on
"Decorating Den." Hostesses listed are Jill
Asher, Melva Hatcher, Diane Jones and Nancey
France.

Singles plan event

DEAR S.: You get an "A" for an OK suggestion.

The Single Connection will have lunch with
their families on Sunday, Jan. 1, and Sunday,
Jan. 15, at the Community Room of the North
Branch of the Peoples Bank. Each family is asked to bring their own food and the event will start
at 12:15 p.m. each Sunday.

Danny...
Continued from page 5A
marshal.
The event, which sets
the stage for the 70th
Rose Bowl football clash
between Pacific-10 conference champion
UCLA and Big Ten
champ Illinois, also

Free tests Tuesday
Free blood pressure tests are scheduled to be
given Tuesday, Jan. 3, from noon to 2 p.m. at the
Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church,
Sycamore Street at South 15th Street. This is a
public service of the church.

In The Practice Of

Obstetrics and Gynecology
Reproductive Endocrinology
Tubal Reconstructive Surgery
Opening At Her New Location
on December 12th, 1983

1611 South Main St.
(Croft Buildtng)

Hopkinsuille, Ky.
Hours By Appointment
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DEAR SUE: Tell your mother to go ahead and
"mention" to your sister-in-law that she spoke too
soon because you're not having children in your
wedding.(And wear a blue garter.)

Don Hale is now recuperating at his home on
the Penny-Airport Road after having undergone
major heart surgery at the Baptist Memorial
Hospital. Memphis, Tenn.

q

Steak and Shrimp

fr

Wednesday, Jan. 4
Hazel and Douglas
DEAR READERS: These New Year's resolutions
Centers will be open
are based on the original credo of Alcoholics
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Anonymous. I have taken the liberty of using that
for activities by senior theme with some variations of my own:
citizens.
Just for today I will try to live through this day
only, and not set far-reaching goals to try to overMission Groups are come all my problems at once. I know I can do
Offices of Circuit
something for 12 hours that would appall me if I
scheduled
to meet at 7 felt that I had to keep it up for a lifetime.
closbe
will
Clerk
Court
p.m.
at
Cherry
Corner
Just for today I will try to be happy. Abraham
ed today.
Baptist Church.
Lincoln said,"Most folks are about as happy as they
make up their minds to be." He was right. I will not
Murray Assembly No.
dwell on thoughts that depress me. I will chase
Flint
Baptist
Church
Rainbow
of
the
Order
19
them out of my mind and replace them with happy
for Girls will meet at 7 Mission Groups are thoughts.
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at lodge hall.
Just for today I will adjust myself to what is. I
p.m. at the church.
will face reality. I will try to change those things
that I can change and accept those things I cannot
Murray Optimist Club
Baptist Young Women change.
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Just for today I will try to improve my mind. I
Homeplace Restaurant. of Sinking Spring Bap- will not be a mental loafer. I will force myself to
tist Church are schedul- read something that requires effort, thought and
Free blood pressure ed to meet with Janet concentration.
Just for today I will do something positive to
tests will be given from Paschall.
improve my health. If I'm a smoker, I'll make an
honest effort to cut down. If I'm overweight, I'll eat
nothing I know is fattening. And I will force myself
to exercise—even if it's only walking around the
block or using the stairs instead of the elevator.
Just for today I will be totally honest. If someone
asks me something I don't know, I will not try to
Miss Jean Ann Cash appeared in the segment
bluff; I'll simply say,"I don't know."
of the television show, "All My Children," shown
Just for today I'll do something I've been putting
locally at noon on Friday. She was in a
off for a long time. I'll finally write that letter,
make that phone call, clean that closet or straighten
restaurant scene in the show. Daughter of Mr.
out those dresser drawers.
and Mrs. Charles Cash of Fancy Farm, Miss
Just for today, before I speak I will ask myself,
Cash has been appearing in several shows in
"Is it true? Is it kind?" And if the answer to either
New York in recent months.
of those questions is negative, I won't say it.
Just for today I will make a conscious effort to be
agreeable. I will look as well as I can, dress
becomingly, talk softly, act courteously and not
Mr. and Mrs David Knolton, Rt 2, Milan,
interrupt when someone else is talking. Just for
Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Jennifer
today I'll not try to improve anybody except myself.
Leigh, weighing five pounds 13 ounces, measurJust for today I will have a program. I may not
ing 19 inches, born Sunday, Dec. .2501t 2:50 a.m.
follow it exactly, but I will have it, thereby saving
myself from two pests: hurry and indecision.
at the Jackson-Madison County Hospital,
Just for today I will have a quiet half-hour to
Jackson, Tenn. The mother is the former Lisa
relax alone. During this time I will reflect on my
McAdoo.
behavior and will try to get a better perspective on
Grandparents are the Rev. and Mrs. Paul
my life.
McAdoo of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Just for today I will be unafraid. I will gather the
Knolton of Medina, Tenn. Great-grandparents
courage to do what is right and take the responsibility for my own actions. I will expect nothing
are Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Linn of Hazel and Mrs.
from the world, but I will realize that as I give to
Sue McAdoo of Puryear, Tenn.
the world, the world will give to me.
P.S. Have a happy, healthy New Year. And pray
for peace!
A community shower for Lexell and Barbara
LOVE, ABBY
Camp and children, Mary, Mike and Ben, Rt. 1,
•••
Kirksey, whose trailer home and contents were
DEAR ABBY: I am really on the spot. I am planning a
destroyed by fire Wednesday night, will be
lovely church wedding with bridesmaids, ushers and "the
works," as they say.
Thursday, Jan. 5, at 7 p.m. in the University
My mother just assumed that my brother's children,
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
Cindy, 4, and Richard, 7, will be in the wedding party as
For information regarding sizes, etc., call
flower girl and ring bearer, so she went ahead and
Mary Beth Burkeen at 759-1791, day, or 753-3283,
mentioned it to my sister-in-law, and now the kids are
night, or Shirley Hughes at 489-2438. This special
"practicing."
Abby, I definitely do nOt want any children in my
shower is open to both men and women who are
wedding party! What should I do?
cordially invited to attend, Mrs. Burkeen said.
THE SOMETHING BLUE IS SUE

Kathleen L. Graves, M.D.

g-1.

ti

Bea Walker Group of
First Baptist Church
WMU will meet at 7:30
p.m. with Mrs. Wayne
Halley.

Announcing

6 oz. Sirloin Dinner

di

DEAR NEVER: By popular demand, my "resolutions" column has become an annual tradition, and
here it is:

Ron 8,
Joyce's
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By Abigail Van Buren

Phone (502)885-7244

calls on the services of
other volunteers, ineluding hundreds of
"petal pushers," who
attach the flowers to the
floats only hours before
the parade.
Twenty million
flowers are needed to
decorate the 60 parade
floats.
While Kaye is grand
marshal, Jess Marlow,
anchorman for ICNXTTV news in Los Angeles,
will serve as master of
ceremonies, and reigning over the extravaganza will be Rose
Queen Ann Marie Colborn and her court.
As announced by
President Reagan during National Volunteer
Week last April, the
theme of this year's
parade is "A Salute to
the Volunteer."
•
Besides the floats, it
will feature two dozen'
bands and 243 horses..
More than 1 millionspectators are,expected
to gather along the linp
of march while more:
than 125 million televi,'
sion viewers tune in.
Usually the Rose
Parade is held New
Year's Day, but Jan. 2
was chosen this year
because Jan. 1 is a
Sunday.
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Individuals feel economically secure as Cuban economy teet
ers
HAVANA (AP) — The Jan. 1, 1959 and ended
Havana city museum generations of corrupt
features a "rubbish bin dictatorships and U.S.
of history," a junk pile domination, Cuba is an
of Coca-Cola bottles, a island of shortage and
Shell gasoline sign, the revolutionary spirit, of
busts of old Cuban dic- fear and economic
tators. This, the guide uncertainty.
explains, is the debris of
It is a place where a
yesterday's "Western decent education is
imperialism."
guaranteed but decent
A glance out the win- housing is scarce, where
dow finds the debris of food is rationed but good
today — crumbling health care is widely
tenements of Old available, where naHavana, collapsing tional pride is powerfu
l
from years of neglect as but Soviet aid indispenCuban communism sable, where politica
l
struggles through life is minutely organiz
economic crises.
ed, but political debate
A quarter-century is dead.
after Fidel Castro's
Above all, perhaps,
rebels seized power on Cuba is a place where

the individual feels
economically secure,
even as the economy as
a whole teeters on a narrow base
This was a common
denominator among ordinary Cubans questioned by a visiting
American journalist.
Retired mechanic
Roberto Gonzalez put it
this way:
"The revolution is
marvelous. Now we are
all poor together."
Work, food, school
and medicine are not
the only guarantees.
Also guaranteed: a
tightly controlled oneparty state under President Castro's unchallengeable
Communists.
During a recent eightday stay, the journalist
found a few Cubans who
nervously whispered
about political repression. But Castro's staunchest opponents left
long ago, joining the

1-million-strong Cuban Workers sent to other
bureaucracy.
haired man on Old
exile community, and parts of Cuba must
"It may be all right
If a pregnant woman Havana's San
support for the regime crowd into spartan
Ignacio for the young people.
Ignores a checkup ap- Street v74WI
agree.
appears strong, hostels.
They don't know
pointment, or a child is
Stopped by a anything else. In the old
especially among young
In historic Havana's truant from
school, the foreigner who asked days I was
Cubans, educated as teeming central streets
only a poor
, family will hear from
about "La Revolution," shoemaker, but at least
Marxist-Leninists.
thousands of city the local Commit
tee for the Cuban looked I could do what
Cuba's youth — half residents still live in
I pleasthe Defense of the around warily
and then ed.... Freedom has no
the island's 10 million 18th-century buildings
Revolution, a kind of spat out:
people were born after that, mildewed and
price."
revolutionary block
1958 — may be a source cracking, lean against
association.
of political strength for support scaffolds. Some
The "CDRs" are the
Castro, but creating have already collapsed.
grass roots of a system
BOBBY WOLFF
jobs for this revoluThe 1981-85 economic that reache
s up to the
tionary "baby boom" plan calls for buildin
g Communist Party elite
generation is one of his 200,000 new housing
NORTH
"If you keep your mind
12-31 • A
and the National
economic headaches.
•A
units. But Cuban of- Assemb
sufficiently open. people
ly,
which
was
110
Q.1911
The biggest headache, ficials report gloomily
established in 1976 will throw a lot of rubbish
•10
however, is Cuba's that only 60,000 have
into it "-- William A Orton
•331754
3
under a new "People's
heavy dependence on been constructed in
the Power" constitution.
WEST
EAST
South
saw
. a quick opporexporting sugar to pay plan's first three years.
S3
•10
The assembly meets tunity to discard a loser •Q111114
1,4
its way in the world
•733
Despite its economic only four days
from dummy and he took it. •J7
a
year,
11AQIII543
World sugar prices shortcomings, Cuba's
when with little question Had he kept an open mind •AQI0
•K2
swing wildly — from an successes are obvious.
about
his
overall
chances,
SOUTH
it adopts bills presented
average 29 cents a
he would have found the
Drab Havana no by Castro'
•K742
s
Cabinet
.
way
to make his game
pound in 1980, for exam- longer has the life or
•AK 1065
It is elected by local
•KII2
Dummy's ace won the
ple, to below 10 cents in flair of a Rio de Janeiro
46
assemblies whose first spade and South led a
1983 — and dry up the or Buenos Aires. But
members are chosen in trump to his 10. He threw
Cuban treasury, forcing neither does it have the
Vulnerable Both Dealer
direct popular elections. dummy's singleton diamond
ever-new austerities squalid shantytowns.
South The bidding
But campaigning on on his spade king, but East
and requiring massive Swarms of ragged
political issues is ruffed and returned a South West North East
l•
Soviet aid packages, children do not beg in
10
4.
All
trump. South won and
forbidden.
pass
now totaling an Havana's streets, as in
ruffed a diamond but that
Public debate has was not enough.
estimated $4 billion a Mexico City. And
He manbeen extinguished in aged five trumps in his
own
year.
although the poorest other ways
Opening lead Spade queen
as well. The hand, two ruffs in dummy
For the common Cuban eats meat only
newspapers and broad- and dummy's ace of spades
citizen, this translates half the time, untold
process, South managed to
cast stations are voices for only eight tricks. 200 take
11 tricks instead of
into shortages of food, millions of other Latin
points
to
the
opponent
s.
of the government and
eight.
other consumer goods Americans never taste
South
makes his game if
party. The only indepenand housing.
he works
it at all.
Bid with The Aces
dent institution is the instead on dummy's clubs
The ration system
of trying to elimiCuba today claims — Roman Catho
lic nate a diamond loser. After
assures each Cuban he and few dispute it —
Church, and its ac- the spade ace wins, South South holds 12-31-B
can buy three-quarters that it has nine times as
tivities are sharply should lead a low club to
•Q.1111S3
of a pound of beef every many teachers as
West's 10. West continues
restricted.
414
nine days, at 81 cents a before the revolution. It
•-17
LONDON (AP) —
Outside estimates of with a high spade, which
pound.
•AQI0
also claims it has no ma- the number
British lawmakers have
of political dummy ruffs (discarding
Aurelio Miro, 69, stan- jor drug-addiction or
a reputation for their
prisoners remaining in dummy's diamond 10 also
ding in line with a dozen alcoholism problems.
wins) and South ruffs a club North South
stiff upper lips, but at
Cuban jails, many from with
his ace A trump to 1•
other people outside a Average life expectancy
14,
least one member of the
the 1960s, range from dummy for another
club 3•
butcher shop, said he has reached 72 years of
House of Commons
300 to 1,000.
ruff with his king estabeats meat only two or age, on a par with the
would like to see his colAnti-Castro Cuban ex- lishes dummy's club suit
ANSWER: Four no-trump
three times a week.
United States, accor- ile leaders
and a third trump to dummy
leagues have firmer
Use Blackwood to check on
retort
that
all
"Of course I'd like ding to government
stomachs as well.
of the Communists' draws East's last trump. aces. If two aces are not
more, but at least this figures.
missing, there should be a
Conservative
schools and hospitals do The rest of dummy's clubs
much is guaranteed,"
are high and East takes the good play for slam
These advances are not justify
legislator Charles Irvtheir
thirteenth trick with the diahe said.
spearheaded by a highly monolithic
ing says he's going to
political mond ace.
Seod bridge quests= to The Aces.
Rationing also covers centralized and often
Box 12343. Dallas. Texas 7522i.
put morohealth food on
system.
Did South's spade king go PC
such other staples as oppressive
with sell-addressed stamped envelope
the menu atthe House of
At least one gray- to waste^ Yes, but in the for reply
rice, sugar and milk,
Commons to encourage
clothing and shoes, aplawmekers to shed
pliances and gasoline.
NEW MODELS
weight.
Miro's pension,
"I think it's important
equivalent to $106 a
to give the members a
month, is not enough to
chance to eat more
Olympias, Sliverados
buy additional, rationcarefully," said Irving,
5 Yr. Warranty
free pork or chicken at a
who is in charge of the
Sale Fri. & Sat. Only
state-run "parallel
catering.
market," at a price of
Irving said he plans to
$2.38 a pound, or at a
introduce more salads,
"peasant market,"
vegetarian dishes,
where Cuba's few reomelettes, fresh fruit
- maining private
and low -calorie
201 N. 5th
Downtown
759-4494
farmers sell limited pro'
.
,
beverages and serve
duce at still higher
less of what the British
prices — 58 cents for a
call stodge — heavy, fillsingle banana, for
ing food like suet pudexample.
ding with treacle.
But even those with
The fattest man in the
more money — Cuban
House, 406-pound
wages range from about
Liberal Cyril Smith,
$100 a month to about
who has proclaimed in
$500 — often must hunt
the past that he likes
for quality goods.
himself as he is, neverIn Havana's
theless said Irving had
Cathedral Plaza one rean "excellent idea."
cent Saturday, scores of
women pushed and
shoved to reach a
Latin America is taking makeshift stand for a
measures to correct cur- chance to buy one of a
rent economic problems few pairs of
caused by a large exter- "homemade" shoes for
nal debt and other exter- $40. In the ration stores,
nal imbalances, ac- they can buy only one
cording to the Inter- pair of shoes per year.
The housing shortage
American Development
Bank. The bank says the developed because of a
region has sharply lack of wood, cement
restricted imports, car- and other building
ried out currency materials, and because
devaluations, and curtail- of the post-revolution
ed public expenditures. collapse of the private
These adjustments, in- construction industry.
It has reshaped Cuban
itiated since 1982, have
resulted in a 1 percent life.
Newlywed couples
decline in the gross product of the region as a rarely find their own
You may qualify for a $2,000 deduction on your
apartments and must
whole.
income tax return when you open an Individual
live with parents.

THE ACES1

British
lawmaker
wants health
food on menu

JAYCEES SPEAK — Jerry McCoy (left), state
representative for the Kentucky Jaycees, and Joe
Kelso, district director for the Murray area, gave
welcoming speeches to the Benton Jaycees. The Benton chapter has been reactivated after several years
of absence from the state Jaycee roster. Both Jerry
and Joe are members of the local Jaycee chapter and
live here in Murray.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.

JANUARY 3,1964

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23toNov.21)
A sibling requests your help.
You're convincing now and
should make important phone
ARIES
calls. An appliance may go on
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) IY
)
the blink.
re(4.1.re,, ,SAGTITAR1119
Ljr.
special enemata. Keep . long- (Nov.22 Dec.
to
21) 4-range goals in mind and conIt's a period of good income,
solidate gains. Don't be abrupt but make
a point of saving. A
this afternoon.
friend could get on your
TAURUS
nerves or is in some way
(Apr.20 to May 20)
undependable.
Higher-minded pursuits an
CAPRICORN
favored over material in( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
terests. Are you making the
Your seriousness and loyalmost of your potential? Seek ty are apprecia
ted by others.
self-improvement.
An unexpected career
GEMINI
development may cause a
( May 21 to June 20)
change in your plans.
Though you'll reach agree- AQUARIUS
ment now on financial issues, (Jan. 20
to Feb. 18)
you may be short-tempered in
You profit from behind-theyour personal life. Avoid scenes moves.
Catch up with
harmful remarks.
unfinished tasks. Home life is
CANCER
favored over socializing with
(June21 toJuly 22)
others.
Partnership matters are PISCES
highlighted. Go along with a (Feb.
19 to Mar. 20)
loved one's wish for a routine
You'll hear from an old
pleasure. You won't be bored. friend.
.d. Business plans are
Be accommodating.
subject to flux. Make no perLEO
manent commitments at pre(July 23 to Aug.22)
sent. Enjoy social life.
A change in plans may
YOU BORN TODAY can
mean a night at home. Still, succeed
in creative work once
you'll have fun. Schedule job you develop
self-discipline.
interviews or other important You
have a tendency to scatmeetings.
ter your energies, but are good
VIRGO
at promotional work. A born
( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
communicator, you may have
Tension at home base can be a special
talent for writing or
alleviated by going out to public speaking
someplace special. Self- sales, accounti . Banking,
ng, teaching,
discipline leads to creative ac- editing
and advertising are
complishments.
some of the fields in which
LIBRA
•
you'll meet with success. You
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 221
may also be drawn to show
You're easily irked now and business. Birth
date of: issu
could snap out at someone. At- Pitts, actress;
Maxene Antend to household repairs. En- drews, singer;
and J.R.R.
family
joy
life.
Tolkien, novelist.
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Artcraft Photography

ELECTROLUX

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing
118 South 12th St.
753-0035

MURRAY
VACUUM CENTER

1

IRA
OR
IRS?

Retirement Account.

;;•••
•

0

.•

•

We offer a choice of plans to better serve your
needs . . . and IRA interest is compounded daily.
Service-charge-free checking can be an added benefit
for opening your IRA at Lincoln Federal.

Open 24 Hours
New Year's Eve

Another Financial Service From the Lincoln Federal Family

Start The New Year
Right! Join Us For Our
New Year's Breakfast
Buffet With The Works!

Contr•I Shopping C•nt•r
Open 7 AM to 6 PM
753-9323

Buffet Will Be Served
From 11 p.m. New Year's Eve
Til 6 A.M. New Year's Day.

Triangle Inn
Restaurant

FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Ws.

Imp Immo •••••111.11•11

Murray 759-1234
1300 Johnson Blvd.
Other areas in Kentucky, Toll Free 1-800-292-4561

501 S. 12th Street
Murray
753-4111
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Victor's
to observe
eight years
in business

Singles may have more tax breaks
than they realize many CPAs say

Victor's, a sandwich
lover's heaven, will be
observing its e1g4th anniversary in January.
Victor's, located at
18th and Math streets,
occupies the building
that once housed The
Yellow Submarine. The
Yellow Submarine, a
shop offering eight
sandwiches and pizza,
was bought in 1976 by
Victor Olazabal Jr. and
his father, Victor
Olaazabal Sr. who died
in May.
So with the purchase
in 1976, the growth and
menu expansion of Victor's began.
From the original
eight sandwiches, Victor's menu has been expanded to offer a total of
105 sandwiches. This
means if you begin Jan.
1 and try a different
sandwich from Victor's
menu every day, you
won't begin repeating
the menu until April 14.
Olazabal proudly says
his is the only
restaurant in Murray
specializing in sandwiches and reports that
all ingredient used on
the sandwiches are
prepared in the
restaurant's kitchen.
"We use custom bak-

If you are single and
treat your la83 federal
income tax return like
an unwanted houseguest
you can't wait to get rid
of, you may miss out on
some good opportunities
to save money.

your personal effects.
You can also subtract
up to $1,500 for the cost
of house-hunting trips
and any temporary
housing and meals until
you were settled. In addition, you can reduce
Most singles file a your taxable income by
short form and claim any fees or commissions
the standard deduction, paid to real estate
or the zero bracket brokers. However,there
amount, of $2,30O. are limits on these inThat's because they direct expenses
usually don't amass associated with moving,
VICTOR'S EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY
Victor's owner Victor Olazabal says the
more than $2,300 of so check the IRS rules.
menu of his restaurant has grown to include 105 sandwiches in the restaurant's
Another way to
deductible expenses and
eight years. Victor's will be observing its eighth anniversary in business in January.
it doesn't pay to itemize reduce your taxable inHe and his father, Victor Olazabal Sr, who died last May, started Victor's in 1976.
their return. If that's come, within the ad'Victor Man,' illustrated on the wall behind Olazabal, is a costumed character used
your situation, you may justments to income
to promote the sandwich shop. 'Victor Man,' can be seen in local parades and on
still find ways to save on section is to subtract
the campus of Murray State University giving away coupons for free sandwiches.
taxes without itemizing, any unreimbursed
says the Kentucky business expenses. Ined meats, freshly baked wich is one of the most delivery service, which Society of
clude meals, transporCPAs.
bread, made-from - popular, consisting of Olazabal says is used
tation, lodging and any
At the bottom of the
scratch meatballs, ham, roast pork, pickles quite frequently by Murincidental costs incur1040
long
form
there's a red while you were
Italian sausage and and Swiss cheese piled ray State University
on
section called "adhigh on a special roll.
sauces," he says.
students.
an overnight business
justments
to
income." trip.
Victor's hamburgers
Victor's menu offers
The popularity of Vicseveral sandwiches with are also popular tor's among MSU That can be the route
If you hold two jobs,
foreign origins, because they are hand- students prompted that will enable singles you can include the cost
representing such na- patted and made to Olazabal's creation of to lower their taxable in- of traveling from your
tionalities as Cuban, order. A favorite ham- 'Victor Man,' a costum- come without the paper- first job to your second
Italian, Polish, Greek, burger on the menu is ed character who ride in work of itemizing.
job. Do not adjust your
the 'Timmy Burger,' parades and hands out
Let's say you moved income for the cost of
German and Jewish.
"And of course, we made with 13 pound free-sandwich coupons to a new location in 1983 commuting from your
to start a new job, and home to your primary
have the down-home ground beef, topped on campus.
favorites — barbecue, with Swiss Cheese,
Victor's is open from the distance between job.
country ham, ham- bacon and all the 10 a.m. to 11 p.m. Mon- your old home and your
Perhaps the most
burgers and hot dogs," trimmings.
day"( through Saturday new job is more than 35 common method of
In addition to the din- and delivery service is miles. You can subtract reducing taxable insays Olazabal.
The restaurant owner ing room at Victor's, the available from 11 a.m. from your gross income come is making conthe cost of moving all tributions to an Insay the 'Cuban' sand- -estaurant also offers a to 10:30 p.m.

dividual Retirement Account. About a quarter
of those eligible maintain IRA accounts. A
single person can contribute up to $2,000 a
year to an IRA account
and reduce taxable income by that amount.
There are differing
opinions on whether a
young single person
should opt for an IRA. If
you put $1,000 a year in
an IRA, it will be worth
$216,565 in 30 years, based on the prevailing 10
percent yield compounded quarterly for a
"conservative" IRA.
That sounds great, but
young single people
have other factors to
consider. If after five
years of $1,000 contributions to an IRA you
decide to withdraw the
money to take out a
home mortgage or to
buy a business, you
must pay a 10 percent
penalty for withdrawing
before age 594. You
may want to consult a
tax advisor on your personal situation before
opening an IRA.

tive tax strategy for
singles. Think about this
for your 1884 and 1985
taxes. If your itemized
deductions and the standard deduction are
about the same, try to
bunch two years of
itemized deductions in
either 1984 or 1985 and
claim the standard
deduction the other
year.

Let's say you are a
single person with
Itemized deductions of
about $2,300 — the same
as your standard deduction. But maybe you can.
defer payment of $1,500
of those deductible
items until 1985 and
claim the standard
deduction for 1984.
Then, for the two years,
you get deductions totaling $6,100. That's the
$2,300 standard deduction in 1984 and $3,800 of;
itemized deductions in
1985 — your usual $2,300
plus the $1,500 shifted
from 1984. Thus, you increase your total 1984-85
deductions by $1,500 —
from $4,600 to $6,100 —
and you've saved
yourself a substantial
CPAs say the very
amount of tax dollars.
best way to save on
Try to work this out
taxes is to plan ahead
and bunching your tax before next tax season,
deductions is an effec- CPAs say.

New agency in Hopkinsville works to further development
HOPKINSVILLE —
Manufacturers are
dusting off expansion
plans that have sat on
bookshelves for years;
the unemployment rate
is dropping; and a new
agency has been
established to encourage economic
development in this
southwestern Kentucky
city of 28,000 and surrounding Christian
County, the Kentucky
Business Ledger
newspaper reports.
"We are cautiously
optimistic about the
local economy and we
feel it will continue to
improve in 1984," said
Mayor Sherrill L. Jeffers in a telephone interview. She reviewed the

city's efforts to promote facilities, and its
economic development workforce has grown
since she entered the from about 50 to 280.
mayor's office in
Jeffers said city ofJanuary 1982.
ficials helped C.& F.
Last fall, Interna- finance its expansion
tional Paper Co. opened
Union
a plant to produce Development Attion
folding cartons and G rant flTD AG) of
labels for fast-food $291,000 and $600,000
restaurants with a from the Kentucky
$7-million investment Development Finance
that created 82 jobs. Authority.
Last January, White
"The advantage of the
Hydraulics lifted the UDAG grant is C.& F.
local economy with a will "'repay the grant
$5-million investment with interest over the
that added 48 new jobs next five years. And the
in the manufacture of city will be able to use
hydraulic motors.
their repayments to
An existing company finance additional
that makes automotive economic developparts, C.& F. Stamping, ment," the mayor
has invested $4 million explained.
to expand its plant
These expansions
have contributed to a
welcome lowering of the
Christian
County
Clean Earth Recycling
unemployment rate.
Next to old Plant Land
The most-recent figures
Building in Draffenvilk.
(August) show the county with unemployment
Buying — Aluminum Cans,
of 8.1 percent, or 1,813
Scrap Aluminum,
30'
residents out of work
among 22,316 in the
Copper 1. Brass
Per Pevad
civilian labor force. In
effective Doc. lit We Will Se Gomel
August 1982, the total
Mon., Wod, & Open Thurs.was 2,191 of 23,770 for a
Set. 9 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
9.2-percent unemployColl after 5 p.m. 327-1719
ment rate.

-{

iftc-Fatitasticsani
W- the original Family Haircutters
No Appointment Necessary!

In May, city and county officials established
an Industrial Development and Economic
Authority (IDEA) to
promote economic
d evelopment.
Hopkinsville has
allocated ;40,000 and
county government has
contributed $10,000 to
fund IDEA.
The new agency aims
to assist new and expanding firms. IDEA will
cocirdinate other agencies' programs to acquire land and promote
developemnt for industrial and commercial uses.
City and county personnel jointly staff the
new IDEA. "They are
working on recommendations for long-term
development, and we
will wait for their proposals before any prog rams are implemented," Jeffers
said.
She and Christian
County JudgeExecutive
Frank Gary are making
regular visits to local
companies as part of a
program to help retain
industries in the area.
"We ask them if there is
anything we can do to
help them solve problems," she said.
Sometimes, indpstries
move into an area and
then are ignored, she
n oted. But the
Hopkinsville-Christian

County Chamber of
Commerce has an annual industry appreciation dinner for
local manufacturing officials to encourage
communication between the plates a.nd
private sector*.
After a three-year
delay due to the recession and company
changes, Sabatasso
Corp. of California this
fall announced plans to
move into the West Kentucky Industrial Park
on U.S. 41. A pizza company, it is building a
$9-million production
plant covering 150,000
square feet on a 40-acre
site.
The Hopkinsville City
Council has approved $5
million in industrial
revenue bonds to help
finance construction of
the plant. Some 200 jobs
are expected to be filled
when the plant opens
next summer, and
another 300 employees
could be added during
the next three years.
Jeffers said Sabatasso
officials also were planning to apply for $1.8
million in UDAG funds
to help finance the plant
construction.
Based in Santa Ana,
Calif., the firm supplies
pizza, toco and burrito
products to school
systems and grocery
stores, the mayor said.
When a prospective

relocating company's
executives visit
Hopkinsville, Jeffers
said local officials set up
meetings with financial
institutions, and the
government leaders try
to eliminate as much
red tape as possible.
"I feel community
pride is vital to our industrial recruitment.
And people coming here
feel we have a positive
attitude and are moving
forward," she added.
The mayor says the
city is in a good position
to attract new business
with its current infrastructure. She emphasized the advantages of the local
transportation system
with 1-24, the Western
Kentucky Parkway, the
Pennyrile Parkway, rail
service, and Memorial
Field, the local airport,
is planning future
expansions.
Last summer, the city
completed the
$27.3-million HammondWood wastewater treatment plant on Gary
Lane. It is helping
Hopkinsville attract industries from other
areas where the sewage
and wastewater
facilities are inadequate, Jeffers said.
But one sector of the
area economy lagging
behind in the recovery is
housing. During the past
fiscal year, builders
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Special
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manageable perm, is designed
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Victor's
Hopkinsville IDEA
Kentucky Savings
and Loan League

constructed only 10 new
homes, 10 commercial
buildings, 60 apartment
units and 18 commercial
renovation projects.
"We have a lot of
homes on the market,
and the public-housing
authority is building the
James Waddell Village
and the Dr. P.C. Brooks
Village," the mayor
said. THe housing authority projects are a
mixture of styles such
as single-family units,
duplexes and fourplexes, she added.

The first large shopping center on the north
side of Hopkinsville
opened in November.
Called Brickyard Plaza,
it contains 17 stores, on
106,457 square feet, with
Winn-Dixie as the major'
tenant.
In October,
Hopkinsville and Christian County announced
plans to develop an
18-hole municipal golf
course on 181.5 acres at
a development cost of
$140,000.

State savings league
to ungergo changes
in name, structure
Louisville, Ky. -The 87-year-old Kentucky Savings and Loan
League will undergo a
name change effective
January 1, 1984, and officially become the Kentucky League of Savings
Institutions.
James T. White, the
league's top elected offical and president of
the Kentucky Enterprise Federal Savings
and Loan Association at
Newport, said the move
will bring the Kentucky
group into line with a
policy change made by
the United States
League of Savings Institutions in November
of 1882.
Since then, 21 other
state leagues have
followed suit, he said, in
an effort "to establish
uniform identity" for

the multi-billion-dollar
industry.
In a related move
toward national uniformity, White will move
from league president to
the newly-created post
of chairman, the
group's top elective office. Jerry E. Mahoney,
executive vice president
of the league since May
of 1976, will become
league president as the
top appointive officer.
According to the
Federal Home Loan
Bank of Cincinnati, Kentucky thrift institutions
had more than $6.9
billion in assets and
over $6.2 billion in
deposits as of October
31. They maintain a
total of 288 offices in 81
of the state's 120 counties, White said.

Just
moved in?
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Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town. Or what to see and
do. Or whom to ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of getting settled.
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
. good shopping, local attractions,
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family
Take a break from unpacking and call
me
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Address
cancelled
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — U.S. Rep. Larry
Hopkins, R-Ky., cancelled a scheduled address
before the Lexington
Optimist Club after
receiving a threat on his
life, according to Robert
Rangel, the congressman's staff
assistant.
The threat was being
"routinely investigated" to determine if any federal laws
were violated, FBI
spokesman Phil Doty
said.
Hopkins received the
threat in a telephone
call about noon FrVal,
Rangel said. He was
scheduled to address the
Optimist Club at 12:45
p.m. at the Levas
Restaurant on Main
Street.
The content of the call
was not released by
Hopkins' staff or
authorities.
"Basically, our position as of now is that, on
the recommendation of
the FBI and local
authorities, we are not
revealing details of the
incident," Rangel said.
--"He did receive a
threatening phone call
at his district office in
Lexington."

ear

Bowling Green utility customers more winter-wise

LOUISVILLE, Ky
(AP) — An official at
Bowling Green
Municipal Utilities says
its customers are a bit
more winter-wise this
week than last week.
"We're still having
frozen water lines, but
people are a a little
more alert to the problem after Christmas,"
Jim Tabor, BGMU
finance manager, said.
As of Thursday, the
utility had received 800
trouble calls from
customers. More poured
in Friday, he said.
Even more calls rang
at the office of Kenton
County Water District
One.
The office manager
and his staff have
answered more than
1,000 calls from people
with water problems
since a week ago Friday
when temperatures first
dipped below zero
across Kentucky.
"We had just about
caught up and then we
had a new rash overnight," Mal Connett
said.
Temperatures dropped to near zero again
Thursday night, causing
frozen water lines,
broken pipes and
headaches for water
utilities and
homeowners.
FRANKFORT, Ky.
But not as many peo(AP) — Funeral is Mon- ple were caught by surday for former state
Secretary of State
George Glenn Hatcher,
who died at the age of
80.
Hatcher served in that
post from 1939 to 1943
and from 1947 to 1951.
After running unsuccessfully for state
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
auditor, he retired to
private life for awhile. (AP) — When Drs. Tom
Then he returned to Sleamaker and Tom
state government posts Clark tell their patients
In manpower, finance to open wide, they don't
department and natural usually expect the
mouth to be as big as the
resources agencies.
He was Ashland city one they peered into this
clerk from 1932 to 1938. week.
They were working
Hatcher died
elbow-deep inside a
ThurA4say.
300-pound African llon's
mouth.
The lion twitched occasionally but the doctors said they weren't
scared.
"We have a very
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Highly volative strong mouth prop we
material used in rocket use," said Sleamaker,
fuels exploded in the gesturing at the lion,
face of a University of sprawled on an
Louisville graduate operating table Thursday in the Louisville
student.
Cheryl Wilson Zoo.
But, most all,
Biumenberg, 24, suffered facial cuts and Sleamaker said, "We
burns Friday when the have absolute faith in
chemistry experiment Bill Foster's
went awry. She was in anesthesia."
fair condition at Norton
Foster said the zoo
Hospital, hospital realized that Katie, a
spokeswoman Karen 414-year-old female lion,
had a problem about
Wood said.
Chemistry professor
Dorothy Gibson said she
heard an explosion that
sounded "like a
shotgun" blast in a third
floor laboratory of the
Office hours for taxchemistry building.
There was no damage payer assistanace at the
to the building.
Paducah IRS Office for
Ms. Blumenberg ap- this filing period
parently was sprayed through April 13, 1984,
with hydrazine and will be from 9 a.m. to
pieces of a shattered noon and 1 p.m. to 3:45
container, Dr. Gibson Monday through
said.
Thursday.

Funeral
scheduled

prise this time.
Connett said the Kenton County district,
which serves 30,000
customers including
Covington, had fewer
calls Friday than
earlier this week, partly
because the
temperature did not
drop as low as on
Christmas
Connett said the problems over the holiday
were worse because
people were out of town
and not using their
water, making pipes
more likely to freeze
He said more people
are now aware of how to
prevent frozen pipes,
such as leaving a trickle
of water out of the
faucet.
"A lot of times they
are stung the first time,
but then they learn
quickly," Connett said.
Owensboro Municipal
Utilities has not many
water problems, according to general
manager John Pace. He
said ice on tree limbs interfered with power
lines and caused power
outages affecting about
400 to 500 customers on
Wednesday and Thursday. One fire hycliant
burst in a subdivision
and knocked out water
for five hours, he said.
Some of the costliest
damage from broken
water lines has been

reported by about onethird of Jefferson County schools. Water pipes
ruptured in 50 school
buildings that were
unoccupied during the
holiday vacation.
Carpets are watersoaked and walls, floors
and ceilings are
damaged.
Workers have had to
break through tiles and
cement block walls to
repair the lines.
Richard Reisser, the
school district's director
of general maintenance
and renovation, said
they are working 12
hours a day to get the
schools ready for the
students' return
Tuesday.
The peak of the trouble was Christmas Day
when subzero weather
struck for the first time.
A spokeswoman for
Kentucky -American
Water Co., which supplies water to 65,000
customers in the Lexington area, said 900
water line problems
were reported Monday.
Lynsey Snow said most
of those were from
homeowners needing
their water shut off
because the pipes had
frozen.
Major water problems were also
reported Christmas Day
in Bowling Green when

One slip from patients could
leave doctors down in the mouth

Student
iniured

two weeks ago when her
usually friendly personality changed.
Although wild
animals never become
tame, Foster said Katie
and her keepers usually
got along quite well —
from opposite sides of
strong iron bars.
"But the day they
noticed it, she was quite
put off. She was growling a lot and seemed to
be very aggressive."
The keepers began
watching her and
discovered that she was
having some difficulty
eating.
The keepers called
Foster, who arrived just
as Katie opened wide for
a lion-sized roar.
Foster could see that
an upper canine tooth —
24 times the size of a
human's — was broken.
Slearnaker, a
volunteer dental consultant to the zoo, agreed to
get in touch with Clark.
The two, who teach at
the University of

Taxpayer assistance
available at IRS office

WKMS-FM
Saturday, December 31
lam. Just Plain Folk "American
Folk," a hither look into the wealth
and variety of traditional American
music.
10 a.m The High, Lonesome
Sound. "Families In Bluegrass"
1 p.m. World of Opera. The Met
presents Humperdinck's Hansel and
Grote!.
7 p.m_ The Thistle & Shamrock
"Listener Favorites," an encore of
popular celtic music
Sunday. January I
a.m Pipectreams • recital by
acclaimed N•w York organist
McNeil Robinson
9 30a m Saint Paul Sunday Morn.
lng The Deller Consort performs.
2 p m Big Band Era. Benny Goodman, Guy Lombardo, Hal Kemp,Ivy
Anderson
6 p.m McPartland's Piano Jazz
Marian's guest is 'Tonight Show'
pianist Roes Tompkins
8 p m
Talkback with Jerry
Galvin. Host Jerry Galvin and his
callers spend two hours discussing a
parade of never-serious topics
10 p.m. Portraits in Blue Bob
Porter features Otis Rush
Monday. January 2
12 noon. Radio Reader Dick Lit.!]
reads from Then Kelly's best-seller
The Imperial Post.
610 p.m Moon Over Morocco
Jack Fiends* arrives In Tangiers to
search for the lost knowledge of
natural magic
10 pm Easy Street Bill Davis.
Ben Webster, Ink Spots. Les grown.
Thelordus Monk. Hsirble Harper.
Jimmy Rushing and Johnny Griffin
Tuesday, January 1
6 30p m A Canticle for Leibowitz
Sickness descend/ and Abbot /Arch]
clashes with • physician
8 p.m Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra
Andre Prevtn conducts
Bach's Brandenburg Concerto No
Stravinsky 'l Song of the

Nightengale' and Tchaikosky's Byrn•
phony No. 4.
10 p.m. Easy Street. Tony Mattola.
Benny Goodman. Doris Day. Duke
Ellington, Bill Evans, Warren
Vache, Ella Fitzgerald and Eddie
Davis
Wednesday, January 4
12:45 p m. Allegro
Mark
Reinhardt hosts an afternoon pro.
gram of traditional classical music.
8 p m Chicago Symphony Raymond Leopard conducts works by
Handel. Liszt and Dvorak
10 p m
Easy Street Vince
Guaralcil. Benny Carter, Frank
Sinatra. Doc Severinson. Dave
Brubsock, Bob Brookmeyer, Bobby
Darin and Sonny Stitt
Thursday. January 5
to a m Masterworks Showcase,
The music of the classical masters
6'30 p.m Suspense. "The Mystery
of Me Mary Celeste." a ship found at
sea without a crew or captain
8 p.m New York Philharmonic
- Rafa•I Kubellit conducts
Soliumann's Symphony no 10.
B••thov•ri's Symphony no
'Civics"
10 p m East Street Fattut Hines,
Zoot Sims, Rosemary Clooney. Stan
Kenton. Milt Jackson, Kenny
Dedham, Dinah Washington and
Gene Ammons
Friday, January if
10 a m Santa Ire Chamber &their
Festival Highlights from those well
known festival Include works by
Beethoven. Debussy and Schubert
6 10 pm The Spider's Web An
eight-part radio adaptation of
Louisa May Alcott's LJttlis Women
begtns
p m
Minnesota Orchestra
Pianist Emanuel Ax is featured in
Brahma' Plano Concerto no 1
Neville Marriner also conducts
Tchalkovsky.
s Symphony no 2 Little Russian

Taxpayers who come
to the local office in the
Post Office Building at
5th and Broadway, can
receive answers to their
tax questions and
receive guidance in the
preparation of their own
returns. Tax forms and
IRS publications on individual tax topics may
also be obtained at the
local office.
John J. Jennings, IRS
district director for
Kentucky, suggested
that taxpayers who
come to the local IRS office for assistance
should bring the tax
package they received
in the mail, all W-2
forms, interest and dividend statements, and
any other information
supporting claims for
tax credits or adjustments to income.
Jennings also suggested that taxpayers
may want to use the IRS
toll-free telephone service to get service in the
Paducah area if
1 - 8 00 - 4 2 4 - 1 0 4 0 .
Telephone assistance is
available Monday
through Friday, 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. EST.
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Louisville Dental
School, decided to make
a house call.
After keepers put
Katie to sleep with an
anesthetic dart, the dentists went to work with a
portable drill.
Performing a root
canal for a lion isn't
really much different
from doing the same
operation on a human,
Clark said. They simply
add extensions to their
dental tools in order to
probe down through the
oversized canine tooth.
"The shape of the
tooth is different, but
the principles are the
same," Clark said.
While Katie slept, the
keepers circled the
table and stroked her
sides gently.
The dentists
volunteered their services and thought
nothing about it.
"It's fun," Sleamaker
said.
Said Clark: "Anyway,
it gives you a way to
allay a human patient's
anxiety when you say,
'Hey, I did one of these
last week on a lion.'"

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Bureau of Education for Exceptional
Children has available
for public comment the
FY 84-86 Education of all
Handicapped Children's
Act, Part B Preschool
Incentive Grant, funded
under Public Law 64-142
For a copy of the document, please write the
Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children,
Room 809, Capital Plaza
Tower, Frankfort, Ky.
40601

bitter cold and a major
power outage caused
widespread freezing
problems.
Kentucky Utilities
spokesman Ed Van

Hook said the electric
utility, which serves 78
counties in Kentucky,
has had only minor
power outages.
The Caldwell County

Courthouse had to close
Thursday after a thirdfloor water line broke
and water poured into
most of the county
offices.

Monticello area
residents were without
water for three days
earlier this week after
the intake valve broke
in the frigid weather.

Cancer center patients have party
BOWLING GREEN,
Hy. (AP) — Most holiday reunions involve a
group of relatives or old
friends or fellow
employees.
A scene at the Medical
Center involved none of
these. The reunion there
this week included people linked v a relationship to a n chine.
The crowd of young
and old were reunited at
the hospital's cancer
treatment center.
More than 200 patients
have been treated at the
cancer center since its
opening in March and
have developed friendships with other patienta
and their families and
staff members.
Dr. Walter Keubler,
cancer center director,
said the party Thursday
was arranged after one
patient expressed disappointment "because we
wouldn't be able to see
each other until his appointment after the
holidays."
The staff works in a
unique way, said
Keubler, putting patients at ease by using
first names and jokes,
but also is there to listen
to patient or family
problems.
"A lot of times it is the
listening that helps the
most when you're afraid
of the unknown," said
Gretchen Briscoe,
cancer center nurse.
Most of the 50 patients
at the party were those
who had finished with
radiation treatments
and had to return for
checkups every few
months.
They get about 30
treatments, one each
weekday, and many are
driven by friends or
family to the center daily from surrounding
towns.
Brenda Lane said that
she spent many hours in
the comfortable, colorful waiting room,
sometimes bringing a
book but never turning a
page because she was so
involved in discussions
in which she shared problems and fears,
developing a
camaraderie.
"One of the best
things about my treat-

Sensible,
Affordable
Protection...
that's Life Insurance
the State Farm Way!
•Families
•Homeowners
•Women
•Young Adults
*Children
CALL ME

ment was the people I other patients) have the how a doctor could
became friends with," same problems as you become almost like a
she said. "I was amazed and the same feelings God, like the man who's
at how open people were that you do, and that going to heal them, kind
to tell you intimate makes you feel better." of like a gift."
As the party wound
things about their
But Keubler said the
down, Keubler emerged
problem."
"When you have as a belated Santa staff gains more from
cancer, friends and Claus, hugging patients the patients than they
family treat you dif- and posing for photos to give.
ferently," said Mrs decorate the bulletin
"They give us back
Lane, who had surgery board.
understanding and ap"It's kind of neat, his preciation," Keubler
and radiation therapy
for breast cancer. "You coming as Santa," Mrs. said. "That's all we
know some of them (the Lane said "I can see could ask for."

Toy chests under consumer study
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — One fun-filled
item found in the rooms
of many children may
actually be an accident
waiting to happen, state
officials warn.
A recent survey by the
Cabinet for Human
Resources found that
many toy chests have
hinged lids that can injure or even kill a child
by falling.
From 1974 to 1982, the
U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission
recorded 21 deaths of
small children who were
strangled when the
hinged lids of toy chests
fell on them. None of
those deaths occurred in
Kentucky.
Edsel Moore,
manager of the Radiation and Consumer
‘
kroduct Safety Brandt, of
the state agency, said
many more injuries probably go unreported.
According to Moore,
32 retail outlets in 14
Kentucky towns and
cities were surveyed for

42 different items sold
as toy chests. Nine of
them had lids which
dropped beyond the
allowable distance and
could therefore be considered dangerous,
Moore said.
"The trouble comes
when a toddler pushes
the lid up and leans over
the front edge of the toy
chest to see inside,"
Moore said. "The child
then turns loose of the
lid to reach for a toy. If
there is no safeguard to
hold the lid in position, it
falls and traps the child
across the neck or chest.
A child who cannot or
does not push the lid
back up is likely to
strangle or be deprived
of oxygen long enough to
cause permanent
damage."
The federal government drew up safety
standards for toy chests
in 1982 but did not enact
them when the
manufacturers asked to
set their own voluntary
standards. Moore warned that many of the

chests manufactured
before the standards
took effect in August
can still be found in
many stores.
Because the standards are voluntary,
Moore said the state has
no authority to order a
recall of dangerous
items. And there is
another problem.
"The industry standard applies only to
items designed, made
and labeled as toy
chests," Moore said.
"We're finding that
various kinds of trunks,
benches and boxes with
hinged lids are being or
used as toy chests. Some
have labels warning of
the potential danger,
but most do not.
"It's a difficult thing
to control," Moore said.
Moore said the easiest
solution was to remove
any potentially
dangerous lids until all
children in the home are
big enough to recognize
the danger or to protect
themselves.

JUST HOME COOKIN'...
Granny's Dinner Specials are family recipes thc0
have been handed down through generations. And\
it's no secret that John and Cherry, new owners of
Granny's, personally supervise every detail from
start to finish.

Come try Granny's Famous Pot Roast — A
Special Every Day
Thursday Specials
Shrimp Casserole
Chicken Pot Pie

Friday Specials
Beef Short Ribs AYOU Can
Chicken & Rice

Saturday Specials

Sunday Specials

Frog Legs
Chicken Curry

"Cumberland' Country Ham
The Real Thing
Chicken Casserole
Closed Monday

11-9 Tues.-Thurs.
11-10 Fri.-Sat.

11-3 Sundays

Moe Rogers
753-9627
01 S. 6th
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And now we can count every drop with
our new computerized system that sets the
standard for Accurate Propane Delivery.

TRIITATE PROPANE,INC.

Route 4, Box 20 Paducah, Kentucky 42001 (502) 898-7387 Toll Free 1-800-592-3483
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Florida teams use tough 'D' to win Gator Peach bowls
By WILLIAM BARNARD
AP Sports Writer
Two Florida teams used strong defenses to win
the first two of eight college football bowl games
to be played in a four-day period.
Florida State, which had problems defensively
all season, stifled North Carolina 28-3 in the
Peach Bowl at Atlanta Friday and the University
of Florida, ranked 11th in the nation, held No. 10
Iowa to two field goals for a 14-6 triumph in the
Gator Bowl Friday night.
Neal Anderson's 1-yard run capped an 87-yard
drive in the first quarter and Doug Drew
recovered a fumbled snap by Iowa punter Tom
Nichol for a second-period score to account for
Florida's touchdowns.
•
Florida's 9-2-1 mark is its best since 1969 and
may have assured the first Top Ten finish in the
school's football history.
The Hawkeyes, who were bidding to become
the first Iowa team to win 10 games in a season,
finished 9-3.
Iowa's Chuck Long, the NCAA's No. 2-ranked
passer and ringleader of the nation's third best
offense, was intercepted four times after throwing only eight interceptions all season.
"Iowa is an excellent football team," Florida

Nichol got Iowa's only points on 32- and 31-yard
field goals.

College Football
Bowl Pairings
Coatis Football Bowl Glance
The Associated Press
Results and pairings of NCAA
Division I A post-season bowl
games
Thursday. Dec 23
iiiierty Bowl
M Memphis, Tem.
Notre Dame 19. Boston College 18
Friday, Dec 30
Peach Bowl
At Atlanta
Florida State 28, North Carolina 3
Gator Bowl
At Jadmemille. Fie
Florida 14. Iowa 6
Saturday, Dec. 31
Bluebonnet Bowl
At Houston
V. ori•h^ma
Baylor. 7.3-1

State 7-4 1
Monday Jan 2
Cotton Bowl
At Deltas
Georgia. 6-1.1, vs Texas, 11-0
Fiesta Bowl
At Tempe Ariz
Ohio State. 8-3. vi Pittsburgh,
8-2-1
Ross Bowl
At Pasadena, Call,
Illinois, 10-1, vs. UCLA, 6-4.1
Orange Bowl
At klisna
Nebraska. 12-0. vs Miami (Fla 1.
10-1
Sugar Bawl
At Now Orleans
Auburn. 10-1, vs Michigan. 9-2

Coach Charley Pell said, "and if anyone had told
us we would hold them to two field goals we
would not have believed it. I think our defense
measured up tonight as well as any group we've
ever had."

Florida State, which had allowed an average of
28 points per game in the regular season and
finished its schedule with a 53-14 loss to Florida,
showed a surprisingly strong defense against
North Carolina in the Peach Bowl.
The Tar Heels, who lost four of their last five
games, were held to 182 yards of total offense, including 32 yards in 26 rushing attempts. Their only points came on a 36-yard field goal by Brooks
Barwick in the fourth quarter.
Florida State sophomore quarterback Eric
Thomas, making his first collegiate start, ignited
the victory by tossing a pair of first-quarter
touchdown passes to Weegie Thompson. Thomas
completed the scoring in the final minute with a
1-yard sneak.
Thomas hit Thompson on an 18-yard toss in the
end zone to cap a 69-yard drive in nine plays
following the opening kickoff. He then connected
with Thompson on a 15-yard score less than four
minutes later.
Florida State made it 21-0 at the half on
Roosevelt Snipes' 1-yard dive following a fumbled punt that was recovered by the Seminoles on
the North Carolina 16.

The run of holiday bowl games continues
tonight with the Bluebonnet Bowl in Houston between unranked Oklahoma State, 7-4, and 20thranked Baylor, 7-3-1.
The Bears, paced by quarterback Cody
Carlson, wide receiver Gerald McNeil and running back Alfred Anderson, led the Southwest
Conference and were 20th nationally in total offense and averaged nearly 26 points per game.
The Cowboys were fifth nationally in rushing
defense and featured a running attack led by
Ernest Anderson, who is recovered from injuries
that forced him to miss four games this season
after he rushed for 1,877 yards in 1982.
Five more bowls that will decide the national
championship will be contested Monday.
Top-ranked and unbeaten Nebraska, 12-0,
faces No. 5 Miami, Fla., 10-1, in a night game in
Miami's Orange Bowl. No, 2 Texas, 11-0, plays
host to No. 7 Georgia, 9-1-1 in the Cotton Bowl at
Dallas, while third-ranked Auburn, 10-1, also
plays at night, against No. 8 Michigan, 9-2, in the
New Orleans Sugar Bowl.
The Rose Bowl at Pasadena, Calif., features
No. 4 lllinois, 10-1, against Pacific 10 champion
UCLA,6-4-1. The fifth game Monday is the Fiesta
Bowl at Phoenix, with No. 14 Ohio State, 8-3,
meeting 15th-ranked Pittsburgh, 8-2-1.

The faces of Dallas: Landry, Cowboys watch playoffs from sideline
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Associated Press
Special Correspondent
Tom Landry has been
on the TV screen during
the past couple of weeks
more than President
Reagan, Mr. T and the
Muppets.
There is one scene in
which he rides up to an
old Western saloon in a
wide-brimmed hat, calf-

length sheepskin coat,
chaps and dirty booth,
gets off his horse and
strolls through the swinging doors.
"Not many people
know who I am," he
says in effect as he steps
up to the bar and then
launches on his pitch for
a well-known credit
card.
After extolling the

After the loss to Washington

merits of the recognition tool, he ends by saying, "You never know
when you're going to be
surrounded by hostile
redskins," and being
engulfed by a group of
beefy Redskins
(Washington football
variety).
This is a tricky twist
for the normally dapper
longtime coach of the
Dallas Cowboys who
can point to a scalping
by the Redskins in
Texas Stadium nearly
three weeks ago for
starting the Cowboys'
slide out of the National
Football League
playoffs.
Even more ironic has
been the series of commercials on all the networks which begins with
a film clip showing
Drew Pearson snagging
a touchdown pass from
Roger Staubach a few
years ago: "Dallas
wins! The Cowboys are
in the playoffs again!"
screams an announcer
above a roaring crowd.
"You may think football is the most important thing in Tom Landry's life," intones a
voice in the background.
The balding Cowboy
coach steps through the
door to insist it isn't so.
The most important
thing in his life is his
religious faith.
It's a peg for introducing a book entitled

Sports Scoreboard
Prep Basketball
High School Basketball
Friday Calfret
BOr1
Newport 75. Coy Catholic 60
Newport Central Catholic 78 Ft
Thomas Highlands 66
Holy Cross 78, Ludlow 66
Paris 71. Scott Co 57
Harrison Co 53. Estill Co. Si
Campbell Co 83. Pendleton Co 70
Paducah Tilghman Chostmas Trip
Championship
Paducah Tilghman 72. Marshall
Co 65

Pro Basketball
Nabonal Basketball Assooabon
Al Times EST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Admix Coviskin
W L Pd. GS
Boston
24
8
750 Philadelphia
21
7
750
1
New York
17 14
548 6,4
Washington
15 14
517
Tie
New Jersey
14 17
452 914,
Central Denson
Milwaukee
18 1.2
600
Detroit
la 14
533
2
Atlanta
141 15
516
21,e
Chicago
12 15
44-4
4
Cleveland
9 22
290
Indiana
7 21
260 10
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Dsion
Utah
20 11
645
Dallas
IS 14
533
Kansas City
13 16
448 6
Denver
14 18
438
tie
Houston
12 19
317
San Antonio
12 20
375
Pacdk Division
Los Angeles
19 10
OM
PorUand
21 12
6511
Phoenix
15 16
484
Golden State
15 18
446
Seattle
13 14
448
San Diego
11 21
344
Friday's Ganes
New Jersey 118. Indiana 106
Washington 91. New York 86
Detroit 105. Chicago 96
Atlanta 109. Cleveland M
Boston 114, Dallm 109, OT
San Diego PI. Kamm City 96
Milwaukee M. Portland 311
Phoenix 121, Houston 110
Denver 135. Utah 180
Golden Mate 116. Los Angela. 106
Seattle M. Philadelphia 93 OT
Saturday's Gomm
No games echeduled
Sunday's
Philadelphia at Portland. Op m

College Basketball Results
College Basketball
Friday's Scores
EAST
Florida St 93. Furman 91
Syracuse 79. Seton Hall 71
SOUTH
N. Carolina St 80, Campbell 65
Nicholls St 85, Samford 72
Northwestern 49, Tampa 34
Tennessee Tech 27, Geneva Coll.
81
Wake Forest 112. Rollins 74
W Kentucky 92, Middle Tennessee 61
MIDWEST
Bradley 70, Oral Roberta 52
Houston Baptist 57. Drake 53
Indiana St 101. Butler 85
N Illinois 79, Marquette 78
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 68, Austin Peay 63
Arkansas St. 50. Kansas Newman
48
FAR WEST
Colorado St 96, Texas-Arlington

se

Georgetown 69, Nev •Las Vegas
$7, OT
Loyola, Ill 77, Colorado 75
Marshall 63, Clemson 61
Minnesota 56. Montana St 52
New Mexico St 107. Lubbock
Christian 86
Pepperdine M. Evansville. Ind.
MI
TOURNAMENTS
B4de-Glass City Classic
Championship
Lamar 81, Toledo 78
Third Place
Army 52, E Michigan 50
Cable Car Classic
C
Santa Clara 71. Ohio St ea
Third Macs
St
Joseph's 106, Alask•.
Anchorage 54
Cabrillo Classic
Championship Gains
Virginia 81, San Diego St 86
Third Mace
Washington 62. E Termer«. St
54
Citrus Bawl
ChamMonshop
S Carotin* 44 Stetson 51
Third Place
Cincinnati 62 C Florida 48
Far West Omsk
Championship
Oregon St 63. Oregon PI. OT
• Haoser Omsk
Clumplonship
Indiana 77 Boston Coll OS
-• Third PiMis
lows St- 72. Ball St 64

Iitarytand Invitational
Championship
Maryland 96. LaSalle 83
Third Place
George W•shington, 54.
Randolph-Macon, 47
Rainbow Clan*
Third Place
Ala -Birmingham 84. Tennessee
60
Times-Dispadi Invitational
Championship
Vet: 61, Richmond 47
Third Place
Virginia Tech 86, Old Dominion
62
Utah Classic
Championship
Weber St 82, Texas 67
Third Place
Utah 84, Cal •Irvine 80
Winston Tire Classic
Championship Game
Iowa 73, Memphis St 64
Third Ptece
Mississippi St 57. So California

sa

Top Twenty
Top Twenty Fared
How the Top Twenty teams in the
Associated Press' 1963-84 college
basketball poll fared Friday
1 North Carolina i0-01 did not
Play.
2. Kentucky 8-01 did not play
3 Houston (10-21 did not play
4 DePaul (8-0 did not play.
O
Georg•town 110-1) beat
Nevada-Las Vegas 416-417. OT.
6 Maryland (9-1) beat LaBelle
96-83
7 UCLA (7.1) did not play.
8 St John'.(811 did not play
9 Louisiana State S-ti did not
Play
10 Wake Forest (
beat Rollins
112-74.
11 Georgia 17.1 i did not play
12 Boston College (I331 lout to Indiana 71011
13 North Carolina St 10-2) beat
Campbell 110-65
14 Louirrllie 6-41 did not play
15 Michigan 11421 dlof riot play
16 Texas•El Paso (11-0- beat
Alcor° State 70-57.
17 MosaipMe
(7-11) last to lows
711416
1$ Perdue 17-31 did not play
ta. Oregius 31. (7.5) beat Oregon
OT.
(5-1)606 net play

"Power for Living," offered free to the public.
A centerfold ad was
featured in TV Guide
and the commercial was
still running in the
screens after Monday's
24-17 loss to the Los
Angeles Rams which
knocked the Cowboys
out of the playoffs for
which'.they had qualified
in 17 of\ the past 18
seasons. )
It must/ be galling to
Cowboy fans and
players - not to mention Landry himself to keep hearing the
words, "The Cowboys
are in the playoffs
again!"
Obviously, nobody expected - particularly
advertisers - that the
Cowboys could be
ousted so quickly. Thus,
TV was stuck with the
30-second, outdated

spots.
No wonder the socalled "America's
Team" has come under
such widespread
adverse criticism - not
only from fickle supporters but from the
press and general
public, as well.
The Cowboys suffer
from their own success.
Though not indominatable, they have
been football's constant
- 18 straight winning
seasons, poised, computerized, error-free. To
lose three vital games in
a row - to the Redskins,
49ers and Los Angeles
Rams -was
unthinkable.

Landry surrounded by hostile Redskins

back, Danny White,
because he threw three
interceptions? Rebuild
the team from scratch?
On the basis of this
one failure, some critics
are demanding an infusion of new blood. One
New York, critic writes
So what happens now? that Landry might have
High-jumper John lost credibility with his
Thomas had the ansis- black players because
after failing to win h
event in the 1960 Sly
pies in Rome.

placcable Landry stood
on the sidelines yelling
"No, no! Danny, no!"
The Cowboys' flamei
flickered there and died,
Against the 49ers and
Rams, what we had
always interpreted as
Dallas' tremendous
poise and calm became
nothing more than lack
of fire and spirit.

NFL Playoffs:

"Fans are fickle," h
said. "They are like the
spectators in the ancient
Colisseum. If you don't
win, it's thumbs down.
They want blood. They
are cruel and
insatiable."
So who's the
sacrificial lamb for this
most consistently successful NFL franchise?
Fire the only coach the
Cowboys have had the
last 23 years? ("I'm not
quitting," Landry
says). Sack the quarter-

Or. n

Kai Nit

ams pose double-threat to 'Skins
By The Associated Press
Coach Joe Gibbs envisions a double threat
when his defending
Super Bowl champion
Washington Redskins
face the Los Angeles
Rams Sunday in the National Football League
playoffs.
"Some teams can
beat you running it
down your throat,"
Gibbs says. "Others go

Ori
0201

OM GUAM
SHINIOI RUIT3

You might consult
your CPA about purchasing a vehicle
before the end of the
year for investment
and
credit
tax

depreciation.
a

DWAIN TAYLOR
HEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murroy

gr,rite Forint Ilnrle

SCOREBOARD

of his political support built not just on
of Jesse Helms, the con- strength, spirit and savservative senator from vy but also on emotion.
North Carolina.
Much of the Cowboys'
It is inconceivable will was dampened two
that the Cowboys, who weeks ago when, fired
have been one game up for the Redskins,
away from the Super quarterback White
Bowl the last three changed signals on a
years, could have crucial and aborted
deteriorated so quickly. fourth down play in midIt's a crazy game, field as the normally im-

Oral
r40

toff's)

E-HEVROLET

for the big play. The
Rams have the capability to go both ways."
The Redskins won the
National Conference
East title with the best
record in the NFL, 14-2,
while the wild-card
Rams, 9-7, advanced to
second round by beating
Dallas 24-17 last
weekend.
In Sunday's other conference semifinal, the
Los Angeles Raiders,
12-4 and winners of the
American Conference
West, meet AFC Central
champions Pittsburgh,
10-6.
Saturday's games
have wild-card 9-7 Seattle, which beat Denver
31-7 in the first round, at
AFC East winner
Miami, 12-4; and NFC
Central winner Detroit,
9-7, at NFC West champion San Francisco,
10-6.
The conference championships are scheduled
for Sunday, Jan. 8, with
Super Bowl XVIII on
Sunday, Jan. 22 at Tampa Stadium.
The Rams' grind-Rout offensive thrives on
the abilities of running
back Eric Dickerson,
whose 1,808 yards
rushing and 18
touchdowns earned him
Offensive Rookie of the

Year honors. Revitalized quarterback Vince
Ferragamo spearheads
Los Angeles' big-play
potential. Fe rragamo
passed for 3,276 yards
and 22 touchdowns this
season.
The Redskins counter
with a somewhat
similar offense, led by
the running of fullback
John Riggins and passing of quarterback Joe
Theismann, the NFL's
Offensive Player of the
Year. Riggins ran for a
career-high 1,347 yards
and a record 24
touchdowns, while
Theismann passed for
3,714 yards and 29
touchdowns.
The Steelers-Raiders
contest marks the
renewal of one of the
NFL's toughest playoff
rivalries. The teams
have met four times in
the playoffs, the last
time in 1976. But this
rivalry probably is best
remembered for the
1972 playoff when Pittsburgh won 13-7 on
Franco Harris' "Immaculate Reception."
Harris rushed for
1,007 yards this season,
giving him 11,950 in his
career, 363 yards short
of Jim Brown's all-time
record.
Who will start at

quarterback for the
Steelers is still up in the
air.
Cliff Stoudt, who
started all but one game
for the Steelers, and
third -string signal.
caller Mark Malone
have both been working
with the first team offense 'during the week.
Terry Bradshaw, who
underwent preseason
elbow surgery, started
just one game this
season and is considered doubtful to see
action Sunday.
Raiders quarterback
Jim Plunkett completed
230 of 379 passes this
season for a career-high
completion ratio of 60.7
percent
The Seattle -Miami
game matched two of
the league's best
rookies. It was
Seahawks running back
Curt Warner, who led
the AFC in rushing with
1,449 yards as Seattle;
earned its first playoff:
berth, versus quarter-'
back Dan Marino of
Miami, who passed for
2,210 yards and 20
touchdowns.
The other Saturday
game paired playoff experience in the 49ers
against a Lions team
that hasn't won a division title since 1957

•
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1983: Unusual sports year, bordering on bizarre
By DAVE GOLDBERG
Associated Press Writer
From the Washington
Redskins' Super Bowl
championship to Dr. J's
title to a boat from
Down Under, 1983 was a
year of firsts in sports.
In the end, though, the
year in sports is likely to
be remembered less for
heroic athletic exploits
than as one of turbulence, transition,
even the bizarre:
— Cocaine. Baseball
players jailed and football players suspended.
— Steroids.
Weightlifters banned.
—Pine tar. The umpires wrong.
—Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn,
fired then retained until
March 1984 because a

They led the Baltimore
Orioles to baseball's
world championship
over the Philadelphia
PhiRies.
Joe Theismann and
John Rigging, Dave
Butz and the Hogs of the
Washington offensive
line, bulwarks of a Redskin team that won the
Super Bowl, then
emerged as the dominant force in the NFL
this season.
Heisman Trophy winner Mike Rozier, who
with Irving Fryar,
Turner Gill and Lombardi and Outland
Award winner Dean
Steinkuhler led
undefeated Nebraska to
the No. 1 college
ranking.
Goaltender Billy

Australia II: Gone with
the wind ... and the Cup.
successor can't be Smith, who led hockey's
found.
New York Islanders to a
— National Basketball fourth straight Stanley
Association Commis- Cup title in a four-game
sioner Larry O'Brien, sweep of the recordretired. An immediate setting Wayne Gretzky
successor, top aide and the Edmonton
David Stern.
Oilers.
—The United States
Australia II, the yacht
Football League. Foot- with the revolutionary
ball in the spring, winged keel that overanother challenge to one turned 132 years of U.S.
of sports' most enduring sailing supremacy and
institutions, the Na- made the America's
tional Football League. Cup Australia's Cup.
—The NCAA. Under
RISING STARS:
fire for changing one Rookies of the year Ron
policy, its admission Kittle of the Chicago
standards for athletes; White Sox and Darryl
in court for not changing Strawberry of the New
another, its sole control York Meta; the White
over televised football. Sox' pot-bellied 24-game
—Money and media. winner, LaMarr Hoyt.
For baseball, $1 billion
Golf's Hal Sutton, who
over six years from won player-of-the-year
ABC and NBC. For foot- honors and set a moneyball, $20 million from winning record of
ABC and ESPN cable $426,668 in only his sethat bankrolled the cond year on the tour,
fledgling USFL, pro- relegating Jack
viding another option Nicklaus, Tom Watson,
for players that in- Arnold Palmer and
evitably drove salaries Gary Player to battle it
up.
out in a $360,000 madeWith that in mind, for -television
ponder 1983's most pro- exhibition.
minent names.
FALLEN STARS:
WINNERS: Rick Kansas City Royals
Dempsey, most Willie Wilson, Willie
valuable player in the Aikens, Jerry Martin
World Series, along with and Vida Blue, each
Mike Boddicker, Scott sentenced to three monMacGregor, Cal Ripken ths in prison for attempand Eddie Murray. ting to buy cocaine.

Tony Peters, starting
strong safety for the
Redskins, who pleaded
guilty to drug charges,
was placed on probation, then suspended by
the league for two
years. Ross Browner
and Pete Johnson of the
Cincinnati Bengals, E.J.
Junior of the St. Louis
Cardinals and Greg
Stemrick of the New
Orleans Saints, all
suspended for four
games for involvement
with drugs.
CROSSED STAR:
George Brett, a career
.300-plus hitter destined
to be remembered as
much for a two-out, tworun home run that was,
then wasn't and then
was again in the Royals'
5-4 win over the
Yankees.
The umpires said
Brett had more than the
permissable 18 inches of
pine tar on his bat and
disallowed the homer,
giving the Yankees a 4-3
victory.
American League
President Lee MacPhail
said the umpires were
wrong, that the rule had
been misinterpreted.
Over the Yankees' objections, the game was
resumed from Brett's
home run, and the
Royals won, 5-4. Then,
in December, the rule
was changed. Umpires
now must throw out a
bat with too much pine
tar before the pitch is
thrown.
SHIFTING STARS:
Herschel Walker, last
year's Heisman winner
at Georgia, broke precedent by signing with the
USFL's New Jersey
Generals a year before
hisi5iollege eligibility
was up. Marcus Dupree,
Walker's heir apparent
as king of college running backs, left
Oklahoma after a
dispute with Coach
Barry Switzer and
entered the University
of Southern Mississippi,
ineligible to carry a ball
until 1985.
The Walker signing —
for apro football-record
$5 million over three
years —had more impact than the USFL
season. The pursuit of
NFL players by aggressive new owners
tike Donald Trump of
New Jersey and exagent Jerry Argovitz of
the Houston Gamblers
brought de facto free
agency to players
unable to win it in
nine-week strike in 1982.
A few signed, but
most used USFL offers
to get more from NFL
teams. Dan Fouts of San
Diego, one of the NFL's
top quarterbacks, finally re-signed for about $1
million a year, almost
double the NFL's
previous high.
Julius Erving and
Moses Malone — signed
to multiyear contracts
totaling $20 million in
1982 — finally led the
Philadelphia 76ers to
the NBA title, which the
talent-laden Sixers had
been promising their
fans since 1977. And the
league optimistically
welcomed 7-foot-4 Ralph
Sampson, who joined
the Houston Rockets

from the University of
Virginia.
Off the court, money
dominated.
A players' strike was
averted with a groundbreaking labor agreement putting a cap on
team salaries. Another
labor dispute left the
league's referees locked
out for the first six
weeks of the season.
In the colleges, North
Carolina State, a
10-game loser during
the regular season,
upset Houston And its

The Supreme Court
was taking up a federal
judge's 1982 ruling that
the NCAA's sole control
over televised college
football violates antitrust laws
A new rule requiring
minimum scores of 700
on Scholastic Aptitude
Tests or 15 on American
College Tests for
freshmen athletic
eligibility was assailed
by black educators as
discriminatory.
Tennis wasn't spared

Baseball bid
goodbye to
Bowie ...

Wimbledon and the
Australian Open.
Argentine star
Guillermo Vilas was
suspended for a year for
allegedly receiving
$60,000 to appear in a
tournament in Holland.
Vilas denied it and the
suspension is under
appeal.
Yannick Noah
became the first Frenchman in 37 years to win
his country's Open, then
was suspended for 42
days and fined $20,000
for failing to appear to
represent France in the
Nation's Cup tournament. He moved to New
York to escape the
distractions. John
McEnroe's antics finally caught up with him —
14
a 21-day suspension
following a $1,500 fine
4 T1
for abusing an official
/Warpir
that put him above the
'
Z11
$7,500 limit in any
Ire•-flIMP
'1(
12-month period.
Carl Lewis won three
ditowirdidli;
*
it
gold medals at the first
•••••
,
..1111.- Mb'
world Track and Field
Championships at
Helsinki; Edwin Moses
won a world championship and ran his
remarkable winning
streak in the 400-meter
hurdles to seven years
and 87 races. Mary
Decker won both the
1,500 and 3,000 meters at
Helsinki and Joan
Benoit cut almost three
minutes off the women's
world best for the
retire
.1163 Car* Mem *NW*
marathon at Boston.
The week after the Holmes resigned his
OBITUARIES — And
Helsinki champion- World Boxing Council in the year of triumph,
ships, sophisticated new heavyweight title after transition and turmoil
drug testing procedures the WBC refused to there must also be
being used at the Pan sanction his one-round tragedy. Among the
American Games in knockout of Marvis memorable losses,
Caracas, Venezuela, Frazier.
three were recorded in
turned up traces of
But Holmes still had a the college football
steroids in 12 athletes, title, recognized as world: Alabama's Paul
and Ephidrene, another champion of the newly
banned substance, in formed International 'Bear' Bryant, Tenthree others. American Boxing Federatian.
nessee State's John
weightlifting champion
In a sport where there ,Merritt and in a tragic
Jeff Michels was among often have been two plane crash Memphis
them.
champions for every State's William 'Rex'
Moreover, 12 U.S. division, there now are Dockery were laid to
track athletes went three
their final rest in 1983.
home after hearing of
the new testing standards, although pole \
vaulter Mike Tully
returned and won a gold
medal. As a result, the
U.S. Olympic Committee announced that individual sports federations will test athletes
for drugs before the 1984
Olympics.
Finally, boxink's
perennial controversy
over champions reached new heights.
Undefeated Larry

Triumph ... and Tragedy

7

•

Ag E•ror

1913-1983

....And to Bench
overpowering Phi change and controverSlama Jama front line sy, either.
In the NCAA basketball
Martina Navratilova
finals — on a game- dispelled any doubts of
ending dunk, no less.
her No. 1 stature, finally
But even while it winning the U.S. Open,
celebrated that drama, the only Grand Slam
the NCAA found itself crown that had eluded
under fire on two fronts. her. She also won

Houston's Phi Slamma Jamma
gets stuffed by NC State ...
while Sixers take the title

.19
,
411141,

Keep your home from feeling like
the great outdoors if
400'
Walker
waltzes to
'the other
League'

Proper insulation and weathsirization is the best protection
against winter's cold.
Compared to a home with no insulation one that is fully
insulated and weatnenzed can cut
heating costs by up to 50 percent
In addihon to saving electricity.
insulation helps prevent drafts from coed
ceilings wells and boors—so you'll be
more comfortable too
Weatherize your home and feel the
difference,

West Kentucky Rural Electric Coop. Corp.
753-5012
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Farm Bureau begins tobacco study
LOUISVILLE — Proposals to bolster the
tobacco industry
dominated resolutions
passed by delegates
during the final day of
the 64th Kentucky Farm
Bureau convention in
Lexington.

CLASS MEETS — The Calloway County Young Farmers class held its annual
class banquet as guest of Hutson Ag Service at Kenlake State Park Monday, Dec.
12. Jim Stahler, president, discussed your farmer activities and classes with the
46 members, wives and guest who were present. Pictured standing from left with
Dan Hutson II are the newly elected class officers — Shea Sykes, vice president;
and Kenny Greer, president; seated from left are Johnnie Stockdale, vocational
agriculture teacher; Mike Burchett, secretary; amd Kim Puckett, reporter. These
young farmers are enrolled in a systematic program of instruction at the Murray
Area Vocational Education Center.

FmHA's help to farmers
up substantially in 1983
Special actions by
Farmers Home Administration (FmHA)to
help farmers stay in
business were up
substantially in the 1983
fiscal year, FmHA State
Director Kende11 Seaton
said today.
In fiscal year 1982,
Seaton said, this type of
help totaled 627. In
fiscal 1983, which ended
Sept. 30, 1983, similar
actions were 1,889.
The specifics:
In the 1982 fiscal year,
the number of Farmers
Home farm borrowers
who had their loarurrescheduled or reamortized to help them in
making payments was
241. In 1983 that was up

to 1,667.
In addition Seaton
said, Farmers Home in
Kentucky assisted
another 222 borrowers
to obtain additional
credit from the private
sector. These "subordinations," in which
Farmers Home subordinates part of its loan
collateral to other
lender, totaled
$5,914,000 in fiscal year
1983.
"Suborciinations help
both individuals and all
Farmers Home borrowers," Seaton said.
individual may
need more credit than
FmHA, by law, can extend. By FmHA's taking
a second position to

another lender, our borrower is able to get adequate credit from the
operation. Second, by
involving the private
and cooperative credit
sectors, we stretch our
limited funds for those
borrowers who need this
help the most."

The group decided in
Its annual business session Dec. 10 to commission a major study of
several tobacco-related
problems, including
grower assessments,
imports and price
supports.
Another resolution
asked that the no-net
cost aspects of the
federal price support
program be paid for, in
part, from cigarette tax
revenues, as an alternative to the current
system of assessments
on tobacco farmers.
The delegates refused
to include an endorsement of the no-net cost
program in their
policies for 1984. They
voted to oppose any increase in the farmer
assessment, which this
year amounts to a fivecent-per-pound deduction from tobacco sales
receipts. They also asked that the assessment
be levied against import
tobacco which is purchased by U.S. tobacco
companies.
On a topic of current
political interest in the
state, the convention

Farmers Home Administration is the rural
credit agency of the U.S.
Department of
Agriculture. This year,
Farmers Home loaned
to 271,000 farmers who
could not get credit
Randall W. Giessler
elsewhere. Their loans has been selected to fill
totaled about 12 percent the position of State
of the total farm credit Conservationist for the
outstanding in the U.S. Soil Conservation
United States.
Service (SCS) in Kentucky. He replaces Eddie L. Wood who retired
Dec. 3.
Giessler is a native of
Van Wert County in Northwest Ohio where he
started his SCS career
forecast.
The continued in 1952 as a conservation
strength of the U.S. aide. He served in nine
dollar, slow economic other locations in Ohio
recovery abroad, and as an engineering
Improved prospects for technician, a soil conSouthern Hemispere servationist, district
supplies (of com- conservationist, RC&D
modities) 120.ve weaken- project coodinator, and
ed the prThe outlook,"
the report said.
Actual quantities of
exports in 1983-84 continue to be forecast at
140 million metric tons,
down from 144.8 million
tons last year and the
lowest volume since
1978-79. A metric ton is
By DON KENDALL
about 2,205 pounds.
AP Farm Writer
The value of farm exWASHINGTON (AP)
ports rose to record
— An Agriculture
levels for 12 consecutive
Department economist
years to $43.8 billion
says there is no real conbefore declining in
sensus among farm
1981-82 to $39.1 billion
and to the $34.8 billion groups on proposed
federal legislation
level last year.
govering agricultural
Imports of
workers from foreign
agricultural products in
countries.
1983-84 continue to be
Under one such bill,
forecast at $17 billion,
up from $16.4 billion last which was first introduced in 1981 and
year.
Of the $38 billion again in 1983, thousands
forecast for farm ex- of additional ''unports this year, grain documented" foreign
and feed products are workers would be given
expected to make up legal status to work in
about $17.1 billion, down the United States temfrom Oct. 31 indications porarily. It also would
of $17.7 billion. give the department a
However, the value of voice in developing the
those commodities still program.
Robert Coltrane of the
would be sharply above
last year's $15.2 billion, department's Economic
Research Service said
the report showed.

commodity exports
would rise to about $39
billion in the fiscal year
that began Oct. 1. But
now, USDA said Tuesday, shipments may be
worth only $38 billion.

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Every time it begins
to look brighter for U.S.
agricultural exports
something seems to put
a kink in the works. The
Even so, $38 billion
problem now is lower would be up 9 percent
prices for soybeans and from the depressed
corn, says the level of $34.8 billion
Agriculture reported in 1982-83.
Department.
Officials said lower
A couple of months prices for soybeans
and
ago, the department corn shaved nearly
$1
forecast the value of billion from the
earlier
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I.K.T. Auto Ports
Come See Us...

We'll fix you up
504 Maple St. Murray

753-4461

(Across fres the First Methodist Chord)

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 3-3
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"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

V

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT itt
KYBEANS
lt
t753-3404
i

Groin
Merchandising

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

farmers who lose mcrviy—t, . A . Sc hwartz,
when livestock or grain Hickman County; John
markets go bankrupt. A Price, Taylor County;
voluntary assessment Paul Hornback, Shelby
on farmers who use the County: and Karolyn
facilities would supple- Hayden, Hardin County.
ment state funds, under
Going off the board
the proposal
following the convention
• Oppose the con- are Bourke Mantle Jr.
struction of the
Falmouth Dam in Northern Kentucky.
• Strongly reaffirm
their opposition to
legalizing multi-bank
holding companies. A
motion to change the
long-standing Farm
Jewell McCallon, a
Bureau position on the
issue was rejected well-known Calloway
County farmer, was reoverwhelmingly.
Kentucky Farm elected to the County
Bureau's three top of- Agriculture Stabilizaficers were re-elected to tion and Conservation
one-year terms by the (ASC) committee by
delgates. Ray Mackey delegates to the ASC
of Hardin County won a County Convention held
sixth one-year term as Dec. 15 at the ASCS
president of the office.
McCallon was elected
organization. W.R.
Sprague of Union Coun- to a three-year term.
ty remains as first vice The delegates also
president, and Sam elected Kenneth Melvin
Moore of Butler County and Charles M. Burkeen
will continue as second as first and second
alternates to the comvice president.
Moore beat back a mittee. McCallon was
challenge for his seat re-elected as chairman
from John E. Biehn, a of the County ASC ComKFB director from mittee, and Thomas Lax
Pendleton County. The was re-elected as vicerace was a rematch for chairman.
Clyde Phelps will
the two men, who opposed each other for the serve as regular
seat a year ago.
Four new members
were elected to the
Farm Bureau Board of
Directors. The four are

BELLEVILLE, Ill.
(AP) — An agricultural
expert says he doesn't
think recent subzero
temperatures have hurt
Illinois' winter wheat
crop too much. But he
says the cold may have
area conservationist.
Kathryn Jo Haley of severely damaged
strawberries.
He was the assistant Columbus, Ohio.
director of the
Mike Hardimon, an
agricultural extension
Employee Development
adviser in St. Clair
Staff in Upper Darby,
County, said in a
Penn.; Area Conservatelephone interview
tionist in Salisbury,
Thursday that it was too
N.C., and Assistant
soon to know definitely
State Conservationist in
Kentucky since January
how much the weather
had affected crops
1981.
statewide.
He is a 1959 graduate
of Ohio State University
with a B.S. degree in
agriculture
engineering.
Giessler is married to
the former Martha Jo
Wiseman. They have
WASHINGTON (AP)
two children, Randall
— An industry report
Randall Giessler
Kurt of Faith, N.C., and
says Americans are putting more corn in their
supermarket shopping
carts — and it's not all
corn flakes or newfangled treats to go with
the bean dip.
The Corn Refiners
Association Inc., which
represents the corn wetproposed changes, argu- milling industry, said
Thursday in a new
Farmline magazine ing that foreign workers Tuesday that its latest
issued by the agen- are needed to help with survey of supermarket
cythat "the intended ef- harvests. But other shelves shows that corn
fect of such changes was groups, including some products are included in
to provide agricultural farm labor organiza- 1,276 different foods.
employers with a legal tions, argue that more The corn in those items
method of importing foreigners would in- was put to 3,038 uses, it
foreign workers" when crease competition and said.
Robert C. Liebenow,
not enough domes5ic reduce the bargaining
power of domestic president of the associahelp is available.
tion, said the survey
workers.
Passage of the bill
"For the foreseeable showed a 10 percent inwould probably mean future, that means we crease from label
an increase in foreign will continue to import a listings in 1982, when the
workers in U.S. small, legal group of previous study was
agriculture underhthe aliens under the H-2 pro- made.
Corn use, which,'inexisting "H-2" pro- gram and to receive a
gram, so called after a large, illegal flow of eludes a long list of
section in the immigra- aliens from Mexico, substances derived
tion laws.
Central America and from the grain, made a
the Caribbean," Col- particularly strong
However, the bill trane said. "It seems to
would also make it il- be a situation that is
legal for agricultural widely accepted and
employers to hire un- won't easily be
documented workers, resolved."
Coltrane said. Some
Another department
farm groups support the report last month showWASHINGTON (AP)
ed that in 191 _ the — The global outlook for
migrant labor,f6ln. oilseeds, including prothe United -States ap- spects for larger South
parently dropped to AineriCan soybean exabout 115,000 people a 47 ports, continues to bear
percent decline from heavily on the U.S.
1979, when the previous market and prices
survey was made. One American farmers
of the theories advanced receive.
In that report was that
According to a monilegal aliens may have thly analysis issued
displaced a large part of Monday by the
the regular farm Agriculture Departmigrant force.
ment's Foreign

Hardimon said in an
earlier interview that
the deep freeze would
weed out new wheat
varieties that don't have
cold tolerance — particularly some southern
varieties.
The cold snap probably has most damaged some fruit trees —
particularly peach
trees, Hardimon said
Thursday. Additionally,
he said, many strawberries were not mulched
— covered with straw
for protection from the
cold — and may have
been severely damaged.

showing in low-calorie
frozen dinners, yogurts,
ice cream sandwich
bars and frozen
desserts, frozen
vegetables with sauces,
delicatessen meats, and
baked goods.
Liebenow said that
corn oil, corn starch and
corn sweeteners provide
energy and flavor,
preserve moisture and
freshness, control
crystal formation, improve textures and colors, and maintain firmness in a wide variety of
foods.
For example, the
survey showed that
some kind of corn product was used in 276
ways in the manufacture of cookies, compared to 216 uses
tabulated in 1982.
Despite the rapid increase in the use of corn
and corn products by
food processors, most of
the annual crop is still
destined for animal
feed.

Soybean export outlook
bears heavily on prices

Grass Stretcher Feeds

Starting at '130" per ton.
Calf Feed 17" per hundred
20% Hot Mixes $7" per hundred

BUCHANAN FEED
Murray

The vacancy was filled by farmer-delegates
who are newly elected
ASC Community Committeemen for 1983
Community committees
assist the county committee in farm program
administration and help
keep farmers informed
of program provisions.

Report shows Americans
buying more corn products
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Industrial Road

member. Lax has two
years remaining in his
three-year term and
Phelps has one year left.
The County ASC Committee is responsible for
local adminstration of
government farm programs such as
Agricultural Conservation Program, Commodity Loans, Farm
Storage Facllty Loans,
Tobacco, etc.

Recent temperatures may
damage strawberry crops

Debate continues on bill
governing foreign workers

with

of Carlisle County;
William R. Sewell,
Pulaski County; Bob
White, Union County;
Lottie Murphy, Scott
County; Charles
Schnitzler, Lincoln
County; and James
Stuart, Greenup County.

Jewell McCallon
re-elected to ASC
committee recently

Giessler to fill position
of State Conservationist

Lower prices are problem
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer

refused to go along with
a recommendation from
the Farm Bureau
Resolutions Committee
to favor abolition of the
lieutenant governor's
office and to change two
other offices,
agriculture commissioner and superintendent of public instruction, from elective to appointive posts.
During lengthy debate
on the proposed
changes, the farm
leaders decided that
keeping the three offices
as they are outweighed
any potential benefits
from the change
Those favoring the
change said the appointive route for the
agriculture and education posts could result in
the selection of officals
more knowledgable in
the two fields. Opponents feared taking
the decision as to who
should fill the jobs out of
the hands of the voters.
In other policy action,
the delegates voted to:
• Oppose the test
release of some rare red
wolves in the Land Between the Lakes area of
western Kentucky. Concerns by livestock producers abiut the introduction of another
predator to the state
were the major factor.
• Support the
establishment of a state
fund to reimburse

753-5378

Ruintr"iftier.00144,
4uwar

For all your Travel Reservations Coll

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880
'presenting

American and International Trareltime

Agricultural Service,
world oilseed production in 1983-84 — which
includes this year's
reduced U.S. harvest —
is about 163 million
metric tons, 9 percent
below last season.
On a global basis, soybeans make up less than
one-half of the total
1983-84 crop of oilseeds,
although they are by far
the leading U.S. source
of vegetable oil ana
high-protein meal.
The U.S. soybean
harvest is estimated at
41.8 mWion tons this
season or around 55 percent of the world soybean total. Brazil, the
second -leading producer, has a crop
estimated at 15.3 million
tons.
A metric ton is about
2.205 pounds and is
equal to 36.7 bushels of
soybeans.
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fishing line
by lorry maupin
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The fish is the striper
(rockfish in this area)
white bass hybrid
developed by fishing
biologists from South
Carolina striper hatchery 18 yeas ago.
Eggs from a 20 pound
striper were fertilized
with sperm from three
male white bass.
Biologists were insure
where and when to stock
the new hybrids but
eventually they decided
on the 70,000 acre Clark
Hill lake on the GeorgiaSouth Carolina order.
They stocked over
three million fingerlings
and in only two years,
these fish were
weighing over four
pounds each!
Since that initial
stocking in 1967, many
lakes thoughout the
south have received
hybrids and..some of
them offer excellent
fishing but, Clark Hill

retains its status as the
"world capitol of hybrid
Due to the-lack of
fishing."
local weather conditions
When weather sysems
and lack of local fishing
are stable and the
activity, I thought I
hybrids are on a feeding
would pass on some inbinge, it's nothing for
formation provided by
locals to houl in 30 to 40
Gerald Almy about
of the crossbreeds in a
hybrid stripers. In the 42
day's fishing, releasing
years since they were
all but their legal limit
accidently trapped in
of 10. Many of these run
the'Santee-Copper lake,
three, four and even
striped bass have
over six pounds.
become the superstars
The hottest spot on the
of freshwater fishing.
Clark Hill during late
But now there's a
winter and early spring
newer fish on the sweetis the Russell Dam.
water angling scence.
Some wter is released
Its every bit as
almost continuously
palatable as a striper, a
from the dam on the upfish that fights harder
permost arm of the
and is more heatlake, and the flowing,
tolerant.
oxygenated current atThe new fish is also
tracts large numbers of
eakier to catch and it's
shad.
found in greater
We all know about
numbers and therefore
what to look for around
the creel limits for the
large concentrations of
hybrid are higher than
bait fish!
those for stripers.
The lures used on
Clark Hill are almost
the same ones used here
on Kentucky lake, with
a few minor changes in
retrieves.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ticipate must apply to
We have several
(AP) — Gov. Martha the department by Jan.
anglers in this area who
Layne Collins signed an 13. Those hunters who
like to travel to lakes
order allowing hunting are selected will be
like this during the
on the Bernheim Forest given specific hunting
winter so maybe some
Refuge to reduce the dates and locations. No
of this info will be
overcrowded deer such advance applicahelpful.
population.
tion will be necessary on
Maybe we will have
About 1,200 hunters the private land sursome tps for this area
will be selected at ran- rounding the refuge.
next week!
dom for the hunt
Happy Fishing!
The types of weapons
scheduled for Feb. 3-6
that
may
be
used
within
on the wildlife preserve
and some surrounding the confines of the forest
private land in Bullitt will also be limited,
and Nelson counties, ac- though no such restriccording to a release tions will apply outside
of its boundaries.
from the Fish and
Wildlife Department on
Hunters must have a
Thursday.
1984 license and a valid
Those wishing to par- 1983 deer permit.

Hunting allowed
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Windy Ledger & Times

TVA to conduct tests with weed-eating fish from China
TVA has decided to
test the appetite of a
weed-eating fish from
China on the aquatic
plants of Gunterville
Reservior to see if this
finny vegetarian can
reduce weed infestation
without creating other
problems in the lake.
Residents around
Gunterville Reservoir
gave their blessing to
the project at a special
meeting in Scottsboro
December 12 at which
the program was
discussed in detail.
The white amur, or
grass carp, will be introduced into Town
Creek embayment northeast of Scottsboro,
Alabama, next
September. In preparation, TVA scientists
have begun an extensive
assessment of water
quality, plant species,
fish, and other aquatic
life in the demonstration
area.
Five thousand fish, 8
to 10 inches long, all
females, will be used in
the test. If things go as
expected, the fish could
grow as large as 18
pounds during the two
years of the study.
Town Creek embayment covers about 1,000
acres and is divided by a
causeway that provides
access to the Bellefonte
Nuclear Plant site. The
causeway forms a solid
barrier across the em-

bayment except for two
10-foot wide culverts
through which the water
of Town Creek flows.
These culverts will be
screened late next summer, just before the fish
are introduced into the
upper half of the embayment. The heavy mesh
barrier will prevent
them from escaping
from the study area.
There are about 350
acres of aquatic plants,
mainly Eurasian watermilfoil with some spinyleaf naiad, no more than
10 feet deep in the creek
channel' and less than 6
feet over much of the
area. The lower half of
the embayment also will
be watched through the
two-year study period to
determine any changes
in water quality,
aquatic plants, fish, and
waterfowl populations
that might result from
the presence of the
grass carp.
TVA already has
begun gathering
baseline information
needed to judge the effectiveness of the white
amur as a natural control agent for aquatic
plants in a large TVA
reservoir.
There are three major
questions to be
answered. Can the white
amur effectively reduce
aquatic weeds in a large
body of water? Will
their presence cause
any harm to fish and
waterfowl habitat? And
will their feeding activity degrade water quality of harm lower forms
of aquatic life?
The grass carp, a
naive of the Amur River
in China, has already

been introduced into herbicides approved by meet its own sampling
some areas of Florida, the Enviromental Pro- needs and to allow norAlabama, and Arkansas tection Agency and in- mal fishing activity by
in weed control pro- creasingly costly which residents in the area
grams, indicating that adds to the potential apThe idea is to be sure
the fish have either peal of a biological the white amur can do
migrated into the river agent such as the grass its thing under condiof been released in a carp.
tions that are as near to
random manner.
During the coming normal for a TVA reserCurrently TVA's main year, TVA plans to im- voir as possible with as
weapons against prove boat ramp access few restraints as possiaquatic weeds in its to the upper end of Town ble on uses of the
reservoirs are chemical Creek embayment to embayment.
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WORKING TOGETHER — In a demonstration of private industry and government working together, officals of Land Between The Lakes (LBL) this week accepted a three-wheeler all-terrain vehicle from the Kawasaki Company. The
specially equipped three-wheeler, on loan to LBL for one year, will be used to patrol
trails and boundaries of the Turkey Bay Off-Road Vehicle Area, and also to help
locate persons lost in LBL woodlands. From left, Bobby Thomas and Perry Noel,
Kawasaki distributors in Cadiz, Kentucky, presented the three-wheeler to LBL
Manager Elizabeth Thach (seated) and Leon Williams, chief of LBL Patrol.

Happy New Year
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Sportsman's Realty

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting
Goods

U.S. 68 At Jonathan Creek
Retirement Commercial
Investments Residential
Farm and Lake Property
2 bedroom cottage
$15,000,3 min. to water

Famous Fish Dinners
Hwy. 68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. -9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

VERNON LILE
Broker
Phone 354-6338
'

Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
Hwy. 641 S.
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Arms, Ammo, Archery, Fishing,
Hunting, Camping Supplies

Serving Those
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"Largest Archery
Cedric,
Selection In
Jo, Eric
This Area"
and
Jane Benson 502-753-1342
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Brown's
Gunsmithing
Service

41 Super Shell
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Where "Service Is Our Business"

We Install Automotive Gloss
and Have a Complete
Automotive Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
ofi Hoses.
753-4563 512 S. 12th
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Your U-Haul Headquarters

REaLuEING a GENERAL REAA.R
ORA
CUSTOM STOCKA,
SPORTERtZING a
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RtIrso+oilimiNG

RESTORATiON

RT. 16. BOX 528
MURRAY. KY. 4207'

753-9131

Hwy.641 South

E 502-4.36-5856
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DONELSON IScr
jfl FISH MARKET

GARY
DARNELL
MARINE
Rt. 3

in

Murray
753-3734

Hardin,
es

Double AA Service

Ky.

We carry Johnson Outboards

Fresh Ky.Lake Catfish
Center Ridge Area
Turn off 94 E at Duncan's Market,
go 6 miles on Hwy 732.
In
Open: Thur., Fri., Sat. 10 A.M.-6
P.M. Sundays 1 P.M.-6 P.M.
Mon., Tut., Wet and all other
hours to order call 436-5834
Rex and Ann Donelson Owners.

to
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On Beautiful Kentucky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
'Bass Hawk Boots
•Authorized Evinrude
Soles 8. Service

.1

.Sports 147)-4
Specialists
600001frolamr......

ef,

.0

Game Loads starting at 84.49
We Carry
Child's Insulated Camo Clothing
New Spring Items
Now Arriving
till 9 Men. thre. Set.

753-0703

808 Chestnut St os.

Bover's
Tree Service

Kenlake Marina
Boat, Motor, Ski &

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

753-0338

Pontoon Rentals

Tires, Wheels & Accessories

Topping, Deadwooding, Hedg
Trimming, Complete Removal,
Pesticide Treatment, Surgery,
Seasoned Firewood.

Guide Service, Covered
Storage, Launching
Ramp,Tackle, Bait.

•Felly Insered
EIEEE.E.E.E.A.E.E.EE

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Rt. 1 Hordlin (502)474-2245 or 474-2211, Ext. 171

Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

410 N. 4th
753-8364 — 753-6779
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Cheerful
II DI',WY
11 Retreat
12 Inclination
14 Teutonic
deity
15 Brown as
breed
17 Land
miliasum
18 Danish land
division
20 Fear
22 Dawn
goddess
23 Soil
25 European
finch
27 Saint abbr
28 Mixes
30 Signifies
32 Vessel
3,4 Surfeit
35 Pertaining to
the stars
38 Leases
41 Pronoun
42 Citrus fruit
44 Painful
45 Sick
47 Title of
respect
49 Rodent
50 Farm
implement
52 Nocturnal
mammal

36 Bank
employee
37 was borne
39 Merchant
40 Surgical
thread
43 Titles
46 Learning

54 Execute
55 Cairn
57 Football
team
59 PiChire
puzzle
60 Craftier
DOWN
1 AlkiuS41
2 Near
3 Fruit seed
4 Urge on
5 Periods of
time
6 Brightest star
in Scorpio
7 Proceed
8 Greek letter
9 Keen
10 Muscular
11 Peruses
13 Birds homes
16 Sow
19 Band of
Indians
21 unit of Iraqi
currency
24 Fish from
moving boat
26 Memoranda
29 Capital of
Oregon
31 Singing
voice pl
33 Mexican
dishes PI
35 Vessels

Answer to Previews Puzzle

Animals need protection from wind and cold
From the
Humane Society
of Calloway County
These cold winter
days, we receive a
number of calls from individuals who are concerned because a
neighbor has failed to
provide adequate
shelter for his animals
Often it involves a dog
chained outside without
any protection from the
wind and cold or even
bedding to lie on.
Sometimes, it involves
farm animals which are
not given protection
during severe winter
weather.
Surprisingly, when
our representavies who

48 Cogitate
51 Spider s trap
53 Unit of
Portuguese
currency

56 Greek letter
5.8 Brother of
Odin
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gadield
I PIPN'T KNOW YOU WERE IN
THE BAG, GARFIELD. I WAS
PLAYING A TRICK
ON OPIE
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Lli'm Paws

AT LEAST
I (71E' FOR
A 000(2
CAUSE

/2.31

I THINK I OVERCHEERFULED IT

are investigating the
report mention the need
for care for the animald,
the first reaction of the
owner is to ask who
made the complaint!
"Who has the gall to
meddle in my private
business? It is on my
property! What I do
with my animal is my
affair, and I can leave
them outside or shoot
them if I want to!"
Apparently the strong
reaction stems from a
misunderstanding of the
law. "A man's home is
his castle," he reasons
and his dog, cat, goat,
horse, and cow are
similarly protected
from, as one man put it,
"people with long
noses." (Which, by implication, includes the
Investigator!)
While the rights of
property (and privacy)
are indeed recognized
by the law, so is the
responsidilty of every
citizen to report violations of the law and to
see that it is enforced.
That some people
choose to make their
complaints to us
anonymously is regrettable, but in view of the
pronounced reactions of
some pet owners we

2'

have contacted, fully medical care for his them, often letting the
understandable. No one animal? Kentucky law matter slide when busy.
wants to live near so- requires that the owners He takes action to see
meone who may wish to of animals provide food, that they are taken care
retaliate against him for water, health care, and of. For the Humane
his concern for Ms shelter (Kentucky Society, this is usually
neighbor's animals — Revised Statutes, enough. We are not anxeven if the law is on his 525.130) for their ouis to invoke the law,
side! Recognizing that animals. And the solu- only in a few cases have
such reports are tion to a "nosy" we felt it necessry to
sometimes capricious neighbor is not to shoot take the owner to court
and even malicious, the the animal (which is (cruelty to animals is a
Humane Society does prohibited by the same Class A misdemanor).
not take sides in the law under such condi- Often we offer him
matter until we have tions). It is either to pro- assistance if he needs
made a thorough in- vide care as provided by scrap lumber to build a
vestigation of the com- law, or dispose of the shelter or improve it,
plaint ourselves, contac- animal humanely (find and sometimes we are
ting the owner and it a good home; send it able to furnish bedding
checking the animals to the animal shelter; if he has none. Then the
personally.
have it put to sleep matter is closed. The
As we have indicated, humanely).
central matter at issue
what someone does with
Fortunately, most is the welfare of the
his animal is other peo- cases we investigate, animals, and we should
ple's business (and the the owner really is con- not get sidetracked by
Humane Society's cerned about his false notions of property
business), and the law animals and has simply rights or neighborhood
recognizes this. But the overlooked the necessi- politics.
owner's first question as ty for providing for
to who "turned him in"
is irrelevant. What is
relevant is whether the
report has any basis in
fact: Is the dog chained
outside without protection against the wind
and rain? Do the owners
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
go off for a vacation
From your letter, it
DEAR DR. LAMB — I'm
without making any provision for its feeding? a 46-year-old woman and sounds as if you need some
Has the owner failed to am healthy, but I have been training of your natural
reflexes, which I have outprovide adequate bothered with constipation
lined in The Health Letter
for years.
I do not take any medica- 16-4, Spastic Colon, Irregution or laxatives, but I eat larity and Constipation,
bran, since it's the only food which I am sending to you.
that helps me. I've tried
There is a natural reflex
corn, vegetables, prunes and that occurs after eating, parlots of water, but they don't ticularly after breakfast. If
ACROSS
57 Support
seem to help.
you take advantage of that
1 Country of
Answer to Prevtoes Pante
When I have the urge, I reflex and train your bowels
Asia
DOWN
=CUM MOM= must go immediately or I to respond to it, you may
5 On the ocean 1 Unit of
UMMOUU MUNOUM won't have a bowel move- find that your irregularity
9 Plunge
Latvian
UM MECUM COMO ment. If I don't have a can be corrected.
12 Chills and
currency
fever
2 Time gone by COM MUCCI MO movement, it doesn't affect
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
13 Land
3 Survive
COMM MENDUO UM me and I can go for two to 83-year-old father died of
measure
4 Fastens
MUM DUMUMUU five days.
Friedlander's pneumonia. I
14 Mountain on
tightly
COMM COMO
Are there food combina- understand that it's deadly
Crete
5 Cooled lava
UMUOMMU UMW tions
I should eat or exercis- to old people and affects
15 Sum
6 Grate
MG BLOOM MUM
17 Knaves
7 Periods of
es
that
would help? I'm a their brain. Could you
EOM
OMIDOO
UMW
19 South
time
MUM BLOOM CU very active person. I'm 5 explain this type of pneumoAmerican
8 Roman
UMUUMU UMUCUO feet 4 inches tall and weigh nia and why it's more deadly
animals
bronze
MUM MOM
135 pounds. Even if this isn't to old people?
21 War god
9 Daily record
DEAR READER — There
a problem now, I'm con22 Word of
10 Unemployed
are
many different kinds of
sorrow
11 Free ticket
cerned
about
what
will
hap27 Hebrew
41 Prink.
24 Above
pneumonia. The type "
16 Note of scale
42 Pain
pen when I get older
Prof:A(1f
25 Pigpen
18 Household
28 Approaches 43 Journey
DEAR READER — You depends on the kind of
26 French plural
pets
29 Edible seeds 44 Sea in Asia
are
wise to stay off laxa- bacteria, or even virus, that
article
20 Wall painting 30 Poker stake 45 Printer's
tives.
for
Places
I wouldn't mind if you causes the pneumonia.
27
22 Toward
34 Kind of race
measure
Friedlander's pneumonia
combat
shelter
used a bulk agent that
horse
47 Simian
29 Per annum
23 Shakespeari- 38 Moist
49 The sell
wasn't a chemical laxative. is caused by a special family
abbr
an king
37 Those
50 Knock
Bran provides bulk for you gf bacteria that usually don't
31 Dine
25 District in
cause pneumonia unless a
defeated
53 Symbol for
and
that is why it helps you.
32 Parent
Germany
39 Residences
tellurium
person already has an underBut you may find that you
colloq
33 Babylonian
need more bran than you are lying medical problem, such
as chronic lung disease or
deity
using.
diabetes. Since the bacteria
34 Number
A person doesn't need to
35 Teutonic
cause pneumonia in people
have a bowel movement
deity
who already have medical
every day. As noted in your problems,
38 Unit of
it follows that oldcurrency
letter, you can go several er people
are more suscepti38 Rodent
days without symptoms.
ble to it.
39 Possesses
It sounds as if you are Two-thirds
40 Conjunction
of the people
active
enough,
but
a
regular
41 Attitude
who develop it have an alco42 Tiny particle
exercise program helps pre- hol problem; about 90
per44 Declare
vent constipation. In fact, cent of the victims
are
46 Contrast
some runners have just the males.
48 Bishop's
opposite
problem: They This type of pneumonia is
headdress
develop runner's diarrhea. If usually associated with a
51 Tint
you have to be inactive for a rapid onset and it tends tojte
52 Separate
54 Comb form:
period of time during travel, very destructive to
great
it may help to try a program tissue.
55 Bitter vetch
of exercise, including sit-ups
The outlook is better now
58 Otherwise
and calisthenics.
with antibiotics.
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Notice

'
Nave 5 minates2
Call 759-4444 for
en inspirational
sessile ti
brighten you dotChildren's tape

739-444L
Jim Soifer & Jerry
hery will be in me
sh•wreeni from 6:301:00 Men., Tues.,
Tien., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pesee.-Cad.-Ikeick

2 .Notles

NOTICE
New Year's
Eve Dance
with
Fire Mountain
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
Murray Eagles
for members and
guests only.

5. Lost and Found

X
2.NotIce

Will Paint
Will Paint tractors,
lawn mowers, cars
and other such
Call
items
474-8852

LOST

male Brittany
Spaniel, reddish brown.
white, no tail, 45 lb., 4
year old. Lost Christmas c114 in East Y
Subd., Hwy. 94E. 2
miles from Murray.
$400 reward. 753-3889 or
Call collect 901-726-0085.

WALLIS DRUG

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES

Training Coordinator

We are an equal opportunity employer.
M/F
HN

9. Situation

Wanted

SHG, Typing Service
P.O. Box 45 Call 7530406.
14

Want to Buy

RAW Furs. haccoon,
-mink, muskrat, red and
gray fox, opossum, beaver, coyote. McClellan,
Pulaski, Ill. 618-342-6316.
USED air conditioners.
Dill Electric. 753-9104.

CHIROPRACTIC OUTLOOK
Broeringmeyer
By
Health Awareness Center
JOGGER'S INJURIES

•

Jogging can cause potentially
serious injuries from overuse of
muscles and tendons-the tough
fibers that connect muscles to
bones-kind injuries to ligamentsthe tissues that connect your
bones and act as joint coverings.
At the first sign of pain, see
your chiropractor. Inflammation,
strain, sprain, swelling are all
signs of impinged circulation.
Because jogging sends shock waves
through the spine as your feet
keep pounding the ground, a
chain reaction may lead to sublux
ation ,(misalignment) of one or
more vertebrae in your spinal

column.
A thorough chiropractic exam
of your spinal column locates the
cause of the disorder. Gentle hand
adjustments correct the problem.
When your spine is properly realigned, vital nerve energy flows
freely and healing is quickly
underway.
Best wishes for a happy, healthy
New Year. Brought to you as a
community service by

Monday
Thru
Friday

Ivy

30. Business Rentals

USED office desk, 2
chairs, 2 Ming cabinets.
753-1251 days or 759-1408
evenings

15.

Mhd
Werebease
Stores'Specs
For Rest
753-1492

Articles for Sale

rrli"listine
an
studded snow tires
759-4557.
16. Home Furnishings

5. Lost ind Found

$50 REWARD. Lost
large male Seal Point
Siamese cat. Lost in 5
point area. Call collect 6. Help Wanted
901-986-9650
OLUTLV
Guaranleed t 2 5 0
Weekly Paychecks.
Work in the comfort and
security of your own
residence. No experience. Equal opportunity employer. Com*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT NINO
plete details and application sent. Write to:
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
Wealthco, 700 N. St.
•LEADING PIANOS Of COSAIEYKS
Mary's (Hiring Dept)
•NOLUSTER °STOREY PRODUCTS
No. 1440, San Antonio,
Texas 7E205.
Fres Brillyery se Prescriptions i• Osy Limes
liANAGER FOR
COMPUTER STORE
needs sales management and micro experience.. Salary plus
Sliver
Gold
percent of profit. Send
resume to manager.
Closed
Closed
P.O. Box 808, Paducah,
8.98
383.00 Yesterday
Yesterday
Ky. 42001.
Opened
Opened
MANAGER for video
8.95
383.00 Today
Today
game room. Degree in
.03
Change Down
. No
electronics with 2 yrs.
experience or equivalence of military trainCompliments of:
We buy Gold Silver
ing. 800-647-6680.
GOLD 8, SILVER and Diamonds.
MATURE, responsible
person to work 5 'days
CUSTOM JEWELERS Hours: 10-8 Doily
per week in a helping
12-5
Sunday.
agent. Send resume to
OLYMPIC PLAZA
P.O. Box 1040 C,
Murray.
'4EED someone to
babysit In my home
Mon.-Fri. Must have
references. Call 439-2616
Must have individual experience, colafter 5:30p.m. or if no
lege degree, communication skMs, people
answer call 753-7219.
management skills and ability to work
NEW MSU faculty
successfully with all levels of managemember needs part
time housekeeper. Inment. Must have demonstrative ability to
cludes two afternoons
design, conduct and assess training proand evenings. 753-637E.

grams for supervision management and
production employees. This position offers an excellent salary and benefit
package commensurate with ability and
experience.
Apply by sending resume and salary
history to Employment Manager, General
Tire & Rubber Co., One General Street,
Mayfield, KY. 42066:

1 4. Want to

Broeringmeyer
4 miles East Hwy 94
Murray,Ky.42071
Phone(502) 753-2962
Out of State 1-800-826-33865
Hours8 A.M.-5 P.M.

UStD couches. $60
each. gin 759-4638
6 PC- girl's white
canopy bedroom suite
753-3583 or 753-9648.
6 PC. Mountain Comfort
couch, 2 end tables,
rocking chair, ottoman,
coffee table. Cushions
are rust, brown and
camel plaid. 753-2861.
EARLY American
couch, mint condition.
Antique pie safe 7591756.
17. Vacuum Cleaners

Mese sad Vets.
Itort few $e easy.
Bern" Ness
erd Aide
Chetleut St.
753-2371

19. Farm

Equipment
GOODYEAR and other
brands of new tires. Used
tires. Field service. Vinson Tractor Co. 753-4892.
HEAVY guage disk
b
1
d
e
s
at bargan prices. All
sizes. Vinson Tractor Co.
753-4892.
?TEXACO TEXACO Antifreeze, $3.20 gallon by the
case. Vinson Tractor Co
753-4892

24

Miscellaneous

20" BMX bike, brand
new. Contest prize. Best
offer. 753-0783.
2.55 ACRES of dark
fired tobacco base.
Written bids accepted
until Jan. 6, 1984. P.O.
Box 7, Murray, Ky.
42071.
rEzwrrn arrow sign.
First month free rent.
Rental purchase plan.
Portable sign, $225. Call
Bill Tuell 502-782-2922.
OAK and Hickory
Firewood, 90 percent split
wood, $25.00 rick delivered. Call Days 7533476, Night 436-2778.
MERRITT All-Alum.
Headache rack, DOT approved. $400 or best offer.
436-2837.
OAK and hickory
firewood, delivered.
$25erick. Call 759-1145
after 4p.m.
PI -NBALL
machine,BASEBALL
typepin•
ball machine, $200.
antique walnut wardrobe, 1375. Antique one
horse open sleigh and
other antiques. Days,
7534271. Evenings, 753E620.
SEASONED hickory, oak,
mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered. MM.
order-2 ricks. Call John
Boyer at 753-0338.
WOOD for sale. $22.50
rick delivered. Also
build plank fences. 7599313 after 5p.m.

12x60 TAATLER, partly
furnished. 10x 30
aluminum patio cover.
Location: C-3 Fox
Meadows. 753-0031.
1974 TRAILER, 2 BR.
Sell with lot or without.
759-1928.
1981 12x60 MOBILE
home. Price reasonable. Call 247-8132.
BEDROOM mobile
home. New carpet and
water heater. Stove,
refrigerator, underpinning, utility pole
Included. 642-2721.
NICE 2 be:1room Norris
Mobile Home, natural
gas, close to town, down
payment and assume
loan. 489-2604 after 5:30.

Murray
Ledger
& Times

Apts for Rent

PLET,
furnished,

TIR, un-

refrigerator,
stove, washer, dryer,
carport. Deposit and
lease required. Prefer
couple. 753-0291.
NISHED apts. Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedrooms, also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apt's. S. 18th St.
753-6609.
ONE BR duplex apt. 414
South 10th, Murray.
Call 492-8225.
ONE bedroom apartment at 1002 Main
Street, appliances furnished. $135 monthly
plus deposit. Call
SPANN REALTY ASSOC, 753-7724.
VACANT furnished apt
$100 month. $100 deposit. No pets Phone
753-5292.
34. Houses for Rent
6 ROOM house. 1107
Olive. Available in 2
weeks. Call Mayfield,
247-4889.
38, Pets-Supplies

3 ENGLISH Pointer
pups. 4 months Shoots
$30 each. Call 436-5802.
ARC German Shepherd
puppies, 60 champion, 5
generations. Also guard
dogs..
•
obedience classes
and private, home or
22. Musical
show. Indoor facility.
PIANO for sale. Wan- Certified
ted. Responsible party Call 438-2858.instructor.
to assume small
monthly payments on 4 3 . Real Estate
spinet/console piano.
Can bf seen locally.
Pardo.& Ilnennmi
Write: (include phone
number) Credit Manahesitance
ger, P.O. Box 521,
Real Estate
Beckemeyer, IL 62219.
Sarthside Carl Sq.
PEVEY bass amp. 7532280 or 753-0220.
Norm, Kentacky

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

Shop the
best buys
in town
the

32

29. Heating and Cooling
kING Automic wood
heater Model KWC 80,
price $249.99. Model 8802
B, $299.99. Mobile Home
Heater, UL approved.
model KMH80. $299.99
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.

30. Business Rentals
tit.JILbINGS on the
University campus
Ideal for sororities.
fraternities or offices.
753-2967

Acne Portable
Building
Mayfield, Ky.
All Wood Storage
Building
8x12
$1595
806
$895
10)( 16
11095
1 216
$ 1395
1 2s24
$ 1995
247-7831
Mayfield. Ky

753-4451

REALTY
Lee Sae Meet 753-4143
753-5114
Worse Mee
last. Ileums 434-5474
1112 Ceedwerer Reed
therm, Rernocky 42111
(502)73-9154
MOB*
JOEL. 119111011
Ureter

1912.1..eM
Appointments made
for your convenience. Full tine sale
associates evening
phones.
Amos McCarty. 753-2249
Thorns Knight, 753-7728

Jaya Ilstworth 753-9380
Aims Swarth. 753-2477
Lain Elatat . 753-2409
Pronto Dunn .. 753-5725
Bob kkisy .....4922$6

44.Lots

for Sale

t'OR sale small acreage
tract, 22 acres (20
tendable and 2 in timber) just north of
Murray. Property has
frontage on two roads.
Priced at $27,000. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY
today 753-1222.
THIS 8.9 acre trace
approximately one mile
from the city limits
joining the country club
would be ideal for those
apartments or any
commercial operation.
Invest today by calling
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222.

46. Monies for Sale

4 9 . Used Cars

53. Services Offered

MOVE right in. Completely redecorated
three bedroom home on
five acres. Maintenance
free aluminum siding,
down spouts and gutters.Also outside
workshop with electricity. Call KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222.
NICE brick 8 BR home
in Panorama Shores
features Wank wooded
view of lake and large
raised deck. Ideal for
those wanting year
around home at lake.
Family room -kitchen
area enhanced by
fireplace. Only $57,900
MURRAY CALLOWAY
COUNTY REALTY,
753-8146.
PASSIVE Solar home,
rustic in lovely Paradise setting, 3 to 5 acres
Country living only 10
minutes from town.
Three spacious bedrooms, Two full baths,
plush carpeting
throughout. Kitchen
complete with built-in
appliances, lots of
storage. Don't buy anything until you see this
one. By owner, 753-4501.
WANT to do your own
thing? You can with the
purchase of this partially completed home
on Highway 94 East.
Three bedrooms. Large
lot. Located near Kentucky Lake to make
dreams come true.
$13,000. Roberts Realty,
753-1651.

141 SUBARA DL Ws
gen, air, $5,200 434-2165
or 753-0521

FENCE *ales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
our needs.
G by Sean.
Sears continuous gutters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 tor free
estimate.
INSULATION blown in by
Sears. TVA approved.
Save on those high
heating and cooling
bills. Call Scars 753-2310
for tree estimates.

47. Motorcycles
1073 YAMAHA 200,
3-Wheeler. Call 437-4314.
48. Auto Services
IMPbRT Auto Salvage.
New and used parts for
most imports at reasonable prices. 4742326.
VW engine rebuilt. 1600
Dual Port. 350 Exchange. 474-2325.

4 9 . Used

Cars
1967 CORVAIR. Black,
hardtop. Newly upholstered, new engine.
Sharp! Price negotiable. Call 753-7863 afternoons or evenings.
1973 HONDA Civic,
75,xxx miles, 35 MPG,
AM-FM 8-track, $1,500.
Call after 6p.m. 901-2475104.
1979 CADILLAC,
loaded. Best offer or
trade. 753-0516.
1980 CUTLASS
Supreme, diesel, 32
miles per gallon, 1978
Cutlass Supreme and
1977 Cougar XR 7. All in
good condition and real
sharp. Cheap must sell
Call 1-354-8093.
a.

FOR SALE
1979 Cadillac
one owner, local.
Purdom Motors
1406 W. Main
753-5315

ices Offered

53.
•

• dates ha,k to 19,,r P.
hut we have ti'. •
IATest facilities 8. e•
,,rtise to produi •
• .,0 siAaloty you ••
•
Mg fur
• rAriru '.T: 1,1 •
•

11T2 CJ5 Jeep, needs
work $1,000 Call 4365802
1974 CHEVROLET
Cheyene Pickup 4
WET BASEMENT! We
Wheel Drive, good conmake wet basements
dition 753-8124 or 753dry Work completely
9181.
guaranteed Call or
1976 DATSIIN long wheel
write Morgan Conbase truck, has 2000 cc
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
motor with 4 speed tran409A, Paducah, Ky
smission, gliding back
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
glass, high back bucket
Abeam
Service
Ca.
seats, white letter tires,
Alumina all vinyl
white spoke wheels, 24,
fruptiellesiderial
000 miles on rebuilt mo$eem Cases trio wort.
CAMPIEL1 urn
tor. $1,200. 753-6550.
Retraces. Call Will Ed
MUNI
1078 CHEVY truck,
Salley 753419.
short bed, 6 cylinder,
*bete, Ti.
straight shift, good
Call Collect: 111-352-3671
condition. $2,950. 753NEED work on your
111-352-5114
2813.
trees? Topping, prunErse Estimates
ing, shaping, complete
53. Services Offered
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE GENERAL HOME
SERVICE for Pro- REPAIR. 15 years ex
Aluminwe end Vinyl
fessional tree care
perience. Carpentry,
skim, and Almnimisa
753-0338.
concrete, plumbing,
trim for all liaises. It BOB'S Home Im- roofing, sliding. NO
provement and General JOB TO SMALL. Free
it-.
Contracting. 20 years estimates. Days 753-6973,
Jock Glover
experience, additions, nights
753-1873
carpentry, painting, 474-2276.
concrete work,
APPLIANCE SER- aluminum awnings and
VICE_ Kenmore, trailer skirting. Call
Westinghouse, 753-4501.
Whirlpool 21 years
INTERIOR
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
EXTERIOR
Bob's Appliance SerPAINTING
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
753-4872, 753-8886
(home).
WALLPAPERING
CONCRETE-Block and
brick work. Large or
small jobs, garages,
basements foundations
and chimneys. 753-5476.
SEWING Machine Repair. All makes and
models Industrial,
WI Mel white rack,
FREE
home and commercial.
sanda l.., rip rap and
38 yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed Ken- 56 Free Column
111111/4111117 seed, teal.
neth Barnhill, 753-2674,
Cal Reser Reds's,
PREE to good home
Stella, Ky.
753-4545 er 753FIRE Wood. Seasoned female spade dog. Good
oak, tree trimming and with children. We're
6763.
removing hedges and moving! 436-5802.
TO give away 6 Guinea
LEE'S CARPET shrubs. Free estimates. Pigs with 4x4 cage.
CLEANING. Murray's 753-5476
Moving out of state.
only professional Car753-0746 after 5p.m.
We repair, radios,
pet Cleaning Company
with over 12 years
T.V.'s, stereos and
57 .Wanted
continuous local service
small appliances
INVENTIONS, ideas,
using the most powerful
new products wanted!
MURRAY HOME
cleaning system made.
Industry presenHundreds of satisfied
8, AUTO
tation/national exChestnut St Murray
repeat customers
position. 1-800-528-6050
Licensed and Insured.
753 2571
X831.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service, 753-5827.
MCKINNEY Appliance
Service on all major
appliances.
-&ds,
e004‘
Westinghouse,
a
0!: 703 Koerner, S. Beltline
Tappen, Admiral, G.E.
,cts
and all others. No. 10
Ph. 442-1300
Dixieland Ctr 753-8506
.'
"x With the Holiday seasen approaching
stock up now with plenty of herbs & spice&

JIM DAY
Pointing
753-3716

s'te,„

Mobile Home Anchors,
enderpinning, reefs
sealed, eleminum
patio awnings, single
seed double carports.
JACK GLOVER
753-1873

SP ICE,SHACIL-tve

TAMALE PAPERS

ie

We carry gift items as well as for home use.
10/7
Check our prices before you buy. uove41,°‘

TLC
Specializes in General Cleaning For:
Churches
Businesses
Homes
We PROFESSIONALLY
(and economically)
steam or dry clean carpets
strip and re-finish floors
wash windows, walls, etc.
WE CLEAN EVERYTHING WITH

TENDER, LOVING CARE
759-9754 or 759-1834
Free Pricing On Location
Wary& Brooke Herrington

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911
TROUBLES
If

it's with wel
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering servic
provided.

6 cm. - 10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Phase 753-5351 /753-5352

Murray-Calloivay
County Hospital

153-5131

Aluminum
Service
Co.

Calloway Comity
Rescue Squad

Alverisere osed Vinyl
Costom trim
References.
work .

753-6952

Coq WA Ed Balky,
753-0689.

Police
911

4:011>
Quality Service

Company
Heating arid A ,,
Condit toning
Soles Soles and
Service Modern
Sheer Metal & Service Departments

753-9290
RANDY
TNORNTON
HEATING All11 AIR
coommommo INC.

TUS117131711E-.CONDITION' The results of
hours of hard work by the
owners are evident in this
lovely home 3 bedroom. 2
bath All netw carpet, new
drapes and freshly painted inside and out. Nice
large
patio on back
storage area plus 2 car
carport. For your personal tour, call CENTURY 71 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors at 753-1492

50, Used Trucks

WANTED TO BUY OFFICE BUILDING
Must meet these minimum specifications: 1200 sq. ft.,
zoned professional. 5 offices - smallest acceptable is 3
at 10 feet by 10 feet and 2 at 10 feet by 13 feet, 1 waiting
area 10 ft. by 13 ft. with adjacent reception desk area
of 5 ft. by 8 ft., I to 3 closets with 90 sq. ft.. I rest room,
central heat and air, must be accessible to handicapped or corrected with minor construction, 12 parking
spaces of/ street.
REPLIES TO:
Western Ky. Regional mii-MR Beard Inc.
J. Donald Brock, Program Director
Murray-Calloway Mill MR Services
1004 Waldrop Drive
Murray, Kentucky art

46. Homes for Set‘
3 BR brick on 1 acre
near Coldwater, $24,500.
No reasonable offer
refused. Well insulated.
Beautiful landscaped.
Furniture negotiable.
For sale by owner. Call
489-2689.
3 BR house, natural gas
heat, central air, additional living space or
efficiency apt. with
separate entrance. New
storage building, 12x16
many extras. 2 blocks
from college in quiet
neighborhood Sale by
owner. 753-3949.
FORMAL OR INFORMAL... This is a
great entertainment
home. You can get in on
the fun with this four
bedroom, two bath, 1%
story home .Fenced
back patio Truly a
marvelous home for entertaining and comfortable family living.. Let's
see this one today CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors...753-1492.

310 31:
1
1*

The carriir Meier fee Wm
sad wens is Marrs, ena
Callow., (suety Or
°fastest

753-8181

Send
your
packages the easy
way
Use our convient
service We accept
UPS packages for
shipment
COURT SQUARE
ANTIQUES
Downtown
Court Square

753-7499

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Free Estimates
Viler° Steam or
Quick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Chaining
753-5127

Poison
Control
753-7588
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New Year's Day L$Arlday, Jan. 1
Monday, Jan. 2

takke a
O/rO
all previously
marked down
merchandise
*Applies only to red ticketed or tagged merchandise
which has been reduced for clearance. Does not
apply to regular merchandise which is on sale for a
limited time or to other merchandise in regular
advertising, in circulars or catalogs.

Example savingsto you:
Sub 282
J

original
price

Sub 282

Lot 911)10

Supp.088404

D282 8111.0

>$21.00

red
ticket
price

J

Lot 81110

Supp.088401

D282 BTU

with extra
25% off
your final
mi price

lp 8.99

t4.1

ci

19

SHOP
MONDAY-FRIDAY 9-9
SATURDAY 9-9:30
SUNDAY 12:30-6

•
•

4

JCPenney

to

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky

Store hours: Saturday 9:00 am to 6:00 pm
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Year in Review
Saturday, December 31, 1983

1983

a year to remember in Murray and Calloway County

(EDITORS NOTE — The following are highlights of the top stories
during 1983 appearing in the Murray Ledger & Times.)
• • •
JANUARY
• • •
'
•
; Thomas James Sanders was
:the first baby born in Calloway
:County and Kentucky in 1983.
:Htis parents are Mr. and Mrs.
:Randall Sanders, Route 3,
urray.
Auburn Wells speerheaded a
rive to reprint a 1924 issue of
Paducah News-Democrat.
e front page featured a detail•d article on the newly-opened
:Nurray State Normal School.
i Calloway County Circuit
:Judge James Lassiter ruled that
khe Murray Independent School
4r/system had,the right to levy and
4receive utility taxes within its
wn district seperate from the
Calloway County School System.
Calloway County Sheriff
David Salentine and his staff
.
-Noiere operating form their new
spffices in the courthouse.
: The Fisher-Price toy plant
:recalled 225 workers to its MurIllty la,cklities.
Changes in the automobile
registration procedures were
Implemented as a result of new
jaws passed by the 1982 Kentucky General Assembly.
: The Rotary Club reviewed an
'artist's conception of beautiful
redwood signs that would be installed at the entrances to
Murray.
; An agreement between Murray State University and the
5.Jniversity of Louisville would
allow students to broad opporlunities in cytotechnology,
Iruclear medicine technology
/Ind respiratory therapy.
. An announcement was made
that several candidates for the
office of Murray State University president would begin visiting
the campus.
. The city of Murray purchased
a new 4-wheel street sweeper.
The unit replaced a 12-year-old
piete of equipment.
Patti Miller Hosford was
selected as Murray Business
and Professional Women's
Young Career Woman of 1983.
Corn Austin and Polo met in
totirt over an alleged infringemett of Polo's trademark.
e Murray-Calloway County
Falk and Horse Show Catalog
pla e first among 102 entries at
the Iannual Kentucky Fair and
Horse Show convention in
0 ensboro.
urray State University head
tball coach Frank Beamer
de lined a position with the
A4zona Wranglers of the new
t ted States Football League.
ers in Calloway County
beg
signing up for the governfnent`ti Payment-In-Kind (PIK)
prograIYINNhich paid producers
not to groW,certain crops.
: Residents ttroughout the area
were still reepvering from a
Winter storm t.t left many people without heat c electricity.
The purchase of ,,p computed
tomography ((Yr) scanner by
the Murray-Calloway county
Hospital was approved. \-,
: The Murray Tourism Comrhission undertook a major pr&
Motion entitled "Scout
Murray."
• Professional pool player Jack
4/lite entertained spectators at
Murray State's University
Center Game Room.
• • •
FEBRUARY
• • •
:Murray State University joined the list of several companies
Seeking control of the operations
ot the Union Carbide Gaseous
diffuson Plant in Paducah
:Steven Wells was one of the
top four students in the state to
participate in All-State Bands in
Louisville.
-.Alice Rouse, pressbook
chairperson for the Murray
Vhman's Club, finalized their
1983 book which %ODA submitted
to the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs for judging
The future of the MurrayCalloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad was uncertain after
Judge-Executive George Weaks
announced that all county funding for this fiscal year had been
exhausted
A cast of 30 characters per-
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pageant.
WKMS-FM received a collection of 5,300 classical, opera and
Jazz records from a Paducah
couple.
A special walking_tour of the
new Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course was
conducted.
Mrs. Libby Hart was honored
as the Humanitarian of the Year
by the Murray Rotary Club.
Glover Wilkins, executive
director of the Tennessee Tombigbee Waterway Development Authority, discussed construction of the project at Murray State University.
The Murray Ledger & Times
advertising staff received four
Kentucky Press Association
awards during annual statewide
competition.
The Kentucky Woman's Missionary Union chose Murray as
the site of their 1983 convention.
Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice
president for university services
at Murray State University, accepted the presidency of
Southwest Missouri State.
Dr. Russell Howard was naped Boss of the Year and his
secretary Annita Peeler was
named Secretary of the Year
during the annual Professional
Secretaries International
banquet.
Dr. Kale Stroup was named
the new president of Murray
State University.
The Calloiday County FireRescue Squard's board of directors voted to temporarily close
down the firefighting portion of
the corporation.
Marshall Gordon was named
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Citizen
_ of the Year.
-6,Mnimftempv • • •
-MAY
• • •
The seventh president of Murray State University and the
first woman to fill the position,
Dr. Kale M. Stroup, signed a
four-year, $65,000-a-year contact
with the institution of higher
education.
Dr. Charles A. Homra, professor of psychology at Murray
State University, was honored
as the 20th recipient of the
NEW PRESIDENT — Dr. Kala M. Stroup became Murray State University's first woman president replacing
Distinguished Professor of the
Constantine Curris. The university's board of regents declined to renew Curris' contract after months of debate
Year by the Alumni Association.
between the two parties. Stroup came to Murray from Emporia (Kansas) State University where she was vice
The Murray High School was
president for academic affiars.
judged champion in Class A
competition at the annual
Orange Blossom Festival in
• • •
formed during the 46th annual
Leadership Murray.
Orlando, Fla.
presentation of Murray State
APRIL
Murray Ledger & Times
The city of Murray agreed to
• • •
University's "Campus Lights."
Sports Editor Jim Rector and
participate with the Tennessee
The Murray Cable Commiscolumnist M.C. Garrott were
The Murray State University
Valley Authority in a farm land
sion recommended an agreewinners in the annual Kentucky Center was renamed the Curris
sewerage project that would
ment for a new Murray cable
Center after MSU president ConPress Association contest.
determine the feasability of aptelevision contract that would
stantine Curris.
plying sewerage sludge to farm
returnHart,
James
Jr.
Dr.
C.
allow a $1 increase in
Fourteen finalists competed
land.
ed to Murray to join his father
subscriber's costs.
for the title of Miss Murray State
Susan Imes and Greg Duncan
and brother in their medical
A special slide show depicting
University.
were named Outstanding
practice.
the history of Calloway and
Approximately 10,000 pounds
Seniors at Murray State
Tommy Sanders resigned his
Trigg Counties was presented at
of free government surplus
University.
seat of the Murray City Council
the Calloway County Public
cheese were distributed by the
Bill Teuton, executive vicebecause his home was just outLibrary.
Murray-Calloway County
president of the Murrayside the city limits.
Calloway County was one of 39
Jaycees.
Calloway County Chamber of
counties in the state which
Murray was ranked third on
Commerce for over two years.
Murray was among 19 cities
reported an unemployment rate
the state's list of state public
announced his resignation from
throughout the state to receive a
less than 10 percent.
housing authorities category of
that seat. Teuton's plans were to
Kentucky Certified City award.
The Oak Grove Cumberland
reopen his own industrial
Hal Park, a Los Angeles pro- "most segregated."
Presbyterian Church celebrated
Miss America 1983 and Miss
development coproration.
ducer, was named the new exits 108th birthday.
Kentucky 1983 were special
Forty-year veteran of the
ecutive director of the MurrayMurray State University
guests at the Miss Murray State
newspaper industry, Joe Weaks
Calloway County Community
reported its highest spring
Theatre.
enrollment in 12 years.
The Murray-Calloway County
Local dentist Ronnie Babb
Transit System was praised by
was named the 1983 Calloway
local residents for their service
County American Red Cross
to the community.
Fund Drive Chairman.
D.Y. Dunn was selected as a
An outbreak of flu forced the
senior Reservist to participate
Calloway County School System
in the 75th anniversary to close for the week.
celebration of the Army Reserve
Questions of funding have
program.
delayed to opening of the Boy
World famous country music
Scouts of America museum in
stars The Statler Brothers
the old laboratory school at Muraalong with female vocalist
ray State University.
Reba McEntire appeared at
Ground breaking ceremonies
Racer Arena.
for a new 14-unit housing project
just off Ellis Drive was held.
Marshall Jones was sworn in
Circuit Judge James Lassiter
as a Murray City Councilman
announced he would seek rereplacing a seat left vacant by
election to his present seat.
the resignation of Tommy
• • •
MARCH
• • •
The Murray Police Department began a strict enforcement
of laws pertaining to motorists
who were parking in fire lanes
around the city.
Local Brownie Scouts began
delivering some 98 cases of Girl
Scout cookies
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce announced the formation of

retired from the business. His
career took him to four
newspapers in western
Kentucky.
Citizens from the Lynn Grove
and Harris Grove communities
gathered to discuss the
possibilities of establishing fire
protection districts in their
areas
Members of the Murray Country Club approved a renovation
project said to cost approximately $75,000.
Jim West and Teresa Ford
served as valedictorian and
salutatorian respectively at
Murray High School's Commencement excercises for 1983.
Three candidates were
nominated fer a vacant vice
president's chair at Murray
State University by a
12-member search committee.
Carl Anderson and Tracy
Beach were named the valedictorian and salutatorian at
Calloway County High School.
Ethel Lassiter was honored
for 30 years of service to the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Employee Service
Awards Banquet.
Wilson Gantt, retired register
and dean of admissions at Murray State University, was
elected governor of Rotary International's District 671 for
1984-85.
Dr. Melvin B. Henley'took the
oath of office as the new faculty
regent for Murry State
University.
The Murray Ledger & Times
featured a special series of articles centered around spouse
abuse by Ruth Ann Combs Coleman. staff writer.
The Kentucky Lake Music
Barn was detstrrioed by fire. A
passing moonoticed the
flames and riontacted the
Calloway County Fire Rescue
Squad.
Dr. David Earnest, associate
professor of English at Murray
State University, was presented
the Max Carman Outstanding
Teacher Award.
Murrayans elected a 12-seat
city council. while Kentucky
nominated Martha Layne Collins to run against Jim Bunning
for governor of the
Commonwealth.
The new 6,619-yard Frances
E. Miller Memorial Golf Course
officially opened for play.
Karen Ann Lewis captured the
1983 Murray-Calloway County
Fair Queen title from a field of
37 contestants.
Wayne Bates, Murray, was a
second prize winner in the
Washington, D.C., Crafts Show
sponsored by the Women's Committee of the Smithsonian
Association.
• • •
JUNE
•

•

•

Singer Christy Lane performed a pair of concerts at the
Murray-Calloway County Fair.
The State Transportation
Department announced they
would straighten the curves on
Chestnut Street at the
pedestrian walkway and add a
left turn lane for Waldrop
Cont'd on Pots 2

Sanders.
A low interest loan was made
available to downtown mer
chants for improvements to
businesses.
Murray native John Mack
Carter was named to the Kttntucky Journalism Hall of Fame
Three Murray High students
— Robert David Perrin, Emily
Apperson and Jeremy White —
were invited to participate in the
1983 Paducah Youth Leadership
Salute

CITY, COUNTY RECOGNITION — Former Murray City Planner Steve Zea was instrumental in securing the
Governor's Economic Achievement Award for Murray and Calloway County. Also in 1983, Zea left his position
there to become the executive vice president of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
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Avenue.
Mary James, a graduate of
Murray High School received a
$40,000 Army ROTC scholarship
to attend Vanderbilt University
Murray State University
began a project to locate some
2,000 lost alumni.
Over 1,300 athletes participated in the Kentucky
Special Olympics held in
Murray.
Outgoing Murray State
University President Constantine W. Curris accepted the
presidency at the University of
Northern Iowa in Cedar Falls.
Frank J. Urbancic was named
the new plant manager at the
Fisher Price Toy plant in
Murray.
Progress continued on the construction of a pedestrian mall on
the campus of Murray State
University.
• • •
JULY
• • •
Murray State University
regent Jere McCuistion denied
charges of attempting to be put
on the payroll of MSU.
The Calloway County High
School Chamber Singers
departed for a tour of Vienna,
Austria, participating in the International Youth and Music
Festival.
Dr. Kala Stroup began her
first day as the new president of
Murray State University.
"Cheaper by the Dozen" opened at the Murray-Calloway Community Theatre's Playhouse in
the Park.
The entire banking communit/of Murray was recognized for
their continued support of Kentucky Educational Television.
The former Murray Tennis
Center on U.S. 641 North was
purchased by the Woodmen of
the World with renovation into a
West Kentucky Woodmen of the
World Youth Camp and Resort
planned.
John D. Hopkins of Murray
was the first Kentucky Vietnam
veteran to receive a certificate
of commendation for his
military services.
Four French students visited
Murray families sharing facts
about their native homeland.
Ernie O'Bryan of Dexter was
among 10 students from Kentucky who competed in the National High School Rodeo
Association Championships in
Douglas, Wyo.
Reprints of a 1911 issue of the
Calloway County Gazette were
made available to local and area
residents.
The 1983 Charity Ball to raise
funds for the Murray-Calloway
County Comprehensive Care
Center netted over $300.
A group of Boy Scouts from
Troop 77 completed the 60-mile
North-South Trail in TVA's Land
Between the Lakes despite 90
degree temperatures.
The Murray Swim Team won
the first West Kentucky Swim
Conference championship.
The Murray Civic Music
Association announced its
1983-84 concert season.
Fire districting petitions containing the signatures of at least
51 percent of registered voters in
six county precincts were filed
in the office of the county'clerk.
Murray Planning and Zoning
Director Steve Zea was appointed to the position of executive vice-president of the
Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce.
After 43 years in the service
station business-, GiBard
(Popeye) Ross retired. He had
leased the Standard Oil Station
at 1417 Main since 1948.
• • •
AUGUST
• • •
Jimmy Brown of Paducah was
the winner of the annual Murray
Country Club Invitational Golf
Tournament.
Neva Grey Allbritten retired
from the Bank of Murray. She.
had been an employee there
since 1937.
Local members of the Cornunications Workers Union set up
a picket line at the South Central
Bell office in support of a nationwide strike by some 5,000
employees.
Dorothy L. Brown was the
featured speaker at the 14th
Gala Douglas Homecoming.
LaDon Dowdy was named as
the new director of programming at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Approximately $6,000 from a
community development grant
was used to create a mini-park
in the Mulberry Street vicinity
behind Wayman's Chapel
Church.
Dr. Johnny Quertermous won
the annual Shrine Golf Invitational at the Murray Country
Club
The Calloway County Public
Library was selected as the first
site to coordinate the Community Independent Living Network
for the National rural Indepen-

dent Living Network.
About 250 people gathered at
the Murray Middle School for a
summer celebration. The event
introduced new staff members
and students to each other.
Sato Sakai, 13, stayed with the
Jim Stahler family of Murray
while visiting the United States.
A second printing of Thoughts
In Season put copies of the book
by Dr. Ken Wolf back on the
shelves of local bookstores.
Construction of a new cable
television system for Murray
began.
The Murray Ledger & Times
featured a series of articles concerning earthquakes and the
New Madrid Fault by Charles
Honey, staff writer.
F.T. ''Butch" Seargent, a
local land surveyor, was named
the city of Murray's new director of planning and engineering
Murray State University ex
pressed delight over recently acquiring ownership of Savage
Cave in Logan County.
MSU Student Regent Don
Thomas and newly-appointed
Regent Wendell Lynch took
their oaths of office.
Jonathan Sean Noffsinger of
Murray was chosen as one of 14
students around the world to
study with Maestro Jean-Marie
Londeix at the Bordeaux Conservatory of Music in Bordeaux,
France.
• • •
SEPTEMBER
• • •
Alleged modern-day cattle
rustling was reported in
Calloway County after a truck
overturned on Kentucky 94 East.
A meeting concerning the new
vehicle title law and its effects
was held at the Calloway County
Courthouse.
Westwood Subdivision
residents were distressed over
the poisoning of dogs in their
neighborhood.
Vietnam veteran William
James and his wife Esther were
In negotiations with MCA concerning the possibilities of making a movie from his
autobiography.
Land north of the Murray.
Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce Centre was
designated as a visitor's park
for tourist entering the city.
Peggy Billington was named
interim executive director of the
Calloway County chapter of the
American Red Cross.
Alpha Delta Pi sorority
member Jill Laird, Jerseyville,
Ill, was named Miss
Watermelon bust at the lith annual event at Murray State
University.
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp
and Don C. Kelly were named interim vice presidents at Murray
State Univeristy to fill the position left vacant after the death of
James 0. Hall.
Charles W. Adams was named
the new coordinator of the
Calloway County Disaster and
Emergency Services.
Pro pool player Nick Varner
visited Murray State University.
Varner was the 1982 World
9-Ball Champion.
• • •
OCTOBER
• • •
Jill Childress was named the
1983 Calloway County High
School Homecoming Queen.
A small business advertising
seminar was conducted at the
Commerce Centre.
Wayne M. Williams, associate
professor in the Department of
Instruction and Learning at
Murray State University was
named the Outstanding
Agriculture Alumnus for 1983.
Loretta Jean Wagner, Steele,
Mo., was crowned the 1983 Murray State University Homecoming Queen.
Wege Rushing was crowned
the 1983 Murray High School
Homecoming Queen.
Experimental air filters
caught fire at-the Ken Lake
Foods processing plant causing
excessive smoke in one portion
of the building.
TVA Economist Bob They
traced Murray and Calloway
County's past, present and
future status in an economic
profile presented at a meeting of
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce's Ambassador's Club.
Investigations continued into
the cause of a fire that destroyed
one Murray business and a portion of an adjacent office near
the courtsquare.
Calloway County Judge Executive George Weaks ruled
in favor of the creation of six fire
protection districts locally.
•

•

•

NOVEMBER
• • •
Seventy-one-year Sonny
Parkhill was named the
Outstanding Citizen of Hazel by
the Woodmen of the World
Lodge No. 138.
Forty-two local businesses
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CITIZEN OF THE YEAR — Dr. Marshall Gordon, former vice president for university services at Murray State University, was named the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce's Citizen of the Year
participated in the first Free
Enterprise Fair at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center.
Edward Schnautz of Hazel
received the 1983 Outstanding
Forest Management Award
from Natural Resources
Secretary Jackie Swigart.
Grady Stumbo visited Murray
in support of the Democratic
party.
In honor of Dr. Hugh Oakley,
chairman of the board of directors of the local airport, Kyle
Field was renamed Kyle-Oakley
Field.
Priority roads for snow
removal were announced. State
crews were scheduled to clear
U.S. 641 first then Kentucky 94
and 121, U.S. 641 bypass and
Kentucky 1327.
State and local authorities
conducted an extensive search
of southern Calloway County for
a downed aircraft after
numerous reports were
telephoned to the Henry County,
Tenn., Sheriff's Department.
Ownership of the Ancient
Buried City, an exhibit and archaeological site in Wickliffe officially passed from Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah to
Murray State University.
Kentuckians elected Martha
Layne Collins their first woman
governor. Voting in Calloway
County was moderate with only
7,076 voters casting ballots.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court announced they would install an elevator in the
courthouse.
A Belcher Oil Company fuel
truck driven by Keith Edwards
carrying 900 gallons of fuel overturned on Kentucky 121 approximately four miles south of Murray. Edwards was treated and
released at the Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Murray and Calloway County
were presented the Governor's
Economic Achievement Award
(G.E.A.R) for 1983.
Robert Daniel was presented
the Murray Kiwanis Club Man of
the Year Award for his
assistance in organizing and
promoting a series of community projects.
A 10-man steering committee
was appointed to direct an effort
to raise over $2 million from
public and private sources for
renovation of the Murray State
laboratory school into the National Boy Scout Museum.
Cigarette smokers in
Calloway County joined in the
Great American Smokeout
which urged smokers to "kick
the habit."
A continued low occupancy at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital threatened the lay-off
of some employees.
Richard Dowdy, a senior at
Calloway County High School,
and Charles Cella, a senior at
Murray High School, were named their schools' top Century III
leaders.
H. Ed Chrisman was named
director of membership and
marketing for the Muurray-.
Calloway Chamber of Commerce and the Murray Tourism

Commission.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kiesow
were presented a plaque from
the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce in honor
of their past work and devotion
to the community.
Listeners of public radio station WKMS-FM responded impressively to their annual fundraising drive.
Construction was announced
for a new Adult Activities Center
for Murray and Calloway
County.
Jerry Shelton, a teacher at
Murray High School, was
selected to critique and write
materials for Holt, Rhinehart
and Wilson, publishers of
"Modern Biology," a textbook
used by many high schools.
The annual community-wide
Thanksgiving service was held
at the First Christian Church.
Local residents responed to an
ABC-TV movie "The Day After"
which depicted massive destruction and horror as a result of a
nuclear war.
Christmas display scenes
were erected in the MurrayCalloway County Park in
preperation for the holiday
season.
The Department of History at
Murray State University began
an oral history project recording
the memories of various individuals connected to the
school.
State and local authorities
recovered a large amount of
stolen property during a raid on
a room at a local motel.
Cabbage Patch Kids and Care

for 1983. Making the presentation was Dr. Melvin B. Henley, 1982 recipient of the award. Also in 1983, Gordon accepted the presidency of
Southwest Missouri State University.
received grants from the NaBears became the hottest selling
tional Historic Publications and
Christmas toys not only in MurRecords Commission.
ray and Calloway County but
Students at East Calloway
across the nation.
County Elementary School
Steve Andrus was named to
celebrated the return of U.S.
the board of directors of the
Marine Roger Colson from the
Murray-Calloway County
war-torn region of Beirut,
Chamber of Commerce.
Lebannon.
Workers began moving homes
Area residents joined a naalong U.S. 641 (12th Street) in
tional effort to rid the nations
preparation for the four.laning
highways of drunk drivers over
of the highway.
the holiday season.
Retired General William C.
The Murray Cable CommisWestmoreland was the featured
sion nullified a recent
speaker at Murray State Univertechnological proposal to
sity's Lovett Auditorium.
• • •
upgrade the city's cable television system.
DECEMBER
• • •
Unique antique and classic
automobiles were on display at
Firemen at the Murray Fire
the West Kentucky Livestock
Department began gathering
and Exposition Center during
toys for the annual Christmas
the showing of "A Touch of
party for needy children.
Class" sponsored by the
A new Tennessee-Tombigbee
Murray-Calloway County
Waterways study was made
Chamber of Commerce and the
available to several community
Murray Tourism Commission.
planners and leaders.
The Bluegrass Cablevision
The Kappa Tour of Homes
Company was awarded a conprovided a unique look at homes
tract to install county cable.
decorated for Christmas. The
The Murray Civic Music
event was sponsored by the KapAssociation board of directors
pa Department of the Murray
announced three new members.
Woman's Club.
They were Sallie Guy, Joe
Brad Belcher, Murray Stroup and Joan VVhayne.
Calloway County Jaycee
The Murray Ministerial
Development vice president
Association named their new ofpresented Pete Morgan, a
ficers for the upcoming year.
teacher at Carter Elementary
They were Dr. Greg Earwood,
School, a certificate of appreciaDr. David Roos, Father Louis F.
tion for representing area
Piskula, Dr. Walter E. Mischke,
schools asfene Murray-Calloway
Jr., Darrell Ramsey and Luther
County Jaycees Outstanding
A. May.
Youth Educator.
James Bucy, a retire contracU.S. Representative CarrolHubbard visited Murray.
Cont'd on Pegs 4
City and county governments
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LOCAL MARINE HONORED — United States Marine Corporal Roger Colson received a hearty welcome from
students and faculty at East Calloway Elementary School during a reception in his honor. Colson had just returned home to Calloway County after spending several months with the multi-national peace-keeping forces in wartorn Beirut. Lebanon. During the reception, he was presented with a United States flag that had peviously flown
over the United States Capitol in Washington, D.C. Making the presentation was Bill Cherry, field representative
for Sen. Wetter "Dee" Huddleston. Looking on are Colson's parents June and Cleo Colson, Route 1. Almo.
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1983 succesilui yea? In lolai sports histthey
By JIM RECTOR
and conference chamSports Editor
pions, coaching
Looking back at the milestones and team acsports year of 1983, it's a complishments combinchallenge to find a more ed to make 1983 a very
productive year overall successful chapter in
for either teams or in- the history of Murray
dividuals in this area.
and Calloway County.
The All-Americans,
Local athletic
All-Staters, regional followers saw several

"firsts" this year including the opening of
the Murray State Miller
Memorial Golf Course
and the initial season of
both the Murray High
soccer team and
Calloway County tennis
teams.
The fans also saw

their favorite teams
win, lose and occassionally draw even, but
rarely could it be said
that any teams or
players threw in the
towel before the final
horn or whistle.
The highlights and
some of the lowlights

CROSS COUNTRY
Calloway County placed
5th in the state Class AA
in 1983 paced by junior
Barry Knight (standing,
far left) who was named
first-team All-State.

are included in the
following paragraphs,
not to praise every
single win or loss, but to
underline a few of the
noteworthy events that
made 1983 different
from every other year in
local sports
BASKETBALL
An NCAA playoff bid
once again eluded the
Murray State Racers,
but Ron Greene's squad
kept its' Ohio Valley
Conference dynasty
alive by winning the
OVC regular season
championship which
marks the fourth
straight time MSU has
won or shared the OVC
title since 79-80. MSU
finished year 24-8, losing
in the National Invitational Tournament firstround to Wake Forest.
Glen Green was the
Racers' 100 Club triple
threat scoring 582
points, grabbing 176 rebounds and handing out
102 assists. He was named the OVC co-Player of
the Year for his efforts.

Glen Green
Conference
Co-Player of Year

HIGH JUMP Murray
High's Mark Boggess
cleared 6-foot-6 to win the
state Class A championship in the high jump this
year. He was named to the
National Coaches'
Magazine All-America
track team.

award. The Racers
reached the 30-win
plateau for the first time
in thr
history on
the strength of No.1 seed
Mats Ljungman who set
an NCAA record of over
140 career victories.
In high school tennis
Calloway County fielded
its first teams ever with
both boys and girls varsity teams playing on
newly constructed
courts.
The Murray High
teams continued their
tradition of success sending three players to the
state tournament including Lady Tiger Mel
Kelly and No.1 doubles
team Robert Stout and
Shawn Parker who advanced to the boys
finals.
TRACK
Murray High's Mark
Boggess became state
Class A champion in the
high jump, clearing
6-foot-6, and four other
MRS teammates placed
in the state meet including Tommy
Wagner,runnerup in 400
meter run; George
Moore, 4th in the 800
meter run; and Andy
Parks and Jeff Owens,
who along with Wagner
and Moore made up the
Tigers' state numerup
1600 meter relay team.
Steve Conley
As a team Murray
MSU Invitational Golf Champ
High placed fourth in
state Class A.
GOLF
Local invitational of the Year in William
The biggest golf news tournaments recorded Jordan who was never
of the year concerned repeat winners as beaten by a Racer teamthe opening of Murray Paducah's Jimmy mate the entire season.
State's Frances E. Brown defended his
FOOTBALL
Miller Memorial Golf Murray Country Club
In a complete turCourse. MSU team Invitational title and naround from its
member Steve Conley Jerry Caldwell did the predicted "year of the
won the individual title same with his Oaks flat tire' as one
in the first collegiate Country Club Invita- preseason publication
tournament held on the tional crown.
put it, Murray State's
course.
SOCCER
Racers completely bafAnother golf headline
Mention soccer fled their critics and
was a first at Murray around here and the one notched a 7-4 record this
High as senior Velvet team that pops into season. Among the
Jones became first mind is Murray High's team's most coveted
female to win the Ty first-year squad. In the victories was the upset
Holland Scholarship team's first season of Eastern Kentucky,
presented to the school's ever, the Tigers went ranked second in the naoutstanding athlete. undefeated and came up tion at the time, before a
Jones signed and played one win short of a trip to regional television authis fall with the Univer- the state tournament. dience. Individually the
sity of Alabarna.'"w
'Murray lost a nail-biter, Racers placed an un1-0, in the regional precedented three
semifinals and finished players on the Division
9-1 overall
1-AA All-America team
with defensive tackle
CROSS COUNTRY
Danny Coleman, safety
Calloway County Herbert Jones and
High, under the direc- defensive end Jim
tion of new head coach Piercefield all receiving
Donnie Dortch, boasted honorable mention
its first-ever first-team honors.
All-State cross country
Mark Boggess conrunner in junior Barry tinued his athletic
Knight who helped his legacy at Murray High,
Lakers to a 5th place this time on the
finish in the state. The gridiron, where he
Lady Lakers also played quarterback,
qualified for the state safety, and finally wide
meet paced by Pam receiver where he was
Knight, Barry's 8th- named All -State
grade sister, was honorable mention. The
nominated for the All- Tigers finished 5-5
State girls team.
under first-year head
Murray State boasted coach Tony Franklin,
Johnny Reagan
the OVC Outstanding the third MHS coach in
600th career win
Cross Country Runner as many years.

MSU teammate Lamont
Sleets moved into second place on the
school's all-time scoring
list in December.
Calloway County,
under new coach Jack
Pack, surprisingly went
to the regional finals
before losing to eventual
state-runnerup Carlisle
County. Craig Darnell
and Keith Lovett were
the top two scorers in
region. Calloway girls
were the surprise team
in the newly aligned
Fourth District which
took in Mayfield for the
first time. The Lady
Lakers had a .500
regular season record
despite having no
seniors.
Murray High's boys
upset favored Marshall
County in the district
playoffs and placed Jim
West on the All Purchase team. The
Lady Tigers also had
two All-Purchase selections — Donna Rousse
and Monica Greene.
BASEBALL
MSU's Johnny
Reagan established a
baseball milestone by
winning his 600th victory in a 26-year career
as the 'Breda' skipper.
Murray High unfortunately had its string of
five regional baseball
titles halted when the
Tigers lost 6-5 to Livingston Central in a
rain-interrupted game
which was delayed
•
almost a week.
Jack Perconte,
former Murray State
player and Los Angeles
Dodger who suffered
Jones. Piercefield, Coleman
through obscurity as seAll-America Honorable Mention
cond baseman for
Cleveland, was traded
recently to the Seattle
Mariners. Another pro
baseball star, Jim Bunning, visited Murray
during 1983 in a different capacity: campaigning for governor of
Kentucky.
TENNIS
Tennis made local
headlines at every level
this year beginning with
Murray pro Mel Purcell
who earned over
$130,000 on the Grand
Prix tour finishing in the
finals of two tournaments and making
the quarterfinals of
Wimbledon. He was
ranked No.27 in the
world at the end of the
year.
MSU saw Coach Bennie Purcell, father of
Mel, notch his 300th
career victory en route
to his fourth consecutive
TENNIS STANDOUTS Mats Ljungrnan (left) set an unofficial NCAA record by
Ohio Valley Conference
winning over 140 singles matches in his tour-year career at Murray State. He
title and consequently
helped Coach Bennie Purcell (right) to achieve his fourth Ohio Valley Conference
fourth Coach of the Year
team title and fourth Coach of the Year Award in 1983
,

STATE FINALISTS
Robert Stout (left) and
Shawn Parker advanced
to the state finals as Murray High's No.1 doubles
team.

FIRST YEAR Murray
High fielded a soccer team
for the first time ever and
the squad responded by
going undefeated in
regular season play. Paced by leading scorer Matt
Harrington (13) the Tigers
advanced to the semifinals
of the regional playoffs.
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1983

a year to remember in Murray and Calloway County
Cont'd from Pogo 2

Old and young, the world lost
several figures during 1983
By CHARLOTTE PORTER
Associated Press Writer
By any standard, they'll be

NEW GOVERNOR — Residents
of Kentucky elected Democratic
nominee Martha Layne Collins as
the state's first woman governor.
She defeated Republican Jim
Bunning.

FIRST BLACK MISS AMERICA —
Vanessa Williams became the first
black Miss America. After her victory she said that her race would
have no bearing on her title as Miss
America.

.I••••

RESIGNS — Israeli Prime
Minister Menachem Begin informed members of his cabinet that he
had made up his mind to resign
from his position. He made the announcement from his office in
Jerusalem.

STEPS DOWN — UMW States
Secretary of the Interior James
Wyatt resigned his position after
continuous pressute from his
oPPonents.

tough acts to follow.
George Balanchine was the
leading choreographer of his
time. Tennessee Williams was
hailed as America's foremost
playwright. Sir Ralph Richardson was part of the reigning
triumvirate of the British stage.
The worlds of art and entertainment lost some of their
greatest and most loved figures
In 1983, from screen legend
Gloria Swanson to urban
bluesman Muddy Waters to
freckle-faced Arthur Godfrey.
Some deaths in 1983 shook
governments.
Philippines opposition leader
Benign° Aquino, 50, was gunned
down on an airport tarmac in
Manila, sparking a wave of protests. Rep. Larry McDonald, 48,
and 268 other people perished
when their plane was shot down
by the Soviets over a cold sea,
further chilling superpower
relations.
One death meant hope of nearnormal lives for others. Barney
Clark, a 62-year-old dentist, was
dying when he was wheeled into
a Utah operating room and
given the world's first permanent artificial heart. He made
medical history for 112 days
before succumbing on March 23.
Some were young. Singer
Karen Carpenter suffered from
an irrational fear of being
overweight, and died of cardiac
arrest at the age of 32. But Eubie
Blake, the composer and
ragtime pianist who opened
Broadway to black songwriters,
lived to the age of 100.
ENTERTAINMENT
George Cukor, 83, won his only
Oscar for "My Fair Lady," but
some of the films he directed
were among Hollywood's
classics — "Camille," "The
Philadelphia Story,"
"Gaslight." Lynne Fontanne,
95, with Alfred Lunt rose to fame
as one of the greatest husbandand-wife acting teams of the
stage and screen. Ira Gershwin,
86, wrote the words to such
songs as "I Got Rhythm," and
collaborated with his brother
George on such enduring
musicals as "Porgy and Bess."
Pat O'Brien, 83, played cops,
priests and Knute Rockne to
Ronald Reagan's "Gipper" in
an acting career that included
110 movies. Miss Swanson, 84,
parlayed glamour and talent into stardom well before World
War II, but was best
remembered for her 1949 role as
the demented, aging movie
queen of "Sunset Boulevard."
Richardson, 80, wanted to be an
artist or journalist, but turned to
the stage and with Lord
Laurence Olivier and Sir John
Gielgud ruled Britain's most
outstanding theatrical
generation.
Godfrey, 79, treated millions
of radio and television listeners
to homespun humor and unpredictable comments in the
19508. David Niven, 73, was one
of the most enduring leading
men of Hollywood. Hollowcheeked Raymond Massey, 86,
brought Abraham Lincoln to life
on screen and portrayed the nononsense Dr. Gillespie in television's "Dr. Kildare."
Michael Conrad, who exhorted
members of the "Hill Street
Blues" to be "careful out
there," was 58; Joan Hackett,
who won an Oscar nomination
for her role as the hypochondriac socialite in "Only When I
Laugh," was 49; Norma
Shearer, a leading lady in
movies in the 19208 and 19308,
was 80; Buster Crabbe, 75, was
an Olympic swimming champion who went on to star in
movies as Tarz,an and Flash
Gordon; Walter Slezak, an actor
who specialized in Nazis, killed
himself at the age of 80; Slim
Pickens, the drawling, gravellyvoiced cowboy-turned-actor,
was 84.
McKinley Morganfield, 68,
who took the name of Muddy
Waters from the river that flowed past his boyhood home in
Mississippi, plugged his guitar
Into an amplifier and changed
the course of the blues
Harry James, 67, led big
bands in the swinging tunes of
the 1945s; Jazz pianist Earl
"Fatha'i Hines was 77
ARTS AND LETTERS
Williams delved into his
Southern roots and unhappy
boyhood, and brought up
shadows of death, madness and
homosexuality for such plays as
"The Glass Menagerie." "Cat

on a Hot Tin Roof" and "A
Streetcar Named Desire." He
twice won the Pulitzer Prize,
and was 71 when he choked to
death on a bottlecap.
Balanchine, 79, emigrated
from the Soviet Union and
helped establish the School of
American Ballet and the New
York City Ballet. Balanchine
gave up his own ambitions to
dance and turned to
choreography, and at his death
was pronounced the greatest
person in the dance of this
century."
Ross McDonald, creator of the
Lew Archer series of private eye
novels, was 67; Dame Rebecca
West, novelist and essayist, was
90; Richard Llewellyn, who
wrote "How Green Was My
Valley," was 77; Eric Hoffer,
author and philosopher, was 80
R. Buckminster Fuller, 87,
futurist and designer of the
geodesic dome, collapsed at the
bedside of his wife, Anne, who
died two days later. British art
historian Kenneth Clark, 79,
showed Europe's great masterpieces to millions of TV viewers
on "Civilisation."
Former Oregon Gov. Tom McCall was 69; Rep. Phillip Burton,
D-Calif., was 56; Umberto II,
former king of Italy, was 78;
Julius J. Hoffman, the sharptongued federal judge who
presided at the Chicago 7 trial of
anti-war activists, was 87.
William E. Miner, 69, was
Barry Goldwater's running
mate in the 1964 presidential
election; Donald Maclean, a
British diplomat who with Guy
Burgess, Kim Phllby and Anthony Blunt spied for the Soviet
Union, was also 69.
SPORTS
Paul "Bear" Bryant, 69, spent
25 years as football coach at the
University of Alabama and gained the title of winningest coach
in college football.
Maxie Anderson, 48, took part
In the first balloon crossing of
the Atlantic and the first such
crossing of North America. He
and colleague Don Ida, 49, died
in the crash of their helium.
filled balloon during a race in
West Germany.
George Halas, 88, was the
owner of the Chicago Bears and
the last survivor of the group
that founded modern professional football; Jack Dempsey,
the "Manassa Mauler" who ruled heavyweight boxing from
1919 to 1926, was 87.
MEDIA
Jessica Savitch, anchorwoman for NBC News, drowned
In car in a muddy Pennsylvania
canal. She was 35. Frank
Reynolds, anchorman of ABC's
"World News Tonight," was 59
when he died of viral hepatitis
and bone cancer. Turner
Catledge, the first executive
editor of The New York Times
and chief of its news operations
for 17 years, was 82.
RELIGION
The Roman Catholic Church
lost the archbishops of two of its
largest U.S. dioceses in 1983 —
Cardinal Terence Cooke, 62, of
New York and Cardinal
Humberto Medeiros, 67, of
Boston.
BUSINESS AND LABOR
Charles G. Bluhdorri, 56, built
a small auto parts business into
Gulf & Western Industries, Inc.,
George J. Leness, credited with
turning Merrill Lynch, Pierce,
Fenner & Smith Inc. into a top
investment banking organization, was 80.
Lloyd McBride, who led the
United Steelworkers union, was
67.
OTHER
Also in 1983, former President
Jimmy Carter mourned the
deaths of his mother and sister.
The outspoken Lillian Carter
was 85; evangelist Ruth Carter
Stapleton, spurned conventional
cancer treatment in favor of
prayer, diet and exercise, died a
month before her mother at age
54.
Bill Sackter, a mildly retarded
man whose return to society was
portrayed by Mickey Rooney in
the TV movie "Bill," was 70.
Albert Claude, who pioneered
the use of the electron
microscope, isolated the first
carcenogenic virus and shared
the Nobel Prize for medicine in
1974, was 84; Bart J. Bok, an
authority on the Milky Way, was
77; Felix Bloch, who shared the
1952 Nobel Prize for physics,
was 77.
Meyer Lansky. reputed
organized crime figure. wat; 80.

tor, received a patent for a stop
gauge on a cross-cut saw.
Artie blasts hit Murray and
western Kentucky with
drastically low temperatures
Snow and ice made travel
hazardous.
Several local organizations
auctioned Cabbage Patch Kids

ASIA

honored by the Murray City
Council for 12 years of continuous service to the community. His tenure on the council will
end in January.
The Murray City Council
discussed the possibilities of
purchasing land adjacent to the
City Hall.
Local retail store owners
reported an increase in sales of
weather-related items.

dolls for charity. Many of the
dolls brought upwards of 8100.
Skip Hamra, rock vocalist and
actor, returned to Murray to
visit with family and friends
Numerous accidents
throughout the area were
reported following a second
round of ice storms. Cars in ditches and semis overturned lined
the roadways.
William R. Furches was
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FATAL FLIGHT — The Soviet Union shot down a South Korean commercial airliner killing 269 passengers, including one American Congressman. The Soviets claimed the plane had strayed off its scheduled flight to spy on
highy sensitive areas of their country.

Newsmakers establish firsts,
become winners during 1983
By BARRY HANSON
Associated Press Writer

Vanessa Williams practiced
her singing and dancing in 1983.
Barbara McClintock toiled
quietly in a Long Island
laboratory. Sally Ride and
Guion "Guy" Bluford rehearsed
takeoffs, landings and
everything in between.
By year's end all were winners. And moreover, their successes offered hope to those who
dream of being first, of achieving what had been denied.
Other 1983 newsmakers included an artist with one name
who decorated 11 Florida
Islands, a television news anchorwoman who says she got a
raw deal, a Polish electrician
designated a foremost man of
peace and an 11-year-old
schoolgirl who was given VIP
treatment in the Soviet Union.
Miss Williams, a 20-year-old
native of Millwood, N.Y., was
named Miss America on Sept. 17
and became the first black
woman to win the title in the
62-year history of the pageant.
It was at the other end of a
career that major recognition
finally came to Miss McClintock,. the 81-year-old biologist
who won the 1983 Nobel Prize for
Medicine. Painstaking research
in a small cornfield led her 32
years ago to a discovery about
the traits of genes. But the
discovery was largely ignored
until recent years. On being told
of winning the Nobel, Miss McClintock said it seemed unfair
"to reward a person for having
so much pleasure over the
years."
Miss Ride and Bluford blazed
trails in 1983 by being the first
female and black Americans to
travel in space.
An astrophysicist, Miss Ride,
32, served as a mission
specialist in a crew of five on the
flight of the space shuttle
Challenger in June. After

receiving praise from President
Reagan for her work, she said,
"It was fun and I'm sure it will
be the most fun I'll ever have in
my life."
Two and a half months later,
Bluford rode Challenger on a
perfect six-day mission — the
first to begin and end at night. "I
was raised thinking I could do
anything I wanted to do,"
Bluford said.
Christo, the avant garde artist, took 6 million square feet of
pink plastic and surrounded a
seven-mile string of pinestudded islands in Florida's Biscayne Bay last May. Conservationists at first were worried
about harming the environment,
but the "Surrounded Islands"
project drew widespread praise
and boosted tourism.
Christine Craft was elated in
August when a jury awarded her
$500,000 in a suit claiming she
was demoted from anchorwoman on a Kansas City television station because she wasn't
attractive enough or deferential
to men. But on Oct. 31 a federal
judge threw out the verdict and
Ms. Craft, describing herself as
"appalled," vowed to pursue the
case as long as necessary.
For Lech Walesa, the Polish
shipyard worker and labor activist, 1983 began with harassment by the communist martial
law authorities. But before
year's end he had met with
visiting Pope John Paul II and
won the Nobel Peace Prize for
his struggle on behalf of
workers' rights.
Samantha Smith of Manchester, Maine, wrote Soviet
leader Yuri V. Andropov and
asked him if he wanted to conquer the world. Andropov
responded by inviting the plucky
schoolgirl to visit the Soviet
Union to see for herself.
For two weeks she was whisked to a youth camp in the
Crimea, a collective farm, the
circus and the ballet, met Soviet
dignitaries and was showered

with gifts, all with an army of
reporters in tow.
"Soviet people are really nice
people," she said. They're
almost just like Americans."
Elsewhere in 1983, Ron
Reagan Jr., son of the president,
hung up his ballet slippers and
turned to free-lance writing
"where you can starve equally."
Another well-known son, Robert
F. Kennedy Jr., had a brush
with the law in South Dakota and
committed himself to a private
hospital for treatment of a drug
problem.
The strange case of John Z. De
Lorean — the bright, dynamic
automaker who found himself
mired in drug charges in
California — got stranger as
pre-trial maneuvering continued through the year. Sex
magazine publisher Larry Flynt
got in the act by providing a
television network with FBI
videotape showing De Lorean
meeting with undercover
officers.
Flynt later played an audio
tape he claimed proved that De
Lorean and his family were
threatened if the automaker
backed out of a cocaine deal. A
judge fined the paraplegic
publisher $20,000 a day for refusing to disclose the source of the
tape and cited him for wearing
an American flag as a diaper. In
December Flynt admitted the
tape was a fake.
Other newsmakers included
Ginny Float, the president of the
California chapter of the National Organization fdi• Women,
who was acquitted in Gretna,
La., of charges she murdered an
Argentine businessman in a
New Orleans suburb 18 years
ago.
And Wayne Cryts, a Puxico,
Mo.,farmer, was found innocent
of criminal contempt of court for
selling his soybean crop in violation of a court order and became
a symbol of the beleaguered
farmer.

TWENTY YEARS LATER... — Members of the family of the late President John F. Kennedy paid their respects
at the gravesite of the late president at the Arlington National Cemetery in Arlington, Va. on the 20th anniversary of his death. Kennedy was assassinated while riding in a motorcade in Dallas.
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